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From William Wagner
RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY September-October
RYAN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS Activities
Lindbergh Field, San Diego, Calif.

MILITARY PLANE CONTRACT - In the latter part of September the Ryan Aeronautical

Co. of San Diego closed contracts for a number of Ryan military training

planes and spare parts for the Mexican government.

The contract is for Ryan S-T-A special military trainers powered

with 15O h.p„ super-charged Menasco engines. These planes will be used

as the standard military training ships of the Mexican Army Air Force and

are similar to the popular S-T series widely used for sport and training

in this country and abroad.

Low-wing metal fuselaged planes seating two pilots, the Ryan mili-

tary trainers closely follow in design the stock model Ryan which Tex Ran-

kin flew in winning the International Aerobatic Championship this spring,

but are of still higher performance.

RYAN BACKLOG OF ORDERS - Recent contracts of the Ryan Aeronautical Co. bring

its backlog of orders to a new peak in excess of $350|000» according to T.

Claude Ryan, president.

In September, an important contract involving more than $90,000 in

parts and equipment was closed, and later in the month a substantial order

was received for military trainers for the Mexican government. These two

contracts, together with the steady flow of orders for Ryan S-T sport

trainers, have brought the backlog to a new high.

RECORD ENROLLMENT - The Ryan School of Aeronautics reports one of the largest

enrollments in its 15 year history for the term beginning October 4th»

Particularly noticeable was the large increase in proportion of students

enrolling for flight training. Enrollments were heaviest from the New

England States and from Illinois,
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Sovcral of the newly enrolled transport students are taking the

special combined Eyan course in which the student purchases a Eyan S-T

sport trainer and then completes his flight training in his own plane.

Continuing the California State Board of Education's program of

aeronautical education, the State College at San Diego has kO students

enrolled for practical work at the Eyan school in conjunction with their

academic training in aviation on the College campus. For a number of years

the State College work has teen carried out so that full advantage might "be

taken of practical training and close contact with full-time aeronautical

activity at Lindbergh Field.

METAL CABIN PLANE - Already granted an Approved Type Certificate with a Menasco.

150 h.p. engine installation, the new Eyan S-C metal cabin plane is now com-

pleting flight tests for Bureau of Air Commerce approval with a 1U5 h.p.

Warner radial en< ine power plant. Tests are expected to be completed by

October 15th.

Already complete production jigs and special toolinf have been in-

stalled at the Eyan San Diego factory, and first planes of the metal cabin

series are now moving along the production line.

The many prominent sportsman pilots who have flown the new cabin

plane with "both in-line and radial installations report that the ship

handles extremely well in flight, upon landing and on the ground. Among

those who have given the ship an enthusiastic endorsement are Eichard

Archbold, of Consolidated "Guba" fame; Mrs. Beryl Markham, English aviatrix

who flew the Atlantic last year; and Albert Emanuel, prominent youthful

New York pilot who owns and flies a Eyan S-T.

WILCOX APPOINTED - Appointment of Paul Wilcox as Chief Flight Instructor of the

Eyan School of Aeronautics is announced by T. Claude Eyan, president. For

several years Wilcox, former Chief Test Pilot for Consolidated Motors of
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Detroit, lias "been a povernraent approved flight instructor for Ryan, and

moved up to the chief instructorship on the resignation of John Fornasero.

Fornasero, himself a former Ryan transport graduate, has left the

Ryan organization to take a position with the inspection branch of the U.S.

Bureau of Air Commerce,

Beside his school duties, Wilcox will serve as chief pilot for the

Ryan Aeronautical Co.> which now has in production "both the S-T sport train-

er open cockpit monoplanes and the new metal cabin ship.

A new addition to the Ryan staff is Ned Chase, former transport

graduate of the school, who has been employed as pilot for the Ryan Aero-

naut i cai Company

.

Robert Kerlinger, formerly in charge of maintenance and an assist-

ant in flight training has been advanced to full-time instruction work as

a government approved flight instructor.

RYAN S-T DELIVERIES - Recent Ryan S-T deliveries include a S-T-A to John

Morrell, packin' company executive of Topeka, Kansas; an S-T-A to Katherine

Cheunf , Chinese aviatrix of Los Aiv eles; and an S-T-A special 150 h,p.

supercharged ship to Mary Pike, Los Angeles sportswoman.

RADIO INSTRUCTION - The demand for well trained aviation radio men has become

so heavy because of the increasing use of radio on private, commercial and

military planes for communication and navigation that the Ryan School of

Aeronautics has increased its instruction to include trainin for Third

Class Radio Telephone License in all ground school courses.

RECENT VISITORS - Well-known aeronautical personalities continue to find much

of interest at the Ryan factory and The Ryan School of Aeronautics at

Lindbergh Field, San Dier-o.

Mrs. Beryl Markham, En' lish aviatrix who flew the Atlantic in

September of last year, visited the factory and school and made a number





of flights in the Warner powered. Byan S-C cabin plane.

Albert Emanuel, probably the younrest pilot in the country, who owns

and flies his own Byan S-T, visited the factory with the pilot who has been

his instructor. Youiy Emanuel accompanied T. Claude Byan on several flights

in the new cabin ship.

Other visitors included Lt. Comm. George 0. Noville, of Trans-

Atlantic fame; and Sir Hubert Wilkins, who has explored the Artie and Ant-

arctic by air, and who has just returned from searching for the missing

Russian trans-polar fliers.

LINDBERGH FIELD NOTES - The Ryan School of Aeronautics has added a new Stinson

Reliant for advanced student instruction. ..... .Basil Morrow has been advanc-

ed to chief of Ryan maintenance, succeeding Robert Kerlinger who is now a

full-time flight instructor. .... ..James Taylor, Ryan graduate, lias gone to

the Glenn L. Martin Co. at Baltimore Word reaches San Diego that

Ryan S-Ts just about swept the Women's Air Races at Chicago last month

June Kraft, a former Ryan student, was one of the girls who got

into the winninr money Barbara Kibbee is continuing on to a transport

license. .... ..Joe Ream is the new Bureau of Air Commerce inspector succeed-

ing M. P. "Pop" Ranscom who has been transferred to Washington, D. C

James McKean and Ben Ashford, Ryan transport graduates, have set up comm-

ercial operation at Los Angeles Municipal Airport with their two Ryan S-T

sport trainers.
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From William Wagner
RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY October-November
RYAN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS Activities
Lindbergh Field, San Diego, Calif.

WARNER-POWERED S-C - Approved Type Certificate covering the Warner-powered

Ryan S-C three place metal cabin monoplane has been granted by the

Bureau of Air Commerce, and immediate production schedules of both this

model and the Menasco-powered S-C have been undertaken, according to

T. Claude Ryan, president of the Ryan Aeronautical Co.

Complete production jigs and special tooling were completed more

than a month ago for routine manufacture of both models of the new cabin

plane, which has been receiving wide attention in the industry.

Many foreign inquiries are being received, and the foreign

aeronautical press has shown a marked interest in obtaining full

particulars concerning the S-C, which is the first private-owner plane

designed and constructed by an established aircraft manufacturer with the

primary objective of taking full advantage of the production possibilities

of metal construction.

Models SC-145W and SC-150, the latter powered by Menasco, show

almost identical performance, with top speed of 150 miles an hour,

cruising of 135 m.p.h. and exceptionally slow landing speed of 45 m.p.h.

These models are identical except for engine installation and engine

equipment and accessories, and both will sell for the same price, according

to Sam Breder, Ryan aircraft sales manager.

RYAN EARNINGS REPORTED - Earning statement of the Ryan Aeronautical Co. and

subsidiary for the first nine months of 1937 showed net profit of

$35,817 after normal charges but before provision for surtax on

undistributed taxes, equal to 14 cents per share on the outstanding

capital stock.

A dividend of 5 cents per share, payable November 10th to .

stockholders of record as of October 30th, has been declared by the ,. O^Ul^^^
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board of directors.

RYAN STUDENT ACTIVITIES - New enrollments at the Ryan School of Aeronautics

include Jack Loney of Walla Walla, Washington - Transport; Robert Mix of

Salt Lake City - Master Mechanic; and John Gierster of Joplin, Missouri -

Master Mechanic.

Recent license awards from the Bureau of Air Commerce included:

Barbara Kibbee, Rancho Santa Fe, California - Limited Commercial; Robert

Backus, Willimantic, Conn. - Limited Commercial; William J. Schoble,

Philadelphis, Pa. - Transport; and Willis Yeagy, New Oxford, Pa. -

Private.

Most newsworthy activity of the current social season was a

Hallowe'en hard times dance held in the Ryan administration building for

both School and Factory members of the Ryan organizations. Two weeks
.

previous a group of Ryan students enjoyed a moonlight horseback ride,

followed by a fireside steak bake.

APPOINTMENTS - Senor Miguel Zuniga of Mexico City and Los Angeles leaves this

month en a year's tour of Latin America, following his appointment as

special Ryan aircraft sales representative. Zuniga will travel

extensively in Central America and Mexico, later making a sales tour of

South American countries.

Appointment of Edward Oberbauer as service department foreman

of the Ryan factory was announced by Fred Rohr, production manager.

•

Oberbauer will be in direct charge of all service work on Ryan S-T and

S-C planes which visit the factory for routine inspection and service.

VISITORS APLENTY - Ryan aircraft sales manager Sam Breder, and Earl Prudden,

Ryan School vice-president, have been kept busy showing visiting

celebrities and aviation officials through the factory and school

facilities, and arranging demonstration flights in the S-T sport trainers
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and S-G metal cabin plane.

Feminine hearts did snap rolls and inverted loops when Tyrone

Power. Twentieth Century-Fox star stopped in at Lindbergh Field for a

demonstration flight in the new Byan S-C. Major Lester Gardner of the

Institute of Aeronautical Sciences was an interested visitor to the

Eyan School of Aeronautics, following which he inspected the factory.

relegations of dignataries representing the Swedish and Mexican

governments pat in appearances at the Eyan executive offices during the

past r: >nth,

r.TA
7

:

r
DISTEIBLTOES INSPECT PLANT - Distributors of Eyan aircraft throughout the

e,,,st h.av-3 buen making their way westward to visit the Eyan plant at

Scin Diego for inspection of the new factory facilities and to "become

acquainted with the new Eyan S-C metal cabin planes, the sales of which

the" wf.l'i har.il

e

e

rilliam Joy of .Air Industries, Inc., City Airport, Detroit, flew

in for several days, and while in San Diego visited his brother Thomas Joy

who is enrolled at the Eyan School for Transport training. Eobert and

Hear;- Klein of Central Aircraft Sales, Sky Harbor, Chicago, spent several

days inspecting new aircraft and becoming acquainted with factory

procedurec Cn departure they took delivery of an S-T sport trainer.

LINDBSEG-II FIELD NOTES - Tex Eankin, stunt pilot extraordinary and holder of the

International Aerobatic Championship, stopped en route to the Houston Show

to have his stock model S-T stunt plane inspected by Eyan factory engineerSi

Frank Fuller, the flying paint man from San Francisco, buzzed into

Lindbergh Field just at dark one night recently in his fat-fuselaged

Seversky to hangup a new Canada--United States-Mexico speed record

Consolidated Flying Boats for the Havy continue to go past the Eyan School

en route from the factory to the testing grounds on San Diego Bay at the
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other side of the field Meanwhile Douglas and Northrup "bombers

drop in from March yield for a look-see TCPA executives on a nation

wide inspection tour of airports paid San Diego a visits. , . . .... .Students

a^ain or cross-countries in- the S-Ts to San Francisco and Las Vegas,

'£ ry'oomnoda'Ge production of the two S~C cabin models and S-T sport trainers,

the ryar. /fctory has been rearranged for line production by factory

s .iperintendont Fred Eohro„ . »<, . . ° °. »o ...Lieut, Santiago Yrsquoz of the Mexican

Army Ji... For~-e supervising construction of the S-T military trainers and

^ocoiniri. familiar with Ryan factory methods eo. ....... .Mary Pike, Los

Aage.^c3, opo^t swoman
s
dropping in with her special supercharged S-T.
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From William Wagner
RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY November-December

RYAN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS Activities
Lindbergh Field, San Diego, Calif*

RYANS WIN RACES ABROAD - As the Ryan Aeronautical Co. factory moves into pro-

duction of the new S-C metal cabin plane models, reports from abroad

reach San Diego of the continued popularity and high performance of the

Ryan S-T open cockpit sport trainers.

The latest air-mail from South America brings a letter from Ryan

owner Anesid Amaral Jr. describing his winning of the annual Air Race

around the City »f Sao Paulo, Brazil. Over a course of 290 milometers,

Amaral piloted his S-T-A to victory over twenty-one other American and

foreign built aircraft.

From Australia word was received that Capt. K. M. Frewin, flying

a Ryan S-T-A, won the Victorian Aero Clubs Annual Derby at Melbourne on

October 9th.

SCHOOL FACILITIES EXPANDED - Increased enrollment at the Ryan School of Aero-

nautics has necessitated the addition of a new Ryan S-T sport trainer to

the school's fleet of training planes. Ground schooling facilities have

been improved b;y a rearrangement of the school shop, providing additional

space for the engine department and a new separate room for carburetor

and ignition instruction. The drafting classroom has been moved to a new

location, to provide additional space for that department.

Recent enrollments include: Thomas W. Anderson, Nashville, Tenn.

,

Private Pilot; Chester Peterson, San Francisco, California - Transport

Pilot; Elmer Bryan, Greeley, Colorado - Master Mechanic; Walter McQuarrie,

Salt Lake City - fester Mechanic; James Young, Williamson, New York -

Transport Pilot; and Frank Simonetti, Jr., Suffolk, Virginia - Master

Mechanic*

/#6 <£**-«£*- ^^^ at-
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MEXICAN ARMY" FLEET COMPLETED - Construction of the fleet of special Ryan

military training ships for the Mexican Army Air Force has "been completed

"by the Eyan factory, and are now being packed for shipment to Mexico City

where they will be used as the standard training plane of the Military

Aviation School*

Four Mexican Army Air Force officers have been in constant touch

with developments at the Ryan Aeronautical Co. factory, San Diego, Calif.

On a special flight from Mexico City came Col. Luis Farrel, head of the

Military .aviation School, accompanied by Capts. Mariano Munoz and

Guadalupe Vergara, who will do much of the flight instruction with the

Ryan trainers at Mexico City. Capts. Munoz and Vergara are graduated of

the United States Army Air Corps schools at Kelly and Randolph Fields.

Prior to acceptance of the fleet by the Mexican representatives,

complete flight testing of each plane was conducted by Paul Wilcox, Ryan

chief test pilot. On the final day before packing the planes for ship-

ment to Mexico City Wilcox conducted high-altitude tests of the military

trainers. Although it was a warm sunny California day, Wilcox was

heavily clothed in flying suit and boots for the ascent to in excess of

13,000 feet, where the temperature was around zero. He was accompanied

by Lieut. Safl-tiago Vasquez, Mexican factory inspector, who has been at the

plant for the past 60 days*

FLIGHT TRAINING COURSES REVISED - In accordance with the new Civil Air Regulation;

all Ryan School of Aeronautics flight courses will be revised to provide

maximum training and thorough fundamentals of air technique to fully equip

Ryan students for flight tests to be taken under the new rulings.

FOREIGNERS VISIT .RYAN - The Ryan School of Aeronautics and the Ryan Aeronautical

Co. factory at San Diego are regularly and frequently visited by nearly
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all foreign military and commercial delegations visiting the United

States.

During the past month delegations representing Mexico, Brazil and

Japan have inspected Eyan facilities. Col. Antonio G-. Muniz headed the

Brazilian group.

RYaIT AIRCRAFT ACTIVITIES - Interest in the new Ryan S-C metal cabin plane

models continues to mount with inquiries pouring into the office of

aircraft slaes manager Sam Breder. Five fuselages of the S-C series have

now "been completed and are on the production line, with five others in

the early stages of assembly.

Duke Ressler, Ryan Sales representative at Los Angeles, has taken

delivery of a new Ryan S-T-A sport trainer and is making a demonstration

tour throughout the Pacific Southwest.

Aircraft distributors throughout the country have been dropping into

the Ryan offices at San Diego to inspect the factory and become familiar

with production of the Ryan S-C series now being assembled. Among the

recent sales outlets to be represented are 0. J- Whitney of Hew York, re-

presented by 0. J. himself; Franklin Rose, of San Francisco; and Ben

Fillmore of the Fillmore Flying Service, Oakland, California. Pilots from

the Santa Maria Flying School took delivery of a RyanS-T for the central

California air school. Joe Lewis, of the Lewis Air Service, Burbank, Calif,

was also a visitor at Lindbergh Field.

VISITORS ALIGHT - About every other private plane landing at Lindbergh Field,

San Diego, seems to bring someone of prominence to the Ryan offices, either

to inspect the new Ryan S-C metal cabin plane, or to visit the school

and factory,

English actor Brian. Aherne, accompanied by Max Constant, hopped over
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from Palm Springs for lunch and to inspect the new Ryan. Later T. Claude

Ryan, head roan of the Ryan organization, repaid the visit to Aherne

and Constant by flying over to the movie colon'y winter paradise in an S-C.

Charlie McCarthy the suacy wooden stooge of Edgar Bergen, had been

a bad boy and had to stay at home when Bergen flew down to the Ryan factory

in an S-T with Aerobat Tex Rankin. Bergen and Rankin disappeared for the

afternoon in an S-C but returned in time for the flight back to Hollywood.

LINDBERGH EIELD NOTES - William Randolph Hearst, potent publisher accompanied

by a party of motion picture friends landed at Lindbergh Eield last week

in his Vultee executive job to clear customs en route to Ensenada. ....

Another traveler to Ensenada was Johnny Walker, TWA Vice-president,

accompanied by George Cussen, western traffic manager. Johnny stopped

in to have a look at the Ryan School and inspect work on the S-C cabin

planes Dick Archbold and his gang flew away for Miami last week in

his new Consolidated flying boat, successor to the "Guba. " .... .Richard

Owen and Robert Devine, Ryan School graduates, were among the pilots

representing the University of Southern California in a competitive flying

meet with Stanford University .Skinned shins, knocked knees

and dented domes have resulted from two evenings of roller skating

participated in the past month by Ryan students A $90,000 order

handled by parts and equipment department of the Ryan factory is near

completion. Most of the contract called for precision die parts to be used

on drop-hammer work. ...The Bureau of Air Commerce facilities at Lindbergh

Eield have all been enlarged and re-equipped, providing additional airways

control regulation in cooperation with the Burbank office, and new two-

way radio service on continuous watch
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RYAN AERONAUTICAL COWAM '

\

RYAN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS [Ju^M^- \ <^~*w,

Lindbergh Field, San Diego, Calif. °

MANUFACTURING DIVISION EXPANDS - An expansion of the parts and equipment

manufacturing division of the Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego, includ-

ing the enlargement of its facilities for volume production of exhaust

collector ring, exhaust silencers ,and carburetor air pre-heaters and allied

parts of stainless steel and Inconel is announced by T. Claude Ryan, pres-

ident. This is in addition to Ryan's regular production of stamped sheet

metal parts of inumerable types on an enlarged scale.

Fred Rohr, Ryan factory superintendent, who is in charge of the parts ^~tL.

equipment department, is the pioneer of the drop hammer process of manufacture

in which the Ryan company is the outstanding leader, and in the development

of the design and manufacture of exhaust collector rings, having been the

first to manufacture these parts of stainless steel to meet the specification

and requirements of the Army Air Corps and the United States Navy.

At the present time Ryan is producing a large volume of parts for

Consolidated Aircraft Corp., and has recently been awarded A contracts>for

the manufacture of exhaust collector rings for the new four-engined Douglas

DC-U forty passenger transport. The expanded facilities have made possible '

an increased volume of this work for these and other aircraft builders.

The entire personnel of the Ryan manufacturing division is made up of

a corps of season' technicians who have been identified with Rohr for many

k
years in production of aircraft metal parts and equipment.

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING COURSE - Addition of a two-year Aeronautical Engineer-

ing Course to the Ryan School of Aeronautics curriculum is announced by

Earl D. Prudden, vice president.

The new course will be under the direction of Stanley H. Evans, aero-
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nautical engineer, whose wide experience in airplane design includes ex-

tensive work on "both sides of the Atlantic. Mr. Evans comes to the Ryan

school direct from the Horthrup Division of the Douglas Aircraft Corp.

The Ryan Aeronautical Engineering Course has been planned to take

maximum advantage of theoretical and practical knowledge in order to qualify

the student within a two year period. Ryan plans to offer its course in

such a way as to intensify those subjects that have a direct bearing on

aircraft design, construction and research, while eliminating those not

strictly essential to aeronautical practice.

Combining in one organization both educational and manufacturing

activities, the Ryan organization seems particularly fitted to give well-

rounded training along Aeronautical Engineering lines,

Mr. Evan's' background of experience in actual engineering and design

practice has been widespread. In England he has been associated with

Handley Page, Ltd., Gloster Aircraft Co., and the Hes ton Aircraft Co. as

designer and technician. His experience in America includes design work

with Douglas and Northrup, while his background abroad also includes ser-

vice with the Dutch National Aircraft Works,

Among the new features to be offered in the Ryan Aeronautical Engineer-

ing Course will be extensive studies in seaplane floats and hull design.

In view of Ryan's proximity to the Consolidated Aircraft Corp., one of the

world's largest manufacturers of flying boats, it appears that the Ryan

school is well equipped to pioneer this field of engineering training.

RYAN S-C PROGRESS - With a flood of inquiries continuing to flow into the Ryan

Aeronautical Co, factory concerning the new Ryan S-C metal cabin palne,

production is being stepped up immediately from a schedule of one plane

per week, to two S-Cs per week, according' to Sam Breder, Ryan aircraft

sales manager.
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Along with routine production Byan engineers and designers have been

busy the past fortnight 'with one of the country's leading soundproof and

interior decoration experts on work planned to made the S-C the most refined

plane in the medium-size class

Initial public displany of the Eyan S-C at an aircraft show will be

at Chicago the latter part of January, according to Ryan officials.

Outstanding for an airplane in the private market is the Byan S-C's

soundproofed cabin, genuine leather finish and spacious upholstery. In

addition to these desirable qualities of cabin refinement, safety has been

improved markedly by the completion of an interior finish which is entirely

flame-proof. It is believed that this is the first stock-model production

plane in the private field which is finished throughout with flame-proof

materials.

Included in the materials specified in the Eyan S-C interior are genuine

fine grain leather, Bigelow lock-weave carpets, Laidlaw fabrics and Johns-

Mansville stone felt for soundproofing. Another new feature is the ad-

justable pilot's seat*

SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS HIGH *- With the opening of the January 3rd term enrollments

at the Ryan School of Aeronautics, San Diego, have reached a new peak, accord-

ing to Earl D. Prudden, vice president.

Most recent flying students include: Alan Austen, Ithaca, New York -

Advanced Transport; William B. Apgar, Missoula, Montana- Private; Arnold

Enge t Petersburg, Alaska - Private; Donald Gibbons, Willits, California -

Private; Harry Marshall, Ashland, Kentucky - Transport; George Eastwood,

Grayville, Illinois - Private; Charles Beveridge, Silvis, Illinois - Amateur

and fester Mechanic; and Douglas Bothwell, Los Angeles - Advanced Plight

Instruction and Navigation.
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Specialized courses in ground subjects are being taken by Stanley J.

Reama, Hamden, Conn.; Gus Moore, Jr., Wilcox, Arizona; and Keefer Patten,

Susanville, California,

RYAN COURSES REVISED - All training courses at the Ryan School of Aeronautics

are being revised to fully comply with the recently adopted Civil Air

Regulations covering the granting of pilot's licenses.

Practically all of the flying courses have been changed in some res-

pects ti» &.£ to offer training in agreement with the new regulations recent-

ly laid down by Washington.

In connection with the new Instructor's Rating, a specialized advanced

transport course will be offered by Ryan to qualify pilot's for this

desirable license.

LINDBERGH FIELD NOTES - As we go to press, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios is

sending the entire company of "Test Pilot" to Lindbergh Field to shoot

scenes for the forthcoming aviation production Plenty of people

will turn out to get an eye-full of Clark Gable, Myma. Loy, Lionel Barry-

more and Spencer Tracy as they perform before the cameras alongside the

Ryan S-T and S-C planes.....,.,. School was almost an impossibility the

day Consolidated launched their new four-engined patrol bomber .Ryan

students joined the hundreds of Consolidated employees and San Diego towns-

people who watched from the Lindbergh Field seaplane ramp as Chief Test

Pilot Bill Wheat ley lifted the huge bomber off the waters of San Diego Bay,.,

Barbara Kibbee, the Ryan's school's prize flying gal, and a bunch of her

boy-friend student-pilots went swimming the other Saturday but now that

cooler day's (in spite of California's usual sunshine) are here, the crowd

is turning to the Monday night bowling tournament participated in by Ryan

students and instructors Instructors Paul Wilcox, Bob Kerlinger,
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Verne Murdock and Ned Chase have gotten tired of trying to keep track of

their solo students in the air, so over the Hollidays the Ryan school's

S~Ts went into the hangar for a new coat of paint on the rudder ,

Now the red, green, "blue and yellow ships are easily identified as the

gang does 180s and 360s. ...... .Ryan really entertained in a BIG- way when

they had 20,000 San Diego children as their guests at a huge Christmas

party in the local football bowl. Dick Archbold back to Lindbergh

Field in the "Cuba" same day the four-engined Consolidated patrol bomber

was test flown.. for once Dick and the "Cuba" weren't the center of

interest , .

.





From William Wagner

RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY January-February

RYAN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS Activities

Lindbergh Field, San Diego

RYAN SCHOOL ACTIVITIES - Following last month's announcement of the new two-

year Ryan aeronautical engineering course, outlines of the training to be

offered have "been issued. The course outlines show that the two years of

training include 3500 hours of solid aeronautical instruction in which every-

thing has been eliminated that does not pertain directly to engineering

theory, design, mathematics, or shop practices.

In two years of training, Ryan offers more actual aeronautical instruc-

tion than is included in five-year college and university aeronautical

engineering courses. Educators and engineers who have had an opportunity of

previewing the new Ryan engineering course state that it is one of the most

concentrated and complete training courses that has yet been offered.

In referring to his appointment with the Ryan School, Stanley Evans

Engineering insturctor, stated: "The close affiliation between the Ryan

School of Aeronautics and its manufacturing affiliate, the Ryan Aeronautical

Co., as well as its huge manufacturing neighbor, Consolidated Aircraft Corp.,

gives the engineering student an unusual opportunity for constant contact

with the practical solution of everyday aircraft manufacturing problems'.'.

"At no other school that I know of is the student in such a favorable

position for the ideal balance between theory and practical contact and ob-

servation as he is at Ryan."

FACTORY ACTIVITY - With recent expansion of the Ryan parts and equipment manufact-

uring division and continued production of S-C and S-T planes, the Ryan fac-

tory is currently at a high rate of activity.

An entire fleet of Ryan S-C metal cabin planes is now moving along the

production line, and completed ships are beginning to come out of the factory





at the rate of three a week.

The first production planes were delivered in January, and are now in

the hands of Eyan distributors in the east.

RYAN S-C SALES - Central Aircraft Sales of Sky Harbor, Chicago, and Demorr Aero-

nautical Corp. of Main Line Airport, Philadelphia, have taken delivery of

their Ryan S-C demonstrators*

Robert Klein, of Chicago, and Nicholas Morris, of Philadelphia, accepted

the planes at San Diego after spending several days at the factory observing

actual production of the metal cabin planes.

The Ryan S-C made its initial public appearance at the International

Aircraft Show, Chicago, Sales Manager Sam Breder attended the show as

Ryan representative. Preceeding his stop at the show, Breder completed a

sales tour throughout the east,

STUDENT ACTIVITIES - Most enjoyable student event of late at the Ryan School of

Aeronautics was a week-end cross-country flight to Palm Springs, fashionable

movie colony winter resort. While the flight was uneventful for the students

participating they managed to "crack up" rather frequently with the motor

bikes they rented at the desert resort.

During the past month Bureau of Air Commerce inspectors were kept busy

giving license tests to Ryan students. Among those getting their coveted

licenses were: Robert Backus - Willimantic, Conn. -Transport; Stanley Newton-

Stratford, Calif .-Private; Thomas Joy - Detroit, Mich. -Private; Philip Pro-

phett - Rutland, Vermont-Private; Hugh Pahlow - Columbus, Ohio-Private; Norman

Squires-Manchester Depot, Vermont - Private; Linn Stitle - Indianapolis, Ind,-

Private; Nelson Norquist - Vancouver, B.C. -Transport; Joseph Hausladen - Vista

Calif. - Private; Howard Wirth - San Mateo, Calif .-Private; Chester Rians -

Peoria, 111 .-Private.

STUDENT BODY DINNERS - As part of the extra-curricular activities of the Ryan
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School of Aeronautics, frequent dinners are held at which students have an

opportunity to enjoy contact with prominent aviation men who share their ex-

periences with the student pilots and mechanics.

An outstanding event of this nature will be the February 19th dinner

meeting at which Capt. William Grooch will be the speaker. Although his

name is not well-known outside of aviation circles, Grooch is one of the real

pioneers of trans-oceanic air travel for it was he who established Pan Amer-

ican Airways' bases for the Clipper ships operating across the Pacific,

At Midwajc, Wake and Guam, Grooch was in charge of the establishment of

Pan American operating facilities. At the February 19th dinner he will relate

experiences of this pioneering work, which have already been told in his ex-

cellent book, "Skyway to Asia".

Grooch' s appearance is particularly timely in view of last month's, dinner

at which Pan American showed motion pictures of the China Clipper.

LINDBERGH FIELD NOTES. . . . Al Lacy, assistant to superintendent Fred Rohr, build-

ing a new drop-hammer for the Ryan factory. . .More skinned knees at the last

Ryan roller skating party. .. .Monday night bowling always brings out a good

crowd. Six Ryan student teams now bowling for the school championship, .....

.

Tom Joy to Mexico City for a visit before returning for additional flight

training, .. .Perry Boswell out of the hospital - after an auto accident,,...

joe Barton and Joe Reams, Bureau of Air Commerce inspectors, now regularly

based at Lindbergh Field. .. .M-G-M's "Test Pilot" crew back for another day

of shooting for the forthcoming aviation feature release. ... .Ryan students on

hand to water, the 18 Navy patrol bombers off for Hawaii. .. .And in the meantime

Consolidated continues test flights of the new four-engined Navy bomber

Another successful cross-country to Tuscon - but the boys and gals had to

buck a stiff head-wind on the return flight, D. F. Richards, prominent Idaho

bank president taking advanced flight training at the Ryan school. .*.
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GIRL WINS COMMERCIAL LICENSE - From the Ryan School of Aeronautics was last

week graduated its first woman Commercial (Transport) pilot - Barbara

Kibbee, of Rancho Santa Fe, California, according to Earl D. Prudden, Vice

president.

Enrolling at the Ryan School a year ago, Barbara completed her original

training in a Private Pilot Course and then signed up to continue on to

the higher license, which has just been awarded to her by Bureau of Air

Commerce inspectors.

During her entire year at the school, Barbara was nearly always at the

very top in her ground school work, and in flying ability her instructors

rated her at least the equal of any man among the 60 flying students. She

was the. only girl in a class of kO men studying for Federal third-class

radio telephone examinations, but finished with higher grades than any of

them.

According to Paul Wilcox, Ryan Chief Flight Instructor, "Miss Kibbee

was always an A-l flight student, and her ability was the envy of many of

the men students".

Becoming interested in aviation when only a young girl she made her

first hop as a passnsger in 1929. Her mother, determined to put an end

to what she considered "this flying foolishness", consulted with the pilot

before the flight and advised him to "Give her the works".

"All I remember of that hop is that I saw the ground from a lot of

different angles", says Barbara. "But, when I was on the ground again I

decided it was fun and aelted for more".

Finally overcoming her parents' objections, "Kibbee", as she is called

by fellow students, enrolled at the Ryan School in March, 1937*





RYAN SELECTS DISTINGUISHED ENGINEER - A two-year Aeronautical Engineering Course,

extensive in its scope and intensive in Its practical application, has been

added to the curriculum of the Ryan School of Aeronautics, San Diego, Calif.

A shorter one- ear course, specializing in aircraft design and construction

is also featured. Both courses are scheduled to start at the opening of

the Spring Term, April 4th.

Selected to head the new Ryan Engineering School is Stanley H. Evans,

internationally known aircraft designer and engineering educator, who comes

to Syan from the Northrup Division of Douglas, after a distinguished career

of more than 20 years on both sides of the Atlantic, including war flying in

the Royal Flying Corps, aeronautical education at Oxford and London Univer-

sities, followed by designing with such famous firms as Koolhoven in Holland,

Handley Page and Gloster in England.

First coming to this country in 1928, Evans joined the design staff

of Douglas and is well known on the pacific Coast for his former educational

work in pioneering the present trend of practical engineering training,

having organized and directed in 1931 the Engineering School of Curtiss-

Wright Tech.

ANOTHER DROP-HAMMER ADDED - Addition of a fifth drop-hammer to the battery of

giant Ryan - designed hammers in use at the Ryan Aeronautical Co. factory,

San Die^o, has been made during the past month.

Because of increased production of Ryan S-C and S-T planes and addi-

tional orders for metal parts on contract to other manufacturers, it has

been necessary to again step-up factory facilities. The recent "unusual"

California rains, incidentally, did not in any way affect factory work at

the Ryan plant.

STUDENT LICENSES - During the past month a considerable number of Ryan students

have gone up with Bureau of Air Commerce inspectors for their pilots'
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licenses. Among those awarded have "been COMMERCIAL (Transport) licenses

to Barbara Kibbee, Rancho Santa Fe, California and Marvin Bradley, Paul's

Valley, Oklahoma; LIMITED COMMERCIAL license to Fred Doremus, High Falls,

New York; PRIVATE licenses to D. F. Richards, Idaho Falls, Idaho; Russell

Stevenson, Chicago, Illinois; Herbert Riggs, Dos Cabezos, Arizona; Jack

Loney, Walla Walla, Washington and Perry Boswell, Jr., Washington, D. C.

RYAN PLANE DELIVERIES AND ORDERS - According to Ryan Sales Manager Sam Breder,

deliveries for the first quarter of 193^, and orders now on file and near-

ing completion, will show a 100 percent increase over business for the like

period of 1937.

Recent Ryan metal cabin plane deliveries have been to Robert Klein of

Chicago; Nicholas Morris of Philadelphia, and Hal P Henning of Ft. Worth.

Ships now on order and nearing completion are for Perry Boswell, Jr.,

of Washington, D. C; R. M. Genius, Jr. of Chicago; George Turner of Palm

Beach, and the Warner Aircraft Corp., the latter being handled by Air

Industries, Inc. of Detroit.

The Genius job, handled by Central Aircraft Sales of Chicago, is a

Ryan S-T-A Special powered with a 150 horsepower supercharged Menascp

engine and equipped with a sliding cockpit enclosure. Turner's S-C cabin

plane is to be completely equipped for instrument and night flying.

LINDBERGH FIELD NOTES... Due to the wide interest in the Ryan S-C cabin models

more visitors have been at the Ryan factory during the past two months

than in any like period in years, .. .Latest visitor was Major James H,

Doolittle who as we write this has just landed after giving the S-C "the

works". .... ,He pronounced it easily the finest plane of its class in hand-

ling characteristics Pya r. School of Aeronautics students are proudly

sporting, autographed pictures of Clark Gable with whom they spent considerable

time while the film idol was at Lindbergh Field making scenes for "Test

Pilot" Clark promised each of the boys an autographed .picture, but
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no one believed Tie would really remember it until the day the pictures

arrived - as result Gable is easily the favorite of the Ryan student group,

...Diar Clark, recent Ryan graduate is now employed in service work in

the production department of the Ryan factory .Praises for the Ryan

S-C from Capt. William Fillmore of Fillmore Flying Service Oakland

Duke Ressler, factory representative, back from a demonstration tour to

San Francisco and Northern California Hal P. Henning of Ft. Worth

wiring from Tuscon that his new Ryan S-C made the 3^0 airline miles from

the San Diego factory in two hours and forty minutes, which is traveling

right along
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CYAN S-T-M TO LATIN AMERICA- (Edit or a: Note item "Ryan Trainers for Honduras"-

Page 3). An extensive tour of Latin American countries in the interest of

American aircraft manufacturers is to be undertaken immediately by Senor

Miguel Zuniga, of Mexico City and Los Angeles, who leaves for Central America

and Mexico this month as the special representative of the Ryan Aeronautical

Company, San Diego, California.

Senor Zuniga will be accompanied by R. M. "Duke" Ressler, veteran Amer-

ican pilot, who will make the actual demonstration flights of the Ryan S-T-M

military training plane to government representatives. According to Sencr

Zuniga, the Ryan company is the first American manufacturer to send a military

training plane on a demonstration tour of Latin America.

Ressler will fly the Ryan S-T-M military trainer from San Diego down the

west coast of Mexico to Mexico City following Pan American Airways route, and

from there he and Zuniga will fly into Central America.

Ser.or Zuniga has represented Ryan and other American manufacturers pre-

viously in Central America and has sold a considerable number of planes for

transport and military use in the Latin republics.

"For the past four years the republics of Central America have not pur-

chased any considerable number of aircraft", says Senor Zuniga. "There are

at present quite a number of French aircraft in use, but from actual observation

these are not proving very satisfactory, and I am certain that many of them will

soon be replaced by American made planes.

"Shortly after Col. Lindbergh's sensational New York-Paris flight in 1927,

I toured Central America in the interests of the Ryan company. As a result of

that visit the Ryan planes are well known south of the United States and I feel

sure they will again be well received, particularly in view of the remarkable

advancements in design and performance which have been incorporated in present





Ryan metal planes,

"During times of peace, such, as the present, practically all military planes

are turned to commercial activity and to the training of pilots, It is the

phase of pilot training that is of course of particular importance, and the Ryan

planes which wc will introduce to Central America are ideal for this purpose.

"The Ryan S-T-M military trainer type, identical with those now used as

training ships for the Mexican Army Air Force, are two-place open-cockpit mono-

planes powered with Menasco supercharged engines of 150 horsepower."

STUDENT CROSS COUNTRY FLIGHTS - Ryan advanced flight students have "been putting

in plenty of time of late on extended cross-country flights, and night flying

in the school's new Ryan S-C metal cabin plane. Week-end cross-country trips

participated in recently by the advanced flight group have been to Yuma, Ariz.;

Boulder City, Nevada and return to San Diego; to San Francisco, Fresno, Los

Angeles and return; and to Yuma, Tuscon and phoenix, Arizona, and return.

The 1000-mile week-end flights have proven of particular value because

of the different types of terrain over which the flights are made, affording

the student invaluable cross-country and navigational training which can be

obtained only by actual experience.

(Editors; We're going to forward to you very soon a descriptive article

concerning a week-end cross-country to Boulder Dam, to be written by our

prize gal flying student - attractive, 23-y ear-old Barbara Kibbee).

Yfeek-end of the air snow at Brawley, four student-piloted Ryan S-T sport

trainers flew over to the Imperial Valley city to give the gang an opportunity

to watch Tex Rankin put his Ryan through its stunt paces.

RYAN TRAINERS FOR HONDURAS - Closing of a contract for a group of Ryan S-T-M military

training planes for the Honduras government is announced by T. Claude Ryan,

president of the Ryan Aeronautical Co., San Diego, California. Production work

on the foreign contract has already been started following telegraphic instruc-

tions from Tegucigalpa, Honduras.





The Ryan planes will "be used as the standard military training ships of

the Honduras Air Force, according to Ryan. It is understood that the planes

will be identical to those delivered in January to the Mexican Air Force for

training aviation cadets at the Military Aviation School, Mexico City.

The planes ordered by the Central American government are low-wing metal

fuselaged ships seating two pilots, and will be powered by 150 h.p. super-

charged Menasco engines. They closely follow in design the stock model Ryan

trainer which holds the International Aerobatic Championship; The Honduras

planes will be equipped with dual controls and dual instruments.

In audition to the military trainers now in production, a large number

of Ryan S-C metal cabin planes are coming off the Ryan production line at the

Lindberg.. Field factory, San Diego. Ryan training ships in addition to being

one of the most widely used types in this country, are now in constant use

in South Africa, Australia, Mexico, Brazil, Venezuela and Hawaii,

AIRPORT FACILITIES BEII'G EXPANDED - Work is already under way on the $390,000

Works Progress Administration Improvement Project of Lindbergh Field, San Diego's

municipal airport, and home of the Ryan School of Aeronautics and the Ryan

Aeronautical Co. Included in the expanded facilities will be an Airport Traffic

Control Tower, extension of the city's flying "boat ramp, adjoining the Coast

Guard air base; a new wharf and seaplane float; extension of surfaced runways;

and additional storm drainage, grading and oiling.

STILL THEY COME - The Ryan factory and the Ryan School of Aeronautics continue as

they always have to attract outstanding airmen who wish to keep abreast of

recent important developments in aviation training and metal aircraft manufacture.

Among recent visitors have been Major James H. "Jimmy" Doolittle, oil

company aviation executive and former Army pilot; Michel Detroyat, French speed

and stunt flier; and Laura Ingalls, noted aviatriz. All flew the Ryan S-Ts

and the new S-C metal cabin plane, and "Jimmy" made the most sensational take-

off in the S-C that these eyes have ever seen anywhere.
-3-





LINDBERGH FIELD NOTES Jim Fornasgro, former Ryan student, back to Lindbergh

Field for a short visit.... The Ryan school's Ryan S-C cabin job plenty busy

between demonstrations at Los Angeles during the air show and student night

flying at Lindbergh Field. . .Bright and early every morning several of the

students flew the ship up to Los Angeles, took a look in at the Air Show and

returned with the plane in the evening for night flying instruction.......

First Ryan student to qualify for a Coimierical License under new Bureau of

Ail' Coamerce regulations was William Sloan........ Also licensed b^ the Bureau

of Air Commerce for a Private License was James Hoyt, San Diego business

executive. .....
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SUMMER TRAINING FOR VACATION STUDENTS - This stunner, as in past years, the Ryan

School of Aeronautics, San Die^o, is planning specialized flight and mechanical

training during vacation periods for college and high school students seeking

practical experience as a supplement to academic training.

College men have shown a great interest in practical aeronautical train-

ing which can be completed between the close of the school year and the begin-

ning of Fall classes, ar,d a large vacation enrollment is expected at the Ryan

school this year. Students leaving high schools and universities who wish to

enroll immediately for full one and two year technical courses at Ryan may

enter immediately for the longer training periods, according to Earl D. Prudden,

vice president.

Three months is the avera. e training period for summer vacation students,

with most men enrolling-.; for private Pilot's Courses, supplemented bj full-day

mechanical instruction.

LaRGIST COLLECTOR RING ORDER - What is said to be the largest single contract

ever let for the manufacture of airplane engine exhaust collector rings has

just been awarded to the Ryan Aeronautical Co. for production of exhaust

manifold equipment for latest-type Army bombing planes.

The contract calls for approximately 500 complete ring assemblies and

over 400 exhaust tail pipes, according to T. Claude Ryan, president. The

amount involved in the contract is understood to be approximately $100,000.

Over 6*6,000 pounds of stainless steel will be used to fill the contract.

The number of individual parts to be stamped is approximately 68,000, and

welded seams will total more than seven miles in length.
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In addition to this huge contract, the Eyan Company was also recently

awarded the first volume production order ever placed for airplane engine

exhaust silencers, a new product in which the company is specializing, and for

which it appears there will "be an increasing demand.

An additional building and considerable machine^ and other factory equip-

ment are being added immediately to Ryan factors'- facilities to take care of

the steadily increasing volume of business in the parts and equipment division.

SEADUATIS MftKIIG IAME TOE SELVES - Check-up of recent Eyan graduates reveals the

the interesting niches many of them have made for themselves in the aviation

industry.

James Storie, Transport graduate of 1937» has just been employed by Trans-

Canada Airlines as co-pilot for the Lockheed Electras pioneering scheduled

air transport service in Canada.

Jim McKean and Ben Ashford have joined the Fairfax Flying Service and

during the coming year will tour the entire United States. Two Eyan mechanics

graduates - Fred Hagan and Elston Dyson - flew to Kansas City last week to

accept maintenance positions with TWA.

Clipper mail from China brings- word that Harry Woo is now chief of the

wing repair department of the Chinese Sixth Aircraft Depot. Torsten Scheutz,

now basing at Stockholm, Sweden, is operating commercially as far north as

the Polar Seas. Jim Fornasero has recently been stepped up Chief Pilot of

Continental Motors' Aircraft Division.

PEODUCTION FSOGBSSS - The Eyan S-T-M military training planes which comprise the

preliminary order for the Honduras Air Force are now nearing completion on

the Eyan production line. At the same time the second group of 10 Eyan S-C

metal cabin planes are moving well along toward completion. Eecent deliveries
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include a 150 h.p. supercharged Ryan S-T to R. M. Genius, Chicago Banker;

S-C metal cabin planes to George Turner of Palm Beach, and to the Warner Air-

craft Corp. of Detroit; and a Ryan S-T-A stock model to Laura Ingalls, noted

aviatrix. First of the Ryan S-Cs to leave the United States will be shipped

early this month to Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,

LATIN AMERICAN ACTIVITIES - Word reaches us from Mexico that R. M. "Duke" Ressler

has just arrived in his super-charged Ryan S-T-A Special at Valbuena Airport,

Mexico City, where he was greet by Mexican Army Air Eorce officers and person-

nel who arc flying the six Ryan S-T-M military trainers recently sent there.

Resslor, who is representing Charles Babb, international aircraft broker

of Los Angeles, is on an extended Ryan S-T demonstration tour of Central Amer-

ican republics with Miguel Zuniga.

INTERCOLLEGIAGE AIR MEET - Competing for the Ryan Aeronautical Co. perpetual

trophy, students of Stanford, California, University of Southern California and

the University of California at Los Angeles recently met at Palo Alto in the

first Pacific Coast Intercollegiate Air Meet.

Prominent among point winners in this first contest were Ryan School

of Aeronautics graduates, including John park and Walter Eitch competing for

Stanford, and Robert Devine and Richard Owen representing U. S. C.

Winner of the first contest was Stanford's group of collegiate airmen.

PLYING SCHOOL GRADUATES - First Ryan student to obtain an Instructor's Rating

under the new Civil Air Regulations is Russell Stevenson, of Chicago, who

qualified for his Commercial License at the same time.

Other Commercial Licenses recently awarded went to David Van Every of

Charlotte, N. C. , and to James G. Young of Williamson, N. Y. Private Licenses

went to Lyle Swenson of Rockford, Illinois; Warner Lincoln of Medford, Oregon
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and to Thomas Boucher of Conrad, Montana. Solo Licenses were awarded Thomas

Anderson, Nashville, Tennessee; Don Gibbons, Willets, California; and Gene

Beveridge, Silvis, Illinois.

LINDBERGH FIELD NOTES Distinguished visitors of last week were Lady Grace

Drummond-Hay and Karl von Weigand, both noted correspondents for the Hearst

newspapers. Lady Drummond-Hay, veteran of several trans-Atlantic dirigible

crossings, is herself an experienced pilot and came to San Diego especially

to fly the Ryan S-C metal cabin plane. Both Lady Drummond-Hay and Mr. von

Weigand arrived back in the United States on the China Clipper en route

from London. .. .Six Ryan S-T-As and a Ryan S-C comprise the late-type equipment

now on the line at the Ryan School of Aeronautics in addition to larger cabin

planes which are also used for advanced training. .. .Ryan students at their

last monthly dinner enjoyed Zeno Klinker's highly amusing and educational

sound film, "The Progress of Aviation"
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MASTER PILOT'S COURSE - Latest addition to the curriculum of the Ryan School of

Aeronautics, San Diego, is the Master Pilot's Course especially planned to

provide the advanced instruction which is today "becoming increasingly nec-

essary for pilots entering the commercial field.

The course provides, beside the 176 hours of flight training and three

months of ground school included in the regular Commercial Pilot's course,

50 hours of additional flying, two months of Advanced Navigation and six months

of Master Radio.

Exceeding requirements for tha valued Instrument Rating, the Ryan Master

Pilot's Course gives 25 hours of actual instrument and blind flying instruction.

In fact, 10 hours of blind flying are included in the Commercial Course, even

though not required for that grade of license.

Due to the increasing importance which is today given the study of aerial

navigation, the advanced navigiation and master radio divisions of the Master

Pilot's course have "been planned to meet the need of pilot-navigators for the

crews of larger aircraft and because of the specialized training necessary for

transport pilots engaged in student instruction and scheduled cross-country fly-

ing.

Navigation and Radio instruction at the Ryan School are under the direc-

tion of Lt. Comdr. Lloyd R. Gray, U.S.N. , Ret.

AND STILL MORE RYAN MILITARY TRAINERS- Latest foreign nation to recognize the

superiority of Ryan S-T-M planes for military training purposes is the Republic

of Guatemala which has just placed it9 order for six of Ryan's military type

S-T trainers.

These military trainers are basically the same planes as are available in
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this country for commercial operation and for sport and private flying. The

Ryan School of Aeronautics, affiliated with the manufacturing company, has

six Bya:; S-T-A trainers, powered with 125 horsepower in-line engines, on its

school line.

With the single exception of the military services, the Ryan school's

equipment is the largest and practically only group of modern training planes

of recent manufacture available for flight training in this country.

RYAN EQUIPMENT MOST MODERN:

-

Recent independent surveys ma.de cf commercial flying schools in the United

States show that with the single exception of the Ryan School of

Aeronautics, practically all student flight training ie being given in

planes averaging more than five years in use.

In marked contrast to most commercial schools, flying equipment at the

Ryan School consists almost entirely of 1937 and 1938 models of

metal-structured training planes.

Seven of the school's ships are equipped with such advanced training

features as trimming tabs, landing flaps and wheel brakes. Training in

the correct operation and use of these important flight auxiliaries has

become increasingly important since they are now standard on all new

commercial aircraft being produced.

Six Ryan S-T-A low-wing metal-fuselaged monoplanes, and a new Ryan S-C

all-metal low-wing cabin monoplane, are now on the school training line,

which gives Ryan training equipment a most favorable comparison with the

welded steel tubing, wood and fabric biplane types which have long been

used at the majority of schools for training purposes.

RYAN STUDENT FLYING TO HONDURAS - William Sloan, recent Commercial Pilot

graduate of the Ryan School of Aeronautics, is scheduled to leave

immediately for Tegucigalpa, Honduras, with one of the new Ryan S-T-M
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military trainers recently purchased by the Honduras Air Force.

Sloan will accompany Capt. Malcolm Stewart, chief of the Honduras Air

Force, and Rod Cameron, the men who are piloting the other Ryan trainers

on the long flight. The group plan to fly to Brownsville, Texas, and

continue from there down the east coast of Mexico along Pan American Airways

route.

The first Ryan student to qualify for a Commercial Pilot's License under

the new Civil Air Regulations, Sloan made an impressive record at the San

Diego aeronautical school before being graduated in April of this year.

HONDURAS S-T-M MILITARY TRAINERS READY - As this month's news from the Ryan

company leaves your correspondent's desk, three Ryan S-T-M military

trainers are on the line ready to take off on the long delivery flight to

Tegucigalpa, Honduras, where they will be placed in service at the military

aviation school.

Capt. Malcolm Stewart, chief of the Honduras Air Force, arrived a week

previously to inspect the Ryan Aeronautical Co. factory and to become

familiar with final assembly of the military trainers.

FURTHER EXPANSION OF PARTS AMD EQUIPMENT DIVISION - With work weir under way

on the largest collector ring contract ever awarded
.
(calling for

approximately 500 complete collector rings and exhaust tail pipes) the

parts and equipment division of the Ryan Aeronautical Company is further

expanding to take care of the added work.

Supplementing the five drop-hammers and extensive facilities already in

use for turning out the huge contract, recent additions have been made

including electric spot welding equipment; doubling of heat treating

department including a new furnace; and enlargement of the sand blasting

department.





RYAN REPRESENTATIVES TOURING CENTRAL AMERICA - Flying a Ryan S-T-M military

trainer on a demonstration tour of Central American countries, R. M. "Duke"

Ressler and Miguel Zuniga, are now in El Salvador showing the popular

training craft to government officials.

Leaving Los Angeles early last month, the Ryan Representatives flew to

Mexico City where they spent several days with the Mexican Army Air Force

which is now using the S-T-Ms for primary and advanced training. From there,

Ressler and Zuniga visited Guatemala City, and Tegucigalpa, Honduras, and

are now completing their tour of the Central American republics.

The demonstration tour is under the direction of the Charles H. Babb

organization, aircraft brokers, who are Ryan export representatives for

Central America.

LINDBEP.Gil FIELD NOTES - Robert Klein, of Central Aircraft Sales, Ryan

distributor at Chicago, wires the factory that his San Diego-Windy City

flying time in a new Ryan S-T-A sport trainer was 15 hours and 5 minutes

which is plenty speedy cross-country travelling The new ship,

which is fpr R. M. Genius, Jr t , Chicago banker, is a supercharged 150 H.P.

model especially equipped with a sliding cockpit enclosure. Jerry B.

Sass, Oklahoma City's most devoted sportsman pilot, took delivery of his-

new Ryan S~C metal cabin plane recently Torsten Scheutz, Swedish

pilot, and a former Ryan atudent, back t.# San Diego for a honeymoon "visit

with his bride.........
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RYAN S-T-M MILITARY TRAINERS TO LATIN AMERICA - When the French Line freighter

"Wyoming" departed from Los Angeles Harbor June 15th ahoard as cargo bound

for the Guatemalan Air Force were six Ryan S-T-M military training planes

recently ordered by the Central American republic.

Also aboard was Paul Wilcox, chief pilot of the Ryan Aeronautical Company,

who will supervise assembly of the planes at Guatemala City, after which he

will test fly the S-T-M, trainers and check out the air force instructors there

who will be in charge of military training.

This will not be the first group of Ryan trainers that Guatemala has

seen, for last month three of the S-T-Ms, bound for Honduras, fueled there

while on the long delivery flight from the Ryan factory at San Diego, California,

The S-T-M is a two-place low-wing metal-fuselaged military trainer power-

ed with a Menasco C^-S super-charged in-line engine.

ENGINEERING SCHOOL
|

IN
<
NEW QUARTERS - Expansion of the Engineering Department of the

Ryan School of Aeronautics, San Diego, has necessitated moving this division

of the school into new and enlarged quarters in the main Ryan administration

building at Lindbergh Field.

The new location was especially selected for the proper lighting conditions

necessary for detailed engineering study, and is in close proximity to the

lecture rooms and school airplane and engine shop, affording the student added

opportunity to combine theoretical and actual engineering training with

practical experience in the well-equipped Ryan shops.

The Ryan Engineering School, which offers both one and two year courses

in Airplane Drafting and Design, and Aeronautical Engineering, is under the

direction of Stanley H. Evans, noted engineer-educator whose background of
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experience with the Douglas and Northrup companies in the United States and

with Handley-Page and Glouster in England makes him particularly well-qualified

to train men for factory engineering positions.

SUMMER STUDENT ENROLLMENTS « As is recent years the Eyan School of Aeronautics has

offered specialized summer training courses in flying and mechanics for college

and high school students who during the summer months seek sufficient technical

training to supplement their academ&c programs. Recent enrollments for the

Summer Session include:

Flying & Mechanics ; Earl Bimson, Phoenix, Arizona; Charles Gilbert,

Detroit, Michigan; George West erlind, Muskegon,

Michigan; Jasper Mason, Mitchell, Iowa; Fugo

Takagi, San Diego; Homer Allen, Taylorville, 111.;

James L. Gould, San Diego; James Holmes, St.

Petersburg, Florida; Richard Kinsley, Sydney, Nova

Scotia, Canada; Austin Miller, Farmersville, 111.;

Mervill Ohlson, San Diego; Howard Riggs, Ontario,

California; Richard Collins, Long Beach, California;

Edgar Dupont, Bawson, New Mexico.

Engineering ; Ralph Swift, San Marcos, Texas; William Brown, La
"

Jolls, California; Walter Gafner, La Jolla, Calif.;

William Immenschuh, San Diego, Calif.; Roy Case,

Racine, Wisconsin; Fred Thudium, Manhattan, Kansas.

GRADUATE STUDENT RETURNS FROM HONDURAS - Via pan American Airways, William P. Sloan,

recent Commercial pilot graduate of the Ryan School of Aeronautics, has just

returned from Tegucigalpa, Honduras after delivering a new Ryan S-T-M military

training plane to the Honduras Air Force.

With Captain Malcolm Stewart, head of the Honduras Air Force, and an

American commercial pilot, Sloan left San Diego the middle of June on the "
,

2600-mile flight through Mexico and Central America. From San Diego, the

three S-T-Ms flew east along the border to Brownsville, Texas; and then

followed Pan American Airways route along the east coast of Mexico to Vera

Cruz.

flying inland to Minatitlan, Mexico, the three Ryans flew over the high
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mountains of Southern Mexico to Tapachula on the border, then stopped

at Guatemala City before making the final hop to Tegucigalpa.

There the group were met by the Minister of War and President of Hon-

duras before whom they demonstrated the new military trainers. Sloan re-

ports that on the entire trip they were always greeted by large crowds of

interested spectators who wished to closely examine the flashy trainers.

At Randolph Field, Army training school, the S-T-Ms attracted particular

attention*

While in Tegucigalpa, Sloan met William Howe another former Ryan student,

who is now instructing for the Honduras Air Force, and is in fact third in

command of the military aviation service there.

RYAN INSTRUCTOR MOVES UP - While Paul Wilcox, Ryan chief flight instructor, is in

Guatemala, familiarizing army pilots with their new Ryan S-T-M military

trainers, all flight instruction at the Ryan School of Aeronautics will be

under the direction of Robert Kerlinger, according to an announcement by

Earl D. Prudden Ryan, vice president.

Kerlinger joined the Ryan flight staff four years ago during which time

he has established an outstanding record as one of the most popular and

successful flight instructors on the Pacific Coast. Formerly in charge of

all Ryan cross country flight training Kerlinger will also assume charge of

test flying for the Ryan Aeronautical Company during Wilcox's two month

absence.

LINDBERC-K FIELD NOTES - Thomas Hubbard, a recent (flight and mechanic) graduate

of the Ryan School of Aeronautics, has received an appointment as an aviation

cadet at Randolph Field, Texas, Army Air Corps training school. .. .John

Roulston, another Ryan graduate, is now operating commercially a flying school,
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charter service and repair station at Seal Beach Airport, California, using

his Ryan S-T-A sport trainer for instruction work Baron John H. Von

EysserJiardt, titled sportsman pilot, has arrived back at the Ryan School in

his Ryai; S-T sport trainer to take further advanced blind flight instruction^

.

Chester .U ,as, Commercial Pilot graduate of the Ryan School, accompanied by

Ned Chase, Ryan instructor, has returned to his home at Peoria, Illinois

Word reaches the Ryan factory that Laura Ingalls, noted woman pilot, is using

her Ryan S-T-A for stunt work in air shows throughout the country latest

message from Laura came from Boise, Idaho Harry Marshall, Ryan student,

proud as punch since he has taken delivery of a 125 h «P« Ryan S-T-A
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REVISED MUSTER MECHANICS COURSE REDUCES TUITIONS - A careful survey of employment

conditions in the aircraft industry and a suggestion of the Bureau of Air

Commerce to shorten the general time qualifications for Airplane and Engine

Mechanics has resulted in a decision "by the Ryan School of Aeronautics to

revise its Master Mechanics' Course from a twelve-months basis to a new basis

of nine months training.

With this change in mechanical training are resultant savings both in

tuition and time for the student, plus lowered living expenses for Ryan students,

the majority of whom are from the middlewest and east, because of the shorter

training period.

The new nine-months plan will result in a tuition reduction of $130,

bringing total enrollment expense for this course to $495. The new rates are

to be effective immediately, according to Earl D. Prudden, Ryan School vice-

president.

A similar reduction of $130 will also become effective on the Combination

Flight Training and Master Mechanics' Courses, and will apply in the case of

students combining the nine-months mechanical training with instruction for

the Commercial, Limited Commercial, Private and Solo flying courses.

Ryan Mechanics' students who now satisfactorily complete instruction

under the new course plan will be awarded their diplomas at the end of tho

three-term training period, together with a detailed transcript of their record

constituting a recommendation for employment.

MOTHER $100,00 CONTRACT FOR RYAN - A $100,000 contract has been awarded to the

Ryan Aeronautical Company according to an announcement by T. Claude Ryan,

president. This contract is for the manufacture of the entire exhaust manifold
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equipment requirements for the quantity of airplanes to be delivered to the

British Government by the Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

The contract includes 500 stainless steel exhaust collector ring assem-

blies to bo produced by the specialized methods developed by the Ryan company*

Thii. is the largest contract ever let in this country for exhaust mani-

fold equipment. The order follows closely on the heels of another contract

recently announced by the Eyan company for similar equipment, which was almost

as large and also totaled in value approximately $100,000. This recent pre-

vious order was for Ryan exhaust manifolds for installation on United States

Army bombers.

The complete semi-annual statement of the company is not yet available,

but it is known that total Ryan business during the first six months of this

year shows a large increase over that for the corresponding period of 1937*

Gross sales and operating revenues for' the first half of 1938 were actually

greater than those for the entire year of 1937«

The order for the British-Lockheed collector rings brings the Ryan

backlog of business to one of the highest figures in the company's history.

The contract manufacturing division of the Ryan company is in production

on the largest volume basis in its history, being engaged in quantity con-

tracts for a large variety of types of aircraft accessories and parts of

stamped aluminum alloy, stainless steel and Inconel which are manufactured

by the Ryan specialized Drop-Eammer process. Most of the large Southern

California factories have contracted a large amount of their work of this

special nature to the Ryan company.

Ryan's own aircraft manufacturing division is in production on both the

S-T training types and the S-C metal cabin planes and has during the first part
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of this year received a particularly good volume of export Business for its

military training planes,

CORRIGAN COMES THROUGH gQg ELS ALMA MATER - Well, gang, Doug Corrigan certainly

came through for his alma mater, the Ryan School of Aeronautics, didn't he?

And, in the opinion of those who knew him best, no pilot is more deserving

of the prafajie that has "been heaped upon him than is Doug.

In 1925, when the present Ryan School of Aeronautics was operated by

T. Claude Ryan as a subsidiary of his original company. Ryan Airlines, Inc>

a Los Angeles branch was then operated by the school and it was there that

Doug, a bashful, eighteen year old youngster, received his first flight

instruct' cj-.i, J. J. "Red" Harrigan, then chief instructor for the Ryan School,

and now airport manager at Lindbergh Field, San Diego, was Doug's first flight

instructor.
1

Soon after starting his instruction Doug came down to San Diego for

additional flight training. Here his mechanical ability was soon recognized

and he was employed in the Ryan factory, and at the same time continued his

flight training. The school's eq^upment at that time consisted mainly of

the well known Jenny planes. It is interesting to recall that the school's

No. 1 ship, in which Corrigan received much of his instruction, was also

flown by two other famous trans-oceanic pilots. James "Jimmy" Mattern, alsc-

a Ryan trained pilot, received his first instruction in the No.l Jenny, and

Charles A. Lindbergh frequently flew i.t while waiting for delivery of the

"Spirit of St. Louis".

During the hectic days of 1927 when Lindbergh was in San Diego, Corrigan

was one of the Ryan mechanics who put in many hours of overtime on the ship

and was in daily association with Lindbergh.

Corrigan's progress since then has been via the hard route of steady

and consistent application year after year. Doug had little money but lots

of determination which enabled him to find a way over the obstacles that have
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stumped hundreds of other young men before and since who, with the same

determination, might have been able to prepare for and establish themselves

in the line of endeavor of their choice.

Dur; % 1936 and 1937 Doug and his plane were well known figures around

the shop -.
f bhe Evan School and the Ryan Aeronautical Co. where he was

employed. Lis spare time, nights and week-ends, were spent in the construction

and installation of a large auxilary tank in the forward part of his ship.

Everyone hazarded a guess as to his purpose, but his only reply was his well

known genial smile and an evasive answer. He was, undoubtedly, the most

reticent, non-communicative person at Lindbergh Field and yet everybody was

his friend.

When Claude Eyan picked up the telephone in his Lindbergh Field office

shortly after Corrigan's flight and talked to Doug via transatlantic telephone at

the American Legation in Dublin, he extended the sincere congratulations of

Doug's many friends in the Eyan organization who appreciate, probably better

than any other group, the real character of this remarkable young man who, with

a twinkle in his eye, told the Irish authorities that he "must have made a

mistake".
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NACA PURCHASES RYAN S-T-A SPECIAL FOR RESEARCH - Accepting the bid submitted by

Ryan Aeronautical Company, for a new low-wing monoplane to be used by the

government's technical engineering experts for entirely new flight research

projects, the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Langley Field,

Virginia, has just taken delivery of a Ryan S-T-A Special which was recently

flown east from the San Diego factory.

The Ryan S-T-A Special is a low-v.'ing metal-fuselaged monoplane powered

with a 150 h.p. inverted in-line Menasco engine. This type of plane was

apparantly chosen by NACA because it is the only plane of its size which has

transport plane operation characteristics.

Although not used for military service in this country, the Ryan S-T-A is

widely used both in the United States and abroad for commercial a.nd sport train-

ing purposes. In addition, military versions of the S-T (the Ryan S-T-M) have

recently been exported to the air forces of Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras and

Nicaragua^ &&&K^ufi(Kt> ty su$*Uc

RYAN SCHOOL MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT APPOINTED BY SCINTILLA - The Ryan School of Aero-

nautics maintenance department has been appointed an authorized service station

for Scintilla Magnetos, according to Earl D, Prudden, vice president of the

school.

Complete equipment for servicing magnetos has been installed in the Ryan

school shops; the equipment includirg magneto test stand and magnet chargers

as well as a standard service kit of tools consisting of pullers, gauges, tem-

plates, wrenches, etc. The Scintilla service station will be in charge of

Walter Balch, chief ground school instructor of tho Ryan school.

(Other recent equipment to be added to the Ryan ground school includes a

new Sioux Aircraft wet grinder for reconditioning aircraft engine valves.





BEEBE APPOINTED RYAN'S NEBRASKA DISTRIBUTOR - Appointment of Beebe Air Service,

Hastings, Nebraska, as distributor of Ryan S-C and S-T planes for the state of

Nebraska is announced by Sam C. Breder, sales manager of th» Ryan Aeronautical

Company following conferences with Ray Beebe, president of the midwestern fly-

ing service.

First delivery made by the new distributor was to Dr. E. C. Foote sports-

man pilot of Hastings, who is widely known in Nebraska flying circles. Dr.

Foote and Beebe took delivery of the new S-C at the Ryan company's San Di§go

factory.

SALES REPRESENTATIVE RETURNS TO LATIN AMERICA - Miguel A. Zuniga, special sales

representative of the Charles H. Babb Company, aircraft exporters and Central

American agents for Ryan Aeronautical Company, has left on a second sales trip

of Central America,

This spring, Zuniga made a tour of Central American republics in a Ryan

S-T-M military training plane demonstrator, and as a result arranged for the

export of these popular trainers to the air forces of Guatemala and Nicaragua'."

Now, Zuniga will complete his Central American trip and possibly continue on

to the northern part of South America with calls on the governments of Colombia,

Venezuela and other republics,

FIRESTONE PURCHASES RYAN S-C CABIN JOB - Purchase of a new Ryan S-C metal cabin

plane, powered with a Warner ltyj h.p. engine, by the Firestone Tire and Rubber

Co, of Akron, Ohio, is announced by the Ryan Aeronautical Company.

In charge of E. J. Quigley, of Firestone's aeronautical sales department,

the new Ryan S-C was flown east to the National Air Races at Cleveland before

being delivered to Akron, where Firestone will use it for aeronautical sales

promotion and the testing of wheel and tire equipment for aircraft. The plane

is completely equipped for night and instrument flying, and has two-way radio

facilities.

2.
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A Warner-powered Ryan S-C has also been exported to Buenos Aires, Brazil,

where it will "be used "by Dr. Sergio Miranda. Other recent deliveries of Ryan

planes have included S-T-A sport trainers to Harry Marshall of Ashland, Ken-

tucky; to Charles Wright of Greenwood, Mississippi; and to Lt. George R. Henry,

Naval aviation pilot of Miles City, Montana, who is now stationed at Pensacola,

Florida. Lt. Henry purchased the S-T-A when "being transferred from San Diego

to the eastern naval training "base.

LAURA INGALLS BUYS RYAN S-T-A FOR STUNT WORK - Stunt pilots, you had better look

to your laurels I Yes, men, you'd "best be on your guard because Laura Ingalls,

noted aviatrix, has just purchased a new Ryan S-T-A sport training plane and

she's going out after a few scalps in this stunt flying business.

The diminutive aviatrix will use her new low-wing metal fuselaged Ryan

monoplane as a special stunt ship in which she will engage in aerobatic com-

petition with fliers of the caliber of Tex Rankin, world's champion stunt pilot.

Miss Ingalls, who for years has enjoyed a wide reputation as an outstanding

woman speed pilot, has lately been looking for new fields to conquer. For the

past year she has been flying from Union Air Terminal, Burbank, California, home

base of Rankin. Seeing Tex daily put his own Ryan through its paces gave Miss

t

Ingalls an idea or two, so one day recently she flew down to San Diego and pur-

chased an S-T-A from Claude Ryan,

RYAN SCHOOL WELL REPRESENTED AT RACES - Headed by T. Claude Ryan, president of the

Ryan School of Aeronautics, a grouo of students and graduate students of the

school witnessed the National Air Races at Cleveland.

From San Diegoif a Ryan S-T-A training plane of the school was flown to the

Races by students Charles Gilbert, of Detroit, and Alan Austin, of Ithaca, New

York. Adelaide Smith, secretary-treasurer of the Ryan school, herself a

private student-pilot, arrived in a new Ryan S-C. Millard Boyd, chief engineer

3-
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of tlie Ryan Aeronautical Company, attended the races with president Claude

Eyan.

Former students throughout the east who went to Cleveland for the races,

and incidentally a reunion with other graudate students, included Iyle

Swenson, of Bockford, Illinois; Hugh pahlow, of Columbus, Ohio; Barbara Kibbee,

of Sancho Santa Be, California; Robert Backus, of willimantic, Conn.; and

Perry Bo swell, Jr., of Washington, D. C.
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October, 193S

Greetings All: -

More Routine publicity has been getting us down a "bit lately, although per-

haps not so much as it does you who have to suffer from editing it, hut

Or in any case we've decided to "swing it" a bit and change to a more stream-

lined type of monthly news release.

Interesting sidelights which themselves have not been important enough

„, for separate news items in the past car now be dished out in the hope of

giving you a more personal look into our activities.

I'HE ^or instance: -

Five old firehorses retire to pasture this month, so to speak, as PAA
i^COHD ships five additional Wasps by boat from Miami to San Diego where they'll

hereafter be seen in the engine shops of the Ryan School of Aeronautics.
No longer will the Wasps whirl PanAm' s props over South American jungles,
over the Andes and across the Caribbean. No sir, the Wasps will take it
relatively easy in the school shops where they'll regularly be torn apart
and rebuilt by Ryan students. But, occasionally, they'll be trotted out
to the engine test stand where the instructors will see if the students
can still pull the full horsepower out of the 2000-hour PAA veterans.

Earl Ortman heading for speed recor d? We'll risk a prediction that Ortman
will be speeding westward from New York around the end of October in a
special race job if nothing interferes with his present plans. Possibly
the Hth-place plane in the Thompson? In any case we hear through a re-
liable source who should know that the San Diego race pilot is mw in the
oast testing a job in which the builders are trying to interest the Army.

And now we'll get along with the formal business of this release: -

MILHER APPOINTED RYAN FACTORY SALES REPRESENTATIVE - Appointment of John D.

Milncr, former commercial operator of Tuscon, Arizona, as factory sales rep-

resentative of the Ryan Aeronautical Company is announced by Sam C. Breder,

sales manager.

Milncr will cover the western part of the United States as Ryan factory

representative, demonstrating the S-T open cockpit sport training models and

the new Ryan S-C metal cabin plane. At present Milncr is on a demonstration

WILLIAM WAGNER

MANAGER PUBLICITY AND PHOTOGRAPHY





tour of Northern California in a Ryan S-T-A.

Before joining the Ryan organization, Milncr operated his own commercial

flying service at Tuscon, later serving as pilot for Gilpin Airlines at the

Grand Canyon* Milncr received Ms commercial flight training at the Ryan

School of Aeronautics in 193&.

EQUIPMENT AED FACILITIES OF RYAJ SCHOOL INCREASED - Coincident with the opening

of the Fall Term, facilities of the Ryan School of Aeronautics, San Diego,

have been greatly increased to provide more complete and newer equipment in

all branches of the school's training department, according to Earl D. Prudden,

vice-president.

Principal addition to the equipment of the Ryan Mechanics 1 department is

the arrival of five more *+25 h.p„ Pratt and Whitney Wasp engines, purchased

from the Pan American Airways "base at Miami. The five engines will be used

for maintenance, repair, assembly and test stand instruction under the

direction of Walter K. Balch, chief of ground school, and Martin Wei dinger,

Ryan engine instructor. In addition to this new engine equipment, another

600 h.p. current production geared '.'.'asp S1E1G, purchased from United Air Lines,

has just been received at the Ryan School.

Replacing facilities previously provided, the Ryan School opened the Fall

Term with new airplane and engine shop equipment which included new drill

presses, combined circular saw and joiner, five-speed wood and metal cutting

band saw, Sioux wet grinder for valve reconditioning, nine-inch work shop

lathe, sheet metal brake, combined disc and drum sander, sewing machine,

Scintilla magneto service equipment and test stand, square shear, and throatlcss

pattern shear. In addition, the welding shop has been relocated and newly

manifolded,
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MEXICAN COTTON GROWER PURCHASES RYAN S-C - Snle of a Ryan S-C metal cabin plane,

powered with a 1H5 h.p, Warner Super Scarab engine, to Scnor Fernando Gonzalez

of Torrcon, Mexico, is announced by Sam C. Bredcr, Ryan aircraft sales man-

ager.

Gonzalez, who flow the new S-C back to Mexico, is a prominent cotton

raiser of the State of Coahuila. Ec learned to fly during the World War,

and has sinco been prominent in stimulating sportsman flying in Mexico, as

well as giving assistance to the country's air transport systems.

RYAN ENGINEERING SCHOOL AGAIN ENLARGED - With the steady increase of enrollment

at the Ryan School of Aeronautics for the one and two year aeronautical

engineering courses given under the direction of Stanley H. Evans, it has

been necessary to again enlarge the facilities of this training department.

Prior to the opening of the pall Term, floor space of the main engineer-

ing and drafting room was doubled to provide for the now student groups.

BOLIVIAN IMPORTER HEW RYAN OWNER - Order for new Ryan S-T-A Special, powered

with a 150 h.p. supercharged Menasco in-line engine, has just been placed

by Gordon Barbour, of the Barvia Company, importers of La Paz, Bolivia.

This plane will be the first Ryan S-T-A Special to be exported to Bolivia,

Barbour is now en route to San Diego to accept delivery of the new craft,

FALL ENROLLMENTS AT RYAN SCHOOL HEAVY - Enrollments at the Ryan School of Aero-

nautics for the Fall Term, which opens the school's seventeenth year of train-

ing, were among the heaviest on record.

Following is the list of now students:

MECHANICS AND ENGINEERING

John E. May Jersey Shore, Pennsylvania
Leonard Gore Wilmington, North Carolina
Elvcrn Mast Millcrsburg, Ohio
Leonard Miraldi Lorain, Ohio





Tom Kinney
Will Pickens
Henry Busji

Charles J. Query

James M. Smith
Frank de Castro

Leonard Wo Islager
Dudley Rasmussen
Harold R. Vroman
Nils Larson
Luis Amcglio
Kenneth Johnson
Judson Mars den

Joseph H. Stalcy
Jerome Stevens
Malcolm Canaday
Warren Nock
Frank Campsall, Jr.

Harry H. Ford, Jr.

Robert Beach
James Fettus
Melvin T. Woodhead
Robert Lang
John S. Benton
Armando Zavarelli
Maver Moss

FLYING

Irohton, Ohio
Omaha, Nebraska

New York City, Now York
Brandonton, Florida
Cincinnati, Ohio

Curacao, Dutch West Indies

Cleveland, Ohio

Coral Gables, Florida

Dcl-nson, Hew York
San Diego, California

Pan ma City, P- nama

Laurel, Montana
Pacific Beach, California

Mary svi lie, Tennessee
Greenwich, Connecicut

Colorado Springs, Colorado

Parksley, Virginia
Dearborn, Michigan
Houston, Texas
Battle Creek, Michigan
St. Louis, Missouri
Amsterdam, New York
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Pittsfield, Mass.

Missoula, Montana
Whitefish, Montana

DEMORR AERONAUTICAL CORP. TAKES ADDITIONAL S-T-A - Nicholas Morris, president

of Demorr Aeronautical Corp., Paoli, Pennsylvania, has just left the Ryan

factory at San Diego where he accepted delivery of another 125 h.p. Ryan

S-T-A. Morris is distributor for Ryan S-T and S-C planes in eastern Penn-

sylvania, southern New Jersey and Delaware.

INFORMAL

COMMENT

About

This

And

That

A Ryan S-T-A led the Bendix Race into Indianapolis last month, at least

so it appeared to some of the newspapermen there who apparently mistook
the 125 h.p. Ryan for one of the 1000 horse Seversky jobs, Al Austin, Ryan
factory representative, taxied up to the line at Indianapolis to gas up

for the hop to Cleveland. Out dashed a whole squadron of reporters and
photographers who got Al to pose beside the ship. Then they queried him
as to his flying time from Los Angeles, and did he "know the position of

any of the other racers?". When Al told them he was eighteen hours out
of San Diego the boys finally decided they must have the wrong plane.
But, we must say that it is a compliment for the S-T to be mistaken for
a Seversky. However, we can well understand the mistake because both
jobs are hot stuff in their class.





Somebody's passing uv a good fret, for a photo feature on export aircraft.

Paul Wilcox, Ryan chief pilot, is recently tack from Guatemala with some

interesting shots. Before ho left wo equipped him with a camera and told

him to shoot it in the general direction of anything of interest. Best

sequence shows boxed planes being hoisted aboard freighter at Los Angeles;

landing by lighter at San Jose, Guatemala, then being shipped through the

jungle to Guatemala City, etc, (Best shot shows native women with baskets

on head alongside flatcars on jungle railroad). Who'd like to get these

shots?

UP h.p. racers will likely make thoir appearance at next year's National

Air Races and already one Ryan student is ready to start work on a ship

he hopes to enter. Incidentally, to keep the record straight, this is

the student's own enterprise and is in no way connected with the Ryan

School officially.

FRED- ROHR - the Drop-Hammer Man. More than any other man, Fred, now

factory superintendent of the Ryan Aeronautical Co., is responsible for the

development of the drop-hamirivr process of aircraft shoot metal fabrication.

Fred's the man who made the exhaust collector ring what it is today. In

fact, the first time the drop-hammer principle was used in aircraft manu-
facture was in 1927 when Rohr built the first stainless steel manifolds

for the Navy, If you doubt Fred's claim that the drop-hammer is the most

important single tool in metal aircraft production, name just about any-
thing you care to and Rohr will make it on the hammer for you, He's been
in sheet metal production work ever since he was fifteen. Got his technical
education in 'Frisco; worked there until 1917, when he started his own
company, Standard Sheet Metal Works, at Fresno, California. After the War,
in which Fred served with the Navy, he continued his business, coming to
San Diego in 192*+ with a branch of his sheet metal works, In 1926, ho was
associated with the Ryan company; then joined Pruddcn Aircraft, as super-
intendent, in 1927, the year he developed the collector ring. Outgrowth
of the old Pruddcn company is the present Solar Aircraft Co. of San Diego,
Along about this time Fred learned to fly and has been flying spasmodically
since - when time allows. United Aircraft interests put in a bid for Rohr's

services in 1932 and for them he established drop-hammer shops at the Boe-

ing factory, at Chance Vought, and for United Air Lines at Cheyenne. Rohr

soon got homesick for San Diego and returned to the Ryan Aeronautical Com-

pany as factory superintendent in charge of producing the S-T open cockpit

sport and military* training planes, the S-C metal cabin jobs, and heading

the Contract Manufacturing Division, which specializes in sheet metal

fabrication on contract for other manufacturers. Some dope next month on

others of the Ryan gang.

Be scein' ya -

&jm (M*%x7wi
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Greetings All:

More If there are other sceptics among you who We heard that the Ryan S-T is

"too hot" for the ordinary pilot, you'd better pay us a visit and get

Or the correct dope yourself as did the editor of one of the country's most

popular aviation magazines last week.

Friend editor had picked up some wrong ideas about the speedy looking low-

wing trainers, apparently from "aces" who like to convince others that it

takes great pilots like themselves to handle such a sleek plane. So, we

introduced the editor to Paul Wilcox, Ryan chief pilot, who placed an S-T
iHE at his disposal. After half en hour in the air ye ed came down convinced

„-_.*, that the S-T is tops for training, and far from the "too hot to handle"
airplane of which he had hoard. The ed told us that much to his surprise
he saw the air speed needle go down to between ^5 and 50 m.p.h. as they
came in to land, using only half flap. And in the air he found the S-T a
joy to handle, with excellent characteristics in all attitudes. In fact,
he's looking for a chance to get in some more S-T time after he returns
to his editorial desk.

Most convincing fact of all is that the S-T has proven an ideal primary
trainer at the Eyan School of Aeronautics where every student is started
out on S-Ts. And, bear in mind that these students are not hand picked;
actually, the only qualifications are a medical okey and the money tr pay
for the training. If these novices can do it, surely the "aces" ought not
to have any trouble. Now, if there arc still other sceptics among you,
cither pay us a visit or we'll have you write our editor friend for his
opinion

The students stole the show . Yes, five student-piloted Ryan S-Ts did the
fanciest flying on the sportsman-pilots tour to Del Monte. But, read the
full details yourself further along in this bulletin,

The best endorsement for apy_ product is repeat business ; that's why we're
so proud of Guatemala's repeat order for S-T-Ms, which is announced below:

GUATEMALA ORDERS SIX ADDITIONAL RYAN S-T-M TRAINERS - The closing of a second con-

tract with the government of Guatemala for military aircraft has just been an-

nounced by T. Claude Ryan, president of the Ryan Aeronautical Co., of San Diego.

The contract involves a quantity of six Ryan model S-T-M military training

planes and follows an initial order for a similar number delivered to the Guatemalan
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Air Force three months ago.

Tho dollar value of this mest recent order including extra equipment is

approximately $50,000.00. This, together with other recent orders, raises the

Ryan Company's backlog of business booked to approximately $360,000,00, a new

high in the company's history r Production on this newest order is already under

way and delivery will be made within. 60 days,

RYAU STUDENT FORMATION FLYING BIG FIT OF DEL MONTE TDUE - Their usual enthusiasm

for sportsman-pilot cross-country flights stimulated by word that LIFE'S photo-

graphers would cover the tour for a "LIFE Goes to a Party" feature, 60 pilots of

privately-owned planes and their guests of the Aviation Country Club sf California

journeyed to Del Monte the week-end of October 15th and l6th,

Probably the most outstanding single event of the entire week-end was tho

really beautiful demonstration of military formation flying put en by Ryan School

of Aeronautics students in five silver Ryan S-T-A low-wing sport training planes.

To make things complete, Ryan president T. Claude Ryan flew up from San Diego in

the first 1939 Ryan S-C metal cabin plane to come off the production line.

The five Ryan S-Ts made their first appearance in formation over Grand

Central Air Terminal, having flown up from San Diego. The precision formation

drew plenty of comment as did the later formation on arrival at Monterey Airport

on Saturday and on the take-off Sunday afternoon homeward bound.

Student pilots who flew the five-plane S-T formation included: John M.

Hogshead, Chattanooga, Tennessee; Harry Marshall, Ashland, Kentucky; Charles

Gilbert, Detroit, Michigan; Adelaide Smith, San Diego; and James Hoyt, San Diego.

Paul Wilcox, Ryan School chief instructor, was in charge of the group, assisted

by Robert Kcrlinger, Verne Murdock and graduate flight students Alan Austen of

Ithaca, Hew York, and William Sloan of San Diego*

jYAJ PROFITS IN SHARP GAIN; PROSPECTS REMAIN BRIGHT - In a report just released by





I. Claude Ryan, president, the Byan Aeronautical Company, San Diego, and its

wholly owned subsidiary, the Ryan School of Aeronautics, showed gross income

of $429,486.55 for the first eight months of this year. This compares with

$295,120.33 for the corresponding period of 1937. an increase of 45 per cent.

Net profit of the eight months' period of the current year was $31,451.34,

against $12,995.94 for the entire year 1937 and $4,223.00 for the full year of

1936, all before Federal income tax.

The net income for the eight months' period of this year is equal to approx-

imately 11,3 cents per share for the 269, 65A shires of stock then outstanding.

The Ryan company's current backlog shows business bonked in an amount totaling

approximately $360,000.00, highest in the company's history.

The Ryan contract manufacturing division is working on a double-shift basis

to take care of the large volume of sub-contract work for other aircraft builders

now under progress in this department. Well under way arc the two largest orders

ever placed for exhaust manifolds, which are for United States Army Air Corps

bombers and for the Lockheed airplanes ordered by the British Air Ministry.

Business in prospect for both the airplane manufacturing and the contract

divisions of the company is extremely satisfactory, e-ccording to company reports,

ANOTHER RYAN S-T-M MILITARY TRAINER TO SOUTH AMERICA - A Ryan S-T-M military trainer

has just been shipped from the Ryan Aeronautical Company factory at San Diego to

Guayaquil, Ecuador, for delivery to representatives of Aircraft Export Corp. of

New York. Delivery of a 125 h«P» Ryan S-T-A sport trainer to Arnett Speor, operator

of the Speer Plying Service, San Diego has also been announced by Ryan.

SALES REPRESENTATIVE ON TOUR - John D. Miner, factory sales representative of the

Ryan Aeronautical Company leaves immediately on a two-weeks trip through Arizona,

New Mexico and Colorado to demonstrate the 1939 Ryan S-C metal cabin plane to

sportsman pilots and commercial operators of the southwest. Mi Inor is now en route
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to San Diego from Torreon, Mexico, where lie has just delivered an S-C to Senor

Fernando Gonzalez, 'Mexican cotton grower and sportsman pilot.

RYAN STUDENTS ACTIVE IN VARIOUS AVIATION BRANCHES - Recent reports from Ryan gra-

duate students indicate some of the interesting careers which they have carved

for themselves in aviation*

Charles Wright is now flying instructor for I.iidsouth Aviation Co. of

Memphis, Tennessee; Ben Johnson is doing student training fcr California Flyers

at Los Angeles Municipal Airport; and Jack Loney, formerly with Zimmcrly Bros.

Air Transport of Lewiston, Id" ho, is back in his homo town of Walla Walla, Washing-

ton, instructing for the Blue Mountain Flyirir Service.

From Canad- comes word that Nelson Norquist, Fred Gardham, and Fred Birch

are with Boeing Aircraft Co. of Canada at Vancouver, B. C, while James Storie,

recent transport pilot graduate, is flying for Trans^Canada Airlines.

The Army Air Corps at Randolph Field, Texas is well represented "by Ryan

graduates with David Bacon, Thome s Hubbard, Ernest Ford and Thomas Anderson

serving there as cadets.

INFORMAL We had the right dope on Earl Ortman's contemplated coast to coast flight

in the last issue of this bulletin, but just as we got our stuff in the

COMMENT mail, Earl was losing: a wing, and bailing out. Consequently our hot tip

reached you after Ortman had made Page 1, which made us look foolish,

..bout In any case from time to time we'll piss ..long other tips that look good.

Swell pictures for somebody arc the shots we made two weeks ago of the

five-plane Ryan S-T formation which was the big hit of the Del Monte air

tour* If you'd like some good formation flight pictures, here's the place

to get them. Who w^.nts 'cm?

That Thanks for the compliments on our new monthly news bulletins. We'll try

to keep them interesting and hope you don't fall asleep too often reading

them.

Here's STANLEY H. EVANS - A.F.R.Ao.S.. M.I.Ac. E. , A. F.I.Ac. S. Now that we've used
the alphabet we'll tell you something about Stan Evans, our English friend,

who is Chief of the Aeronautical Engineering Division of the Ryan School of

Aeronautics, During his 22 years in aviation Stan has done just about
everything indicated by his degrees, and plenty more, too, we imagine.

Evans opened the Ryan Engineering School in April of this year and is now
DOWN the proud father of this growing division of the Ryan curriculum. In fact,

he's already looking for additional expansion room for the engineering group.

ON — Stan started out as pilot with the Royal Flying Corps end Royal Air Force

?his

And

The
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during the World War, graduating from the School of Military Aeronautics

at Oxford University during the War period. From 1920 to 1922 he was

at London University getting his technical engineering training. Upon
graduation Stan went to The Hague, Holland, where he was employed as

technical design assistant by Koolhoven Aircraft. Following that and
until 1926 he was technical assistant to Mr. Handley-Page. doing special
research and development on slotted wings. From then until 192S Evans
was with G-loster Aircraft Co., where he designed high-altitude and gull-
wing fighters. A year later Evans was in this country with Douglas Air-
craft as a design engineer engaged in development of the XD-31 gull-wing
observation monopl r ne. While at Douglas he introduced the slotted
aileron to this country in the Dolphin amphibian. In 1931 Evans left
Douglas to establish the Curties- ;.,'right engineering school at Glendale,
remaining there until 193^ when he returned to England for three years
as designer for Heston Aircraft. Last year Stan returned to California
to design for the Jlorthrop Division of Douglas, where he stayed until
coming to the Ryan School in April of this year to establish the Engineer-
ing Division. (Want a picture of Stan?)

Bo scein' ya -

'?' tit? ///
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Greetings All:

More Have you seen Sky News ? Every couple of months we go to press with Ryan

Sky lews, a four-page illustrated news-sheet for our students, for their

Or families and friends, and for the thousands of young men throughout the

country who have indicated an interest in the Plight, Mechanical and En-

Less gineering training facilities of the Ryan School of Aeronautics. Perhaps

you'd like to see it, too, so herewith is the latest copy - with due

OFF credit to LIFE.

THE 20 Byan student planes (almost )have forced landings every day I That's

the heck of a way to run a school, you say? Quite the contrary, we

RECORD reply i. ... .So that Ryan student pilots will know what to do if and when
they should ever have to make a forced landing, they are regularly drilled
in correctly analysing actual situations "by means of simulated forced

landings. For instance -

Just after take-off, when the student least expects it, instructor cuts

the gun and fledgling has to pick a spot and get the plane down safely -

(almost down, that is, "because, of course, we wouldn't take useless chances
on landings on rough terrain). Usual reaction of new pilot - and a great
many experienced ones, too - is to want to turn back to the airport, risk-
ing stalling the plane. Simulated forced landings are planned just to

avoid such mistakes and train young pilots not to make this most obvious
and serious error, which is probably the greatest single cause of serious
accidents.

And now -

RYAN FACTORY AHEAD OF DELIVERY ON MILITARY CONTRACT TTORK - With its current back-

log of unfilled orders at an all-time high of $375,000.00 Ryan Aeronautical Com-

pany, San Diego, is well ahead of schedule deliveries under current contracts,

according to T. Claude Ryan, president.

Current contracts include the two largest orders ever let for exhaust

manifold equipment (which alone represent approximately $200,000.00) plus a

quantity of Ryan S-T-M military training planes for export to Central America.

Work under progress in the company's Contract Manufacturing Division is be-
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ing speeded in anticipation of additional pending contracts. It is expected

that the present increased volume, plus the large amount of additional "business

in prospect for "both its specialty aircraft products and Eyan military planes,

will result in still greater expansion at the Eyan factory.

Latest orders received by the Eyan contract division include those for the

manufacture of k~}2 cabin seats for installation in Army Air Corps military

transport planes and for the production of 65 engine cowlings for late-type Havy

pursuit fighters.

LATIN AMEBICAN ACTIVITY - Due to the government's recent restatement of a strong

interpretation of the Monroe Doctrine as a check against the ambitions of

totalitarian states, coupled with the Lima conference and plans for an increased

American air force, the Latin American aircraft market has taken on a new and

greatly "broadened importance.

During the past year, the Eyan Aeronautical Company, San Diego, heretofore

not in the military aircraft field, has found an expanding market for its

Eyan S-T-M military training planes, and indications are that the market for

these high performance trainers will continue to grow.

Now in final assembly at the Eyan factory for delivery to the Guatemalan

Air Force are six Eyan S-T-M trainers, which will supplement the six S-T-Ms al-

ready in use there. This "brings the number of Eyan military trainers exported

this year to Latin America to 21. Deliveries, in addition to Guatemala, have

been made to the air forces of Mexico, Honduras and( Hi caragua> ^
Leaving this month for another trip to Central and South America in the

interest of the Eyan Aeronautical Company and the Charles H. Babb Co., export

representatives, are Miguel Zuniga and E. M. "Luke" Eessler. The present trip

will take the Eyan representatives to Columbia and Venezuela in addition to

the Central American republics,
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BOLIVIAN IMPORTER TAKES DELIVERY OF RYAN S-T - Delivery of a Ryan S-T-A Special,

powered with a 150 h.p. supercharged Menasco engine, has just been made at the

San Diego factory to Gordon Barbour, of the Barvia Co., Inc., importers of La

Paz, Bolivia.

Later this month, Barbour will fly the S-T to New York, where it will be

shipped by steamer and rail to Cochabamba, Bolivia. There the plane will be

assembled by mechanics of Lloyd Aero Boliviano, Bolivian airline, and test

flown before Barbour flies it to the field at La Paz, highest commercial air-

port in the world. Barbour's selection of the supercharged Ryan was influenced

by the high altitudes from which he must operate.

Plying from the 13,200-foot airport at La Paz, Barbour will use the Ryan

S-T in traveling between the Bolivian capitol and his various mine properties.

"To reach certain regions in Bolivia, where we have our mining interests,

it requires ten days overland travel, but by air I am able to take the trips

in an hour and a half," says the American importer. In many ways aviation is

more necessary for developing natural resources in Bolivia than it is in Alaska

and Northern Canada.* 1

"It was necessary for me to obtain special permission from the Bolivian

government to fly the plane, since there is no private flying whatever there.

Fortunately the permission granted me was broad enough to allow for the formation

of a civil flying club, and this I hope to do. At present the only aviation

activity, other than that of the Army and the airlines, is conducted by a few

mining companies."

RYAN S-T AGAIN WINS AERO CLUB OF BRAZIL RACE - For the third year in succession,

Anesio Amaral, Jr., sportsman pilot, representing the Aero Club of Sao Paulo,

has won the annual Aero Club of Brazil civil aviation race in his Ryan S-T-A,

This year's race was 1,825 kilometers in length, through four Brazilian

states, with stops at Rio de Janeiro, Victoria, Juiz de Fora, Belo Horizonte

and Sao Paulo.
(On the following page we reproduce Amaral 's letter)
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ARCHIE ATHERTON JOINS RYAN SCHOOL STAFF - Appoihtment of Archie Atherton, well-

known parachute expert, as Parachute Instructor at the Ryan School of Aero-

nautics, is announced by Earl D. Prudden, vice president.

Atherton is one of the country's foremost authorities on parachutes, and is

the veteran of 276 demonstration jumps. He started out in the Army Parachute

School, Chanute Field, Illinois, in 1924 when on detached duty with the Marine

Corps. Later, Atherton was transferred to Quant ico, Virginia, and then came to

North Island, San Diego, where for several years he was in charge of all para-

chute instruction and service for the United States Marine Corps.

In 1927, Atherton entered commercial aviation with the Russell Parachute

Co., San Diego, later going to Los Angeles to start his own parachute service,

the Atherton Parachute Co.

INFORMAL " I won with my Ryan the most important Brazilian race" - is a phrase

we regularly and proudly receive from Anesio Amaral, Jr., sportsman

COMMENT pilot of Sao Paulo, Brazil, owner for the past three years of a Ryan

S-T-A. And, here's the latest letter from Amaral -

About

This

And

That

" It's a pleasure to let you know that, once more, I won with my Ryan

the most important Brazilian race. It was an 1,825 kilometers race

through four Brazilian States. The finishing order was:

1st Ryan Menasco 125 k»P-

2nd Caudron Renault- Bengali 1^5 h °P«

3rd Muniz-7 Gipsy 130 h,p.

4th Stinson Lycoming 2^0 h.p,

"The Muniz is a Brazilian plane. It was a very hard race on account

of the "bad weather we got at the time. The picture of the plane was

taken just after he was ready to go in it.

" This is the third time that I'm first placed in races with my Ryan .

One in 1936, one in 1937, one now in 1938 .

"

Here's PAUL 'fflLCOX - The Head Man of the Pilots. For a small guy, Paul does

a good day'S work at his two positions - Chief Test Pilot for the

The Ryan Aeronautical Company, and Chief Instructor of the Ryan School of

Aeronautics. Added to this, Paul of late has "been a traveling man,

LOW- making a trip last summer to Guatemala to supervise the assembly and
test flights of the six Ryan S-T-M military trainers for the Guatemalan

DOWN Air Force. Now, Paul is about to make another trip to Central America
with six more S-Ts for Guatemala. Learning to fly in 1927 in San Diego,

ON— Wilcox put in a year as "grease monkey" to pile up flying time for

k
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Greetings All:

More First scheduled passenger airline? Last week an air-mail letter
came to my desk from an important New York news agency asking us to

Or confirm the fact that Hyan Airlines, Inc., operator of the "Los
Angeles-San Diego Airline", was the first regularly scheduled year

Less 'round passenger airline in the United States.

OF? With the present scheduled lines - UAL, TWA, AA, EAL, etc. - all ^
"boosting their own services, it is little wonder that few of those^"'**

THE writing aviation news recall that Ryan operated the first regular
passenger airline. The service was started March 1st, 1924, on a

RECORD daily schedule. One of the planes used on the run was a single-
engined Douglas Cloudster which Ryan rebuilt into a twelve-passenger
cabin ship, with a cockpit forward of the cabin for pilot and mechanic.
The Ryan Airlines' Cloudster was the first of the modern-type pass-
enger cabin planes - and, although only a single-engined ship, the
interior was about the size of that of the cabin of a Boeing 2^7,
which appeared more than seven years- later. And, would you believe
it, they had a passenger loading ramp similar to that now used at the
principal air terminals I

RYAN EXPANSION PROGRAM UNDER WAY -

An immediate expansion program for the Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego

which will continue during the coming year, including enlargement of factory

buildings, the installation of a large amount of new manufacturing equipment and

increased space for offices and engineering department, has just been announced

by T. Claude Ryan, president.

Construction work has already begun on the addition of another floor to

the Ryan Administration Building which will provide for the necessary increased

executive office facilities and more space for the company's enlarged engineer-

ing department. The additional construction includes increasing the tower
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section of the building to five-story height.

One of the first steps to be taken in the enlargement of the Ryan factory

is the construction of two new buildings which will provide an increase of

approximately 17>000 square feet of space. Plans are also being drawn for

other factory additions. Hew equipment and tools are to be purchased for the

airplane production department, now engaged in the building of Ryan S-T train-

ers and S-C metal cabin planes, and for the contract manufacturing division,

which builds specialized sheet metal parts for other aircraft manufacturers.

Current plans call for the construction and installation of four more

Ryan drop-hammers to supplement the five drop-hammers now in constant use on

a double shift basis for the production of aircraft sheet metal stampings.

S-T-Ms Qklll WIDE ACCEPTANCE -

Ryan model S-T low-wing metal-fuselaged planes are now being used for

military and civilian pilot training in eleven countries, in addition to the

United States, according to a year-end report just compiled by T. Claude Ryan,

president of the Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego, covering the firm's

193S activities.

Due to the increasing popularity of the Ryan S-T-M military trainer, various

models of the Ryan S-T series have been exported to Mexico, Honduras, Guatemala,

Hawaii, Nicaragua, Venezuela, Brazil, Bolivia, Ecuador, Australia and the Union

of South Africa.

Ryan's report for the past year's operation revealed that there are now

thirty commercial flying service operators in the United States using Ryan S-Ts

for training. This is in addition to the fleet of S-Ts operated by the Ryan

Aeronautical Company's subsidiary corporation, the Ryan School of Aeronautics,
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which uses S-Ts exclusively for primary and advanced flight instruction.

The Ryan S-T-M, which is powered with a 150 horsepower supercharged Menascc

in-line engine, is used primarily for military training purposes. However,

certain of the Latin American countries have had their planes equipped for machine

guns so that the ships may also be used for gunnery practice and light military

missions.

IBAjgg SEIFZR? APPOINTED MIDWESTERN REPRESENTATIVE -

Appointment of Frank W. Seifert, former Army Air Corps officer and civic

leader of San Diego, as midwest era representative of the Ryan Aeronautical

Company, with headquarters at Dayton, Ohio, has just "been announced by T. Claude

Ryan, president.

A pilot and aviation executive of twenty years experience, Seifert was

stationed for six years at Rockwell Field, San Diego, as flight officer with the

United States Army Air Corps.

One of the highlights of his career was participation in the Army's endurance,

speed and distance flight of 1923 at Rockwell Field which established a new

world's record at that time of 37 hours on continuous flight and was the first

demonstration of the practicability of mid-air refuelings.

Capt. Lowell H. Smith (now Major, Air Corps) and Lieut. John P. Richter

(now Major, Air Corps) piloted the endurance plane, while Lieut. Seifert and

Lieut. Virgil Eines alternated at flying the refueling plane and handling the

gasoline hose.

Prior to duty at Rockwell Field, Seifert had been a flight instructor dur-

ing the World War at Kelly Field, Texas, later being transferred to Honolulu.

Be seein' ya,

Ci-_Lfc U/ostZ<7W7s.
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Greetings All:

More Doe s a student pilot freeze the controls as the scenario BJ* "Wings of
the Navy" would have us believe? The other night Earl Prudden, vice-

Or president of the Ryan School of Aeronautics, and your humble servant
saw an instructor (on the screen) plant a Pyrene on the dome of a

Less student who "froze" the controls. Neither of us could recall of that
traditional incident actually happening, so next day we queried Claude

OFF Ryan on the subject. Claude said he'd "heard" of it happening, but
neither could he recall of an actual instance.

THE
So, we guess it's just a story that grew from a mole hill into a

RECORD mountain. In any case, here at the Ryan School, instructors take
such careful pains to properly develop the piloting ability of their
students that such "thrilling" incidents are entirely unknown.

Chalk up a boner for yours truly. Last month we mistakenly gave
March 1, 1924 as the starting date of the "Los Angeles-San Diego Air
Line" operated by Ryan Airlines, Inc. We meant 1925. Sorry.

RYAN S-T-M MILITARY TRAINING PLANE FLIES THE ANDES - The first plane of its

class to make the hazardous flight over the lofty Andes Mountains of South

America, a single-engined American-built Ryan S-T-M military trainer

recently flew from Santiago, Chile, to Mendoza, Argentina, crossing the

continental peaks at more than 17,000 feet, according to advices just

received from Buenos Aires.

Huge multi-motored Pan American Airways cabin airliners have for several

years been flying the Andes, but the sturdy Ryan S-T-M open-cockpit military

trainer, which is powered with only a single 150 horsepower engine, is the

first small aircraft to have made the flight. The remarkable flight was

made possible by equipping the San Diego-built trainer with an in-line
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Menasco engine supercharged for high-altitude operation.

The plane was flown by Lieut. James Harvey Gray, who is demonstrating

the Ryan trainer throughout South America as representative of the Aircraft

Export Corp. of New York. Demonstrations have already been made by Gray

in Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Chile and Argentina before government officials.

Taking off from Santiago, Gray piloted the S-T-M to Mendoza in an hour

and fifteen minutes, which is five minutes faster than the regular schedule

of Panagra (Pan American-Grace Airways). From Mendoza, the Ryan was flown

to Buenos Aires in four hours and twenty minutes with an intermediate stop

at General Soler.

Other Ryan S-T trainers are also making memorable records in South

America. Gordon Barbour, American importer of E^livia, is operating a

Ryan -from the world's highest airline terminal at La Paz, where regular

scheduled flights are made from the 13,640-foot airport.

Anesio Amaral, Jr., of Sao Paulo, Brazil, has been flying a Ryan S-T for

the past three years and has established himself as the outstanding sports-

man pilot of Brazil. In 1936, 1937 and again last year he won the annual

civilian pilot race of the Aero Club of Brazil in his 125 horsepower Ryan.

ENGINEERING SCHOOL TO GET NEW QUARTERS - A continued increase in enrollments

for Aeronautical Engineering instruction at the Ryan School of Aeronautics

has necessitated a further expansion of facilities for this training division.

A second-floor addition to the Ryan Administration Building at Lindbergh

Field, San Diego, to accomodate the enlarged engineering school, is now being

rushed to completion and will be in use coincident with the opening of the

Spring Term, beginning April 3rd.

Under the able direction of Stanley H. Evans, formerly with the engineer-

ing departments of Douglas and Northrop, both one and two year courses are

being given. Both courses provide a well-rounded background of practical

shop training directly correlated to theoretical aerodynamics.
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NEW CONTRACTS CLOSED BY RYAH AERONAUTICAL COMPANY - Several new contracts,

totaling approximately §95,000, for products of its Contract Manufacturing

Division have recently been closed by the Ryan Aeronautical Company, San

Diego. These contracts call for production of exhaust collector rings,

engine cowlings and other products manufactured by the company's specialized

sheet metal stamping processes.

These orders are from the Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Douglas Aircraft Co.,

Consolidated Aircraft Corp. and the Brewster Aeronautical Co., and are for

parts tc be installed on Army bombers, Navy fighters and Navy bombers.

Included among the accessories are a quantity of exhaust manifolds for trans-

port bombers being built for the Australian government.

Coincident with the announcement of the new contracts for its specialty

aircraft products, Ryan announced the delivery of a seccnd quantity order

of Ryan S-T-M military training planes to the government of the Republic of

Guatemala.

This is the second such order delivered by Ryan within six months to the

Guatemalan Air Force. These two deliveries represented approximately

$100,000 in value.

EIEOLLMENTS AT RYAN SCHOOL SET HIGH PACE - With twenty-one new students begin-

ning training in the Flight, Mechanics and Engineering Divisions of the Ryan

School of Aeronautics within the past thirty days, enrollments are now bbing

received at one of the highest paces in the seventeen-year history of the

Ryan School.

Included in the group of flight students are Gerald Eodding, of Juneau,

Alaska; Stevens Ellington, of Baltimore, Maryland; William Cass, of Rochester,

New York; Robert Dyer, of Worcester, Massachusetts; Dr. Charles Lieber, of

Gurney, Nebraska; Bernhardt Litke, of Bristol, Connecticut; D. F. Richards,

of Idaho Falls, Idaho; Samuel Engs, of Corcnado, California; and Dr. David

Cooper of the U. S. Goast Guard Service.
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BUSINESS MEM ENJOY FLYING FOR PLEASURE AND BUSINESS - The steady increase in

popularity of sport and business flying by older business executives is re-

flected in the group of students now enrolled at the Ryan School of Aero-

nautics for advanced flight instruction.

Included in this business and professional group now training at Ryan

are a bank president, a surgeon, a dentist and an office equipment executive.

D. F. Richards, president of the American National Bank, Idaho Falls,

Idaho, has just arrived in San Diego in his own cabin plan^. He was enroll-

ed at the Ryan School last winter, and is now in Southern California for an-

other period of advanced training, this time concentrating on blind flying

and radio beam problems which will assist him in the regular operation of his

plane on business. Richards, one of the Northwest's leading bankers,

commutes by plane between Idaho Falls and his branch banks, also making

frequent trips to Salt Lake City, San Francisco and the Pacific Northwest.

Another student is Dr. Charles Lieber, surgeon of Waukegan, Illinois,

who for seventeen years has been County Physician of Cook County, Illinois.

James Hoyt, branch manager for one of the largest office machine companies,

has been flying at the Ryan School for the past year, while Dr. David

Cooper, Coast Guard dentist, is taking flight instruction while stationed at

the Coast Guard Aviation Ee.se, Lindbergh Field, San Diego.

INFORMAL "Just returned from the Havana Air Cruise with a large silver cup

for taking second place with my Ryan S-C metal cabin job. Actually,
COMMELvT we didn't know it was supposed to be a race when we took off from

Miami for Rancho Boyeros Airport, Havana, but when we landed they
About passed out the cups. Bobby Lupton was down to Miami from Detroit

in her Ryan S-T and took first place in the Womens' Aerobatic
This Contest." The above quotes by letter from George Turner, Ryan

Commercial graduate student, and proud owner of an S-C, who now lives
And in Miami.

That We're proud that Earl D. Prudden, Ryan school vice president, has

just been elected President of the San Diego Chapter of the Notional
Aeronautic Association. The San Diego chapter, we understand, is

on^. of the largest in the country, being made up largely of employees
of Consolidated Aircraft Corp. , Ryan Aeronautical Company and Solar

Aircraft, all based at Lindbergh Field, the municipal airport.

Be seein' ya -



v K.: '
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No. 6

March , 1939

Greetings All:

More New Offices is the order of the day at Lindbergh Field as executives,
engineers, students, secretaries, et al, move from old quarters into

Or the enlarged Ryan Administration Building, which now boasts a "skyscraper"

five-story tower. Already, even the new quarters are well filled - and

Less don't be surprised if before too long we outgrow them and have to find
more space for the rapidly growing Ryan' organisation. Yes, we got a new

OFF office out of the deal - and a darkroom, too.

THE Don't get an idea that YOUR column isn't read by the industry . We know
it is. One of the boys recently ran a "long-shot" guess on what he

RECORD thought was a likely "deal" in the industry and soon everyone in Southern

California was buzzing the story around from office to office, creating
no end of distrubance. Incidentally, in this case, the "long-shot" didn't

come in.

REPORT HEAVY DELJUID FOR RYAN REC0I1IENDED GRADUATES - The demand for trained air-

craft mechanics graduating from the Ryan School of Aeronautics, San Diego, far

exceeds the number of available recommended students, according to Earl D.

Prudden, school vice president, who reports that requirements of the industry

for trained personnel are expanding at a rapid rate.

In recent months more requests have reached Prudden' s desk from aircraft

manufacturers for trained mechanics than the Ryan School has been able to fill

from its graduating students.

One of the reasons for the constant demand for Ryan trained students is the

high standards which are required by the school in recommending graduates for

positions in the industry. Only recently, the requirement for recommended

graduates was raised from an SO percent scholastic average to an 85 percent

average, assuring the industry that Ryan students will meet a consistently high

standard.

WILLIAM WAGNER
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It is interesting to note that the demand for trained mechanics is based

on current needs of the industry and does not take into consideration the pro-

posed government expansion program., which when put into effect will again

greatly increase the opportunities for profitable emplojment in the industry.

\

SHARP APPOINTED RYAN I.IMIFCLD ENGINEER - Appointment of John W. Si arp, one of the

country's most experienced power plant accessory engineers., as the head of the

exhaust manifold engineering department of the Ryan Aeronautical Company, is

announced by T. Claude Ryan, president of the San Diego airplane and aircraft

parts manufacturing concern

.

Sharp comes to the Ryan Company from the power plant section of the Douglas

Aircraft Co., where for the past four years he has specialized in engine accessory

design and installation, particularly exhaust manifold systems.

At the Ryan Aeronautical Co., Sharp will be assigned to the Contract Manu-

facturing Division, which produces exhaust manifolds, cowling and many other

types of aircraft parts on contract for other manufacturers, and will be avail-

able to the aircraft industry for consultation on problems pertaining to such

power plant parts.

Sharp received his engineering training at the California Institute of

Technology following which, in 1930 he completed a practical course in aviation

mechanics and flying at the Ryan School of Aeronautics. Fie then went directly

into employment in the engineering department of one of southern California's air-

craft plants and has, for the past six years of his career, been engaged in

power plant installation engineering, including exhaust manifolds and allied

accessories.

Sharp is widely recognized as one of the country's foremost engineers in

this field and is singi.ila.rly well qualified to fill his new position with Ryan

and give valuable consultation service to the industry on engineering accessory

design problems.
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RYAN AWARDED 0300,000 AIRCRAFT PARTS CONTRACT - Closing of the largest single

contract in the history of the Ryan aeronautical Co. tpany, calling for the pro-

duction of approximately $300,000 worth of aircraft parts for the Lockheed.

Aircraft Corp., was recently announced, by T. Claude Ryan, president of the San

Diego aircraft firm.

This latest contract brings the Ryan backlog of business to an all-time high

of $600,000. Current backlog, which does not take into consideration a number

of other volume orders for airplanes and parts under negotiation, exceeds by

more than $50,000 year's total sales of this department.

During the first forty-five days of this year, Ryan Aeronautical Company

closed contracts for new business for its Co. 'tract Manufacturing Division ex-

ceeding last year's total sales of this department.

The new Lockheed contract calls for the production of virtually all struct-

ural parts and assemblies for the engine nacelles of 250 twin-engined bombing

planes now under construction for the British Air Ministry,

Ryan already is making all of the exhaust collector rings and tail pipes for

the same Lockheed Hudson bombers, and this order, which was placed last year,

amounted to approximately 6125*000.

Other contracts recently closed by the Ryan company are with the U.S. Army

Air Corps, Brewster Aeronautical Co., Consolidated Aircraft Corp. and the Douglas

Aircraft Co.

COIPLETE ENLARGEMENT OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION BUILDING - Greatly increased facilities

for all departments of the Ry<ai School of Aeronautics are provided for in an

extensive expansion program, the first part of which has just been completed. De-

tails of the remainder of the program, which is to be continued throughout the

year, will be announced shortly, according to T. Claude Ryan, president.

Construction work on the Ryan Administration Building was completed early
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in March and provided new and enlarged quarters for the Aeronautical Engineering

Division of the Ryan School.

The administration building has been greatly enlarged by the addition of

the second-floor engineering department, which overlooks activities on Lindbergh

Field, and by increasing the tower section of the building to five-story height.

New quarters have also been provided for the Civil Aeronautics Authority com-

munications and meteorology departments,

RYAN ANNOUNCES FACTORY PERSONNEL APPOINTLIEMTS - Coincident with last week's

announcement by T. Claude Ryan, president., that the Ryan Aeronautical Company

has appointed John W. Sharp, former Douglas Aircraft Co. power plant accessory

engineer, as head of the San Diego finn' s exhaust manifold engineering department,

it was revealed that new appointments have been made in factory supervisory

personnel.

Fred H. Rohr, former factory superintendent, has been made Factory Manager,

while his assistant, E. M. Lacey, has been raised to the position of Factory

Superintendent. 0. R. LcNeel has been advanced to Assistant Superintendent in

charge of the experimental and service departments.

INFORMAL A rare privilege was recently afforded Ryan School mechanics and engineer-

ing students when they had an opportunity to visit one of Southern Calif

-

COI'l'IEI'IT ornia's large military aircraft manufacturing plants. Among the equip-

ment they were allowed to inspect was a new 1800 horsepower twin-row

About radial engine and an experimental flying boat now in the final stages of

completion. We don't know of anyone else who has had a chance to see the

This engine and plane at close hand.

And We've turned editor - that's why we're a bit late with the monthly dope

from San Diego. Right now we have five printing jobs in the final stages

That of completion - this aviation business is really getting busy - and with

the next issue of our monthly chatter we'll probably be able to send you

some interesting literature.

Be seein' ya -

tkllL (M&tyywv.
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April 15, 1939

Aviation and Financial Writers:

I think you will be interested in the attached article which
appeared recently in the Pacific Coast Edition of the WALL STREET
JOURNAL as it gives some interesting background information about
the Ryan Aeronautical Company and its subsidiary, the Ryan School
of Aeronautics, to which you may have frequent occasion to refer
during the corning months.

Sincerely,

RYAN AERONAUTICAL CttflPAHT

William Wagner

WW:BR
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Reproduced 'from the Pacific Coast Edition of the WALL STREET JOURNAL by special

permission.

U T L K B R I G H T

FOR R Y A N I II 1939

Earnings Likeljr to Reach New
Record Highj Backlog Noxv

Stands at §650,000

SAN DIEGO - Earnings prospects of Ryan Aeronautical Co. for 1939 appear better

than for my year in its history. Several factors point in this direction. The

current $650,000 backlog (since increased to $750,000 - ww) loons importantly as

compared with net sales last year of approximately $4-50,000.

Moreover, while last year's business was about evenly divided between sales of

plane accessories and airplanes, this year's business so far is largely for parts,

including exhaust manifolds. Under conditions existing in the past, the parts

division has been the most profitable end of the business.

With the increased activity among plane manufacturers and anticipated placement

by the Government of substantial orders for military craft, Ryan's development in

the immediate future can move in three directions:

Probability of further orders for accessories, designation of its aviation

school for training of cadet flying personnel for the Army Air Corps, and possi-

bility of securing some part of the projected Government Army orders for planes and

participation in foreign government orders. In connection with the latter, Ryan

has two plane models, the S-T training plane for students and the S-C three-

passenger commercial job.

A major factor influencing the Ryan Company's net income is the policy of re-

flecting profits only when contracts are completed. In this connection, there was a

substantial amount of work done last year on uncompleted contracts held over to

this year. Meanwhile, the general overhead and other exoense in connection with





these, jobs was charged out last year, while 'whatever profit is to be shown will be

taken in this year.

It is probable that Ryan's piano construction business last year, which was

about half the total volume, showed only a relatively small profit margin. The

company's ability to show profits on plane construction cannot be gauged by last

year's operations in this field, which reflected, for the most part, small deliveries

of training units and sales to individuals. Any large scale deliveries for Army

planes or sales abroad should carry a fair profit margin for the plane construction

department,

ORDERS UNDER NEGOTIATION

Aside from present backlog of business in accessories and parts, it is a log-

ical assumption that Ryan will have a chance to share in the business given bjr the

Army Air Corps for small training planes to be used in training cadets. It can

I also be assumed that enrollment in its school for training personnel should be

substantially increased in line with Army plans for utilizing registered units in

this connection,

Ryan recently received its largest single order when Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

contracted for 0300,000 of aircraft parts calling for production of virtually all

structural parts and assemblies for engine nacelles of 250 twin-engined bombers

ordered by the British and Australian governments. Other volume orders are under

negotiation. Contracts recently closed were with the United States Army, Brewster

Aeronautical Co., Consolidated Aircraft, and Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.

Viewing increased operations this year, Ryan recently increased working

capital to put it in position to handle this business, through the sale of an ad-

ditional 75 ) 000 shares of stock at $3.50 a share, which brought the company ap-

proximately $250,000. There are now 375*000 shares outstanding.

-30-
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No. 7
April, 1939

Greetings All:

More Pilots turned movie actors are Doug Co'rrigan and our friend John Trent,

with whom Claude Ryan and the writer had an enjoyable chat at luncheon

Or the other day on the occasion of the. world premier of Doug's picture -

"The Flying Irishman". Doug's no actor, but the picture was a pretty

Loss good description of the obstacles he overcame to accomplish his goal of

the Atlantic flight.
OFF

Tailspin Tommy of the movies is now John Trent, formerly La Verne Browne,

THE TWA pilot, who because of his outstanding good looks, was whisked from

the cockpit of a Douglas DC-2 to an appearance before the Hollywood
.RECORD cameras. "Brownie", as he is known to the flying fraternity, has ac-

quired the screen rights to "Tailspin Tommy", and is both producing and

starring in the cinema versions of Tommy's adventures.

Yes, both Corrigan and Brownie learned to fly in San Diego - Doug got his

first training here in 1926, and "John Trent" in 1928. So, if we find
enough people with screen aspirations, Ryan may soon be offering "Course

No. 19 - Flying and Acting Before the Camera",

MOTHER RYAN S-T-M FLIES THE ANDES - A flight across the lofty Andes Mountains

of northern Chile in a Ryan S-T-M military training plane was described to

officials of the Ryan Aeronautical Company in recent advices from Gordon Barbour,

American importer of Bolivia.

Word of the remarkable flight was received at the Ryan factory at San Diego

with extreme interest, because Barbour's trip from Arica, Chile, to La Paz,

Bolivia, was made less than a month after Lieut. James Harvey Gray, demonstrat-

ing a similar Ryan military trainer, flew the Andes of southern Chile from

Santiago to Hendoza, Argentina.

Both flights were the first ever made over the formidable Andes by planes

of such light horsepower. The S-T-M is equipped with a 150 horsepower Menasco

engine, supercharged for high-altitude operations such as are conducted by

Barbour from La Paz, highest regular airport in the world (13,64.0 feet).
WILLIAM WAGNER
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Barbour writes: "I arrived here in La Paz from Arica in the Ryan, having

made the trip over the Andes in just over two hours. The flight has caused

considerable interest and comment here., inasmuch as the S-T-M is the first

airplane of such low power to make the trip.

"Quite to my surprise, there was a large delegation awaiting my arrival,

and I was immediately nominated Honorary Military Pilot in the Bolivian Air

Force, The ship performed beautifully all the way in spite of rough weather, and

as a pretty good demonstration, I crossed the field at 15,000 feet doing a good

145 miles an hour true air speed. The reception given the Ryan trainer by the

military aviation school here was very enthusiastic, to say the least."

SLOAN APPOINTED RYAN FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR - Appointment of William P. Sloan, well-

known Southern California commercial pilot, as Flight Instructor at the Ryan

School of Aeronautics, San Diego, was announced April 3rd, at the beginning of the

Spring Term, by T. Claude Ryan, president.

Due to a continued increase in student flight training activities at the Ryan

School it has been necessary to increase the staff of flight instructors, accord-

ing to Ryan.

Sloan has been active in San Diego flying circles for the past two years, and

last year was one of three American pilots who ferried a fleet of Ryan S-T-M

military training planes to Tegucigalpa, Honduras, where they are being used for

military pilot training by the Honduras Air Force.

Chief pilot of the Ryan School is Paul Wilcox, who has as his assistant

instructors, Robert Kerlinger, Verne Murdock, Ned Chase and Sloan,

Coincident with the announcement of Sloan's appointment as flight instructor

it was revealed that Philip Prophett, formerly of Rutland, Vermont, has been

added to the ground school instructional staff of the Ryan School.
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RYAN STUDENT PLACEMENTS ~ Confirming the report of Earl D. Prudden, school vice

president, which appeared in the last issue of our news sheet, that there has

been an unusually heavy demand for Ryan School of Aeronautics recommended gra-

uates, new student graduate placements were this week announced.

William Carrier, Ryan commercial pilot graduate, of Crescent City, Florida,

has been appointed flight instructor with the El Paso Flying Service, El Paso,

Texas. Ralph White, Roger Anderson and Fred Hagar, recent graduates of the Ryan

Master Mechanics 1 Course, have been employed by Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Robert

Hall, of Charleston, W, Va. has left his position as chief mechanic for Southern

Air Service, New Orleans, to come back to San Diego to work for the Ryan Aero-

nautical Company.

RYAN STUDENTS FLY IN COLLEGE AIR MET - College flying is finding an increasing

acceptance if the recent air meet between Alpha Eta Rho fraternities of the

University of Southern California and San Diego State College may be taken as an

indication.

Last month college flying teams from the aviation fraternities of both univer-

sities met for an all-day piloting competition before more than 200 flying en-

thusiasts at Linda Vista Airport, near San Diego. Our support was necessarily

swayed between the home town boys and U.S.C., on whose team were two former Ryan

students - Dick Owen, team captain, and Doug Bothwell. Yes, (once again) we

blu shingly admit that the Ryan pilots came through to lead U.S.C. to victory.

INFORMAL SKY NEWS is off the press , and once again we're enclosing the latest issue
in the hope that you'll find it of interest. .And, watch for the new Ryan

COMMENT School catalog soon, too J

About Background information on the Ryan organization has of late been so fre-
quently requested by aviation and financial writers that within the next

This few weeks we plan to send out an SOO-word release to which you may have
occasion to refer now and then. Incidentally, Max Karant, Managing Editor,

And tells us that the May Issue of POPULAR AVIATION, off the press next week,
will feature an article on Claude Ryan which you may also find of interest

That and may wish to keep for reference,
3e seein' ya -

TSiMW*AstfsrUfi
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Greetings All:

More Designation of the Ryan School of Aeronautics for primary training of

Array pilots was announced in the press lay 3th from Washington, D. C,

'

Or To date no additional information has been released by Ryan officials.

Less Ryan students were interested observers last week when Consolidated Air-
craft Corp. launched and test flew its huge new flying boat - two decks;

OFF two 2000-horsepower engines; potentially able to carry 52 passengers;
all-up weight, 25 tons. Some boati- and looking plenty fast in its test

THE flights. This is the plane which Ryan students were privileged to in-
spect two months ago, (See our Karch release, Mo. 6).

RECORD

L NEW RYAN FACTORY UNDER CONSTRUCTION - Ryan Aeronautical Company on Hay first be-

gan construction of a new 0150,000.00 aircraft factory and office building on

Lindbergh Field, San Diego, according to T. Claude Ryan, president. Plans

call for completion of the new buildings by June 15th.

Under contemplation for some time, the new buildings v/ere begun follow-

ing receipt of recent substantial orders which have necessitated an expansion

of Ryan manufacturing facilities for its military and commercial planes and

for aircraft parts for other companies.

Located on the west side of San Diego's municipal airport along the bay

shore to the north of the Coast Guard air base, the R3>-an factory will be 200

by 275 feet and of steel, with saxvtooth roof construction. A two-story office

building, 42 by 120 feet, for the company's executive and engineering depart-

ments will adjoin the factory.

Production facilities for the new factory will include the installation

of eight giant Ryan drop-hammers, double the number now in use in the present

WILLIAM WAGNER
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factory j for the fabrication of sheet metal parts. Other equipment being in-

stalled includes the latest and most modern electric spot welding and heat

treating facilities, and extensive anodizing, plating and painting departments,

supplementing the regular factory production machinery.

A five-ton electric traveling crane to run the full length of the main

factory building is to be installed to serve the foundry, drop-hammer, receiv-

ing and shipping departments. Provision has also been made for the installa-

tion of complete Pangborn sandblasting equipment.

In addition to the two main buildings, there will be separate structures

provided for a dope and paint shop, 35 by 75 feet, and for the modeling shop

and pattern storage, 50 by 100 feet.

Ryan recently signed a 50-year lease with the Harbor Department of the

City of San Diego covering its new 10-acre factory site on Lindbergh Field,

and holds an option of 10 additional acres to provide for future expansion.

Taylor and Taylor, Los Angeles architects, who planned most of the

Douglas Aircraft Co. factory buildings at Santa iionica and those of Consolidated

Aircraft Corp. at San Diego, served as consulting industrial architects on

the new Ryan expansion move. The general construction contractor for the build-

ings is Walter Trepte, San Diego,

RYAN STUDENTS MAKE 1000-MILE TRAINING FLIGHT TO SAN FRANCISCO FAIR - Four stu-

dent-piloted planes from the Ryan School of Aeronautics, San Diego, recently

made a week-end thousand-mile training flight to San Francisco in conjunction

with the Air Armada to the Golden Gate International Exposition.

The Air Armada to the Exposition was sponsored by the Aviation Country

Club of California, with more than thirty Southern California planes making

the flight. The San Diego student planes joined the main group of the aerial

caravan at Los Angeles before proceeding to San Francisco, with an intermediate

stop at Santa Maria,
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Three Ryan S-T military-type training planes and a Ryan S-C metal

cabin plane formed the contingent from the Ryan School. Students on the train-

ing flight were Frank Campsail, Jr., of Detroit \ James T. Pettus, of St. Louisj

Harry H. Ford, Jr., of Houston; and John Benton, of Pittsfield, Mass.

RYAN BACKLOG AT NEW PEAK FIGURE - Backlog of orders on hand at the Ryan Aeronautical

Company, San Diego, was recently announced by T. Claude Ryan, president, to

have reached a new all-time high of approximately $750*000,00, following receipt

of additional new contracts for the manufacture of aircraft parts.

Among the latest contracts obtained by Ryan is one from the El Segundo

Division of the Douglas Aircraft Co., which calls for the production of exhaust

collector rings for 200 twin-engined light bombers being built for the French

government.

Another recent order is from Lockheed Aircraft Corp. for the manufacture

of practically all structural parts and sheet metal assemblies for the engine

nacelles of 50 twin-engined bombing planes, and spares, under construction for

the Australian government. Included are cowlings, firewalls, nose cowls and

other equipment.

Ryan, in February, received a similar contract, totaling approximately

$300,000,00, calling for the production of the same type of equipment for the

250 bombers being built for the British Air. Ministry.

In addition to the recent heavy gains in business booked by the Contract

Manufacturing Division, the Ryan Aeronautical Company reports greatly increased

activity in its own aircraft plant which is busy producing Ryan S-T-M military

training planes, a considerable number of which were last year delivered to the

air forces of several Latin American countries.

Negotiations are being actively carried on for the export of additional

Ryan military planes, with excellent prospects for business on an expanding

scale in the next, few months.
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GRADUATE FLIGHT STUDENTS QBTaBj &JMJM POSITIONS - New openings with air tran-

sport companies for trained Commercial Pilots with Instrument Ratings are be-

ing created as an indirect result of the government aviation expansion program.

It has been recently reported that many airline co-pilots are resign-

ing to resume active duty with the Army Air Corps, thereby making available a

large number of pilot positions to be filled by graduates of the commercial

pilot training schools.

Among recent placements of graduates of the Ryan School of Aeronautics

with airlines are:

Diar E. Clark , of Deposit, New York, graduate of the Ryan Commercial

Pilot's Course last year, has been employed by United Air Lines as First

Officer (co-pilot). Clark is now taking advanced instruction at United' s air-

line pilot training center before assuming regular flight schedules,

Walter J. Mclntyre , of Chicago, has accepted a position with Transcon-

tinental and Western Air, Inc. (TWA ) as First Officer , liclntyre, formerly with

Chicago and Southern Airlines , graduated from R-an in 1936.

John D. llilncr , of Willcox, Arizona, formerly vdth Wilmington-Catalina

Airlines has accepted a position as First Officer with TWA .

RYAN APPOINTS PALilSR PLANT ENGINEER - Appointment of Durward Palmer as plant

engineer of the Ryan Aeronautical Company has just been announced by T. Claude

Ryan, president.

Palmer, formerly plant engineer of the Douglas Aircraft Co., will be

in charge of installation of all manufacturing equipment and facilities in the

new Ryan factory now under construction at Lindbergh Field, San Diego.

Before his three years with Douglas, Palmer studied engineering at

the California Institute of Technology,

OOhDUCTS LANDING GEAR TESTS ON RYAN S-C - Introduction of the Dwoty Landing Gear





and other hydraulic components to this country is indicated as the result of a

recent visit to west coast factories by George H. Dowty, head of Aircraft Com-

ponents, Ltd., of England.

While at the Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego, conferring with T.

Claude Ryan, president, and Stanley H. Evans, head of the Engineering Division

of the Ryan School of Aeronautics, Dowty arranged for the installation of his

new shock struts on a Ryan S-C metal cabin plane for the purpose of conducting

tests and making demonstrations to interested engineers and executives of South-

ern California aircraft factories.

According to Evans, who is responsible for the original introduction

of Dowty aircraft products to this country, the English engineer is conducting

a survey of American aircraft accessory manufacturing facilities, looking to the

early establishment of a Dowty factory in this country.

The Dowty Aircraft Wheel is a new-type landing gear shock strut which

makes use of a horizontal rather than conventional vertical telescopic movement.

INFORMAL "The Help Wanted Sign is Up in Aviation"- A fancy slogan we recently
concocted for advertising Ryan School training - a slogan which, unlike

CCMENT a good many these days, is based on fact. Actually, at present, the
Ryan School is able to place practically 10C$ of the recommended graduates

About of its Master Mechanics Course so heavy is the demand for aircraft
factories for trained men.

This

And, more .jobs are opening up . For example, in San Diego alone, offic-
And ials of Consolidated, Ryan and Solar anticipate a need for 120 trained

welders within the next few months - and to fill that need representa-
That tives of these three firms recently met with California State Employment

Service officials who are already lining up the necessary manpower.

Airlines, too, are taking on new co-pilots because a lot of those now
flying are leaving to take up active duty with the Air Corps. (Note'
recent Ryan placements contained in an earlier story in this issue).

Be seein 1 ya -

"Emu/,
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June, 1939

Greetings All:

More Super-safe aircraft are going to play a plenty important part in avia-

tion development in the next few years, we confidently, predict.
Or And, purely on the private pilots' side, this country could benefit from

the type of stimulation some of the foreign powers have given to the

Less development of "safe" planes. (Did you see the German "Fieseler Storch"
job at last year's National Air Races?)

OFF
Remember the Safe Aircraft Competition sponsored by Guggenheim in 1929?

THE Wouldn't another such competition - preferably an annual affair - be
welcome in this country and wouldn't it result in far greater benefits than

RECORD we are now realizing from the back-yard racing planes featured in air

races?

Barbara Kibbee, our prize gal flying student graduate, should be making
Page One again one of these days. We'll send along the dope as soon as

we get it ourselves.

Contractor to the U. S. Army Air Corps became Ryan' s distinction this
month with announcement from Washington that a contract for the XPT-16
primary trainer had been awarded - see below

RYAN XPT-16 IS LATEST U. S. AIR CORPS PRIMARY TRAINER - Latest addition to the

training equipment of the U. S. Army Air Corps is the Ryan XPT-16, an order for

which was announced by the War Department on June 8th as having been awarded to

the Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego,

The XPT-16, newest military version of the popular Ryan S-T series of sport

and military training planes which have been in commercial production for the

past four years, is to be used by the Air Crops for primary training of cadet

pilots

,

Due to their high performance, advanced metal c onstruction, unexcelled
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maneuverability and economy of operation, Ryan trainers have proven their

excellence for primary military training and are being used by the air forces

of many progressive nations, including the Republics of Guatemala, Mexico and

Honduras.

The award of an Air Corps contract to the Ryan company is the result of a

flight competition held at Wright Field, Dayton, early this year between a

large number of primary training planes in regular commercial production in

this country.

The Ryan trainer, for Air Corps service, is a low-wing, metal-fuselaged

monoplane, seating pilot and instructor in tandem, open cockpits. Power is pro-

vided by a 125 h.p, Menasco C-4. inverted in-line air-cooled engine.

The Ryan XPT-16 is the same basic design as the previous Ryan S-T models,

but with numerous improvements and unusually complete equipment suitable for

military requirements.

Principal differences between the Army trainer and standard commercial Ryan

S-T types are the larger and different shaped cockpit cut-outs, complete dual

Army type instruments, a steerable and full swiveling tail wheel, and the addi-

tion of wing tie down and towing lugs.

The benefit of Ryan's long experience in building the well known S-T types

and in contacts with civilian and military flying schools where they have been

widely used during the past three years, have been fully utilized in developing

refinements for the XPT-16 model from the standpoint of maintenance advantages.

Particular attention has been paid throughout to low cost of repair and long life

STUDENTS TO TEST EXPERIMENTAL SLOTTED WING IN WIND TUNNEL - Acting on the pre-

cept of practising the principles it preaches, the Ryan Engineering School now

has its senior students well advanced on the stress analysis, preliminary de-

tail design aid mock-up construction of a new type experimental slotted wing to

be later tried out in actual flight tests.
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Final approval and construction of the actual wing will follow the results

of model experiments now in hand in the visual smoke flow wind tunnel recently

constructed by the Mechanics Division of the Ryan school. The purpose of the

tunnel is to obtain a visual demonstration of the air flow around wings and

bodJ.eB, rather than to measure its quantitative values.

After two full decades of research and full-scale experiment by the

Handley-Page Company of England, the slotted wing is gaining wide acceptance

and is being installed on many new aircraft models primarily to cure the trouble-

some tip stall of tapered wings. Apart, however, from its well-recognized use

as a lateral control booster, the high maximum lift of the fully slotted wing

fits into the picture of higher wing loadings now prevalent in current design

practice.

Thus, the experimental program of the Ryan Engineering School is intended

to provide a practical research laboratory of maximum benefit to the keen student

wishing to keep abreast of the latest trends in design.

The experimental group is made up of Ed Baumgarten, William Brown, Walter

Gafner, William Immenschuh, Ralph Swift and Fred Thudium, working under the

direction of Stanley H. Evans, director of the Ryan engineering school.

RYAN PRODUCTION MOVES TO NEW FACTORY - As this months 's news release reaches editor

desks, factory personnel of the Ryan Aeronautical Company will be busily engaged

in moving production equipment and work in progress to the new Ryan factory on

Lindbergh Field, San Diego,

Work on the new building was begun May first and by June 15th the new 200-

275-foot building is scheduled to be completed and in use.

Production facilities of the new factory include the installation of eight

giant Ryan drop-hammers, double the number in use in the old factory, for the

fabrication of sheet metal parts. Other equipment being installed includes the

latest and most modern electric spot welding and heat treating facilities, and
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extensive anodizing, plating and painting departments , supplementing the re-

gular factory production machinery.

A five-ton electric traveling crane to run the full length of the main

factory building is installed to serve the foundry, drop-hammer, receiving

and shipping departments. Provision has also been made for the installation of

complete Pangborn sandblasting equipment.

In addition to the two main buildings, there will be separate structures

provided for a dope and paint shop, 35 by 75 feet, and for the modeling shop

and pattern storage, 50 by 100 feet.

INFORMAL If you'd have wanted to see a busy aircraft factory you should have

seen the Ryan plant during the past month. Good thing the new, larger

COMMENT (three times present floor space) factory is ready to take over the

production burden. Was it crowded, and were they busy in the old plant?

ABOUT Well -

This The walls were about ready to burst; final assembly was moved outdoor s;

completed parts had to be hung from the roof when there was no space to
And stack them; and, factory manager Fred Rohr was considering working

double shifts with half of the crew suspended from the ceiling by their

That heels I

Doug Corrigan's "new" 11-year-old "crate " is one of the Ryan Brougham's

on which the jovial Irishman himself worked when it was under constructio

at the old Mahoncy-Ryan plant in San Diego - so he told us while we

chatted the other day as he worked on the ship replacing a broken starter

shaft.

SKY NEWS is off the press again, and here's your copy.

Aside the Editors - These are tough days for a press agent, and we solicit your

sympathy for the present unnatural "news" life we have to lead. There's plenty

of news all right, all right, but it seems that due to regulations, quite a bit

of it isn't "news that fit to print". So bear with. us, please, until we're able

to get a release on some of the developments that are pending.

Be seein' ya -

m
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Greetings All:

We've been plugging the S-T as an ideal trainer for a long time. Now that -

Uncle Sam has purchased some S-Ts (Ryan YPT-16) we're proud to quote below,

without further comment, the War Department's press release announcing the

contract for Ryan trainers to be used in the new Air Corps cadet training

program:

"This plane is particularly adpated for primary training of students in

flying a low-wing type, and the purchase by the Army of this lot of

commercial type airplanes will permit a comparison of the efficiency of

flying instruction given on this type of airplane with the instruction

given in planes especially built to Army specifications for primary

training.

"If, as is expected by the War Department , this airplane proves entirely

suitable for the purpose, the use of commercial type primary training

airplanes will materially facilitate expansion of the Army Air Corps

in the event of an emergency, because it will permit 'Btee productive

capacity of existing commercial airplane manufacturers specializing on

light type airplanes."

Training of Army cadet pilots at the Ryan School got off to a good start

promptly on July first as scheduled with Capt. J. C. Horton and Lieut. L.P.

Hopwood, both from Randolph Field, supervising instruction.

Barbara Kibbee, our top girl grad, has just qualified for an Instructor's

Rating, as far as we know the first woman pilot to do so since the new CAA

regulations on student instruction went into effect. Details later in this

release, but anyone around New York' State in search of a good yarn can reach

her direct through Troy Air Service, Troy, N. Y.

CADET PILOT TRAINING PROGRAM UNDER WAY AT RYAN SCHOOL - On July first, on the fly-

ing line of the Ryan School of Aeronautics, at Lindbergh Field, San Diego, some

35 carefully selected fledgling pilots reported for their first flight instruc-

tion as United States Army Air Corps cadets, marking the start of primary

flight training of the country's military pilots by commercial aviation schools.

WILLIAM WAGNER
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For three months the neophyte fliers will study under Array supervision at

the Ryan School, dividing their tide between 65 hours of pilot training and

225 hours of technical instn.iot.ion. After six weeks, 35 more "freshmen" will

arrive to begin their training, and each six weeks thereafter new groups will be

arriving and leaving.

Students who complete the three months course will be sent to the Army's

"West Point of the Air", Randolph Field, Texas, for basic flight training and

from there will report to Kelly Field, Texas, for still more advanced training

in military flying.

Four top executives of the Ryan school have been busily engaged in complet-

ing all arrangements for the Air Corps pilot training program, T. Claude Ryan,

president of the Ryan School, and himself a graduate of the Army pilot training

school shortly after the war, heads the staff in charge. Assisting him is Earl

D, Prudden, Ryan school vice-president, -who has recently returned from Washington

where he attended a series of conferences between Army officials and representative

of the commercial schools.

Flight training is in charge of Paul 'Wilcox, assisted by a dozen flight in-

structors, with technical ground instruction and maintenance under the supervision

of Walter K. Balch. The Army personnel from Randolph Field who have been assigned

to supervise the cadet training are under the direction of Capt, J, C. Horton and

Lieut. L. P. Hopwood,

Nine government approved commercial flying schools including Ryan at San Diego

have been selected by the Army Air Corps to lay the primary groundwork for the

"West Point of the Air". Ryan is the oldest government approved flight school in

the country and has long been recognized for its advanced training equipment and

methods.

Supplementary training airports near San Diego are being completed to augment

the Ryan school's flight base at Lindbergh Field, while permanent housing quarters
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for the cadets are being constructed. Technical training facilities have been

vastly expanded, with much new equipment and space being given over to the in-

struction of the Army cadets.

When the Ryan Aeronautical Company's manufacturing activities were moved to

the new $150,000*00 factory on the west side of Lindbergh Field, the buildings

formerly occupied by the production department were turned over to the school

to accomodate the new training facilities as well as to provide needed space for

the company's experimental manufacturing department,

BURNETT TO HEAD RYAN EXPERIMENTAL DIVISION - Appointment of Daniel B. Burnett, Jr.,

as head of the Ryan Aeronautical Company's experimental manufacturing department,

has just been announced by T. Claude Ryan, president.

Burnett, for the past four years foremen of the wing department, will have

charge of construction on all new experimental projects developed in the company's

engineering and production departments.

Coincident with the announcement of Burnett's appointment, Ryan revealed that

the company's engineering department, which is under the direction of Millard C,

Boyd, has been rapidly expanded in the past few months.

Burnett has been associated with Ryan for more than 15 years and is one of

the firm's oldest employees in point of service. As a high school student, Burnett

in 1922 and 1923, used to assist Claude Ryan after school hours when the present

aircraft executive was the proud owner of a single war-time "Jenny".

EMPLOYMENT AT RYAN FACTORY SHOWS SHARP GAIN - Employment of factory personnel at

the Ryan Aeronautical Company plant, San Diego, has more than doubled in the past

three months., according to a report just released by T. Claude Ryan, president.

Sharpest gain in employment has been in the past few weeks, says Ryan, as a

result of the new and enlarged production facilities provided by the company's new

$150,000,00 factory which has just been put into operation at Lindbergh Field.

Factory workers employed on July first, exclusive of all supervisory personnel
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totaled 334,, compared with the 165 employees in the production department as of

April first. Employment of January first was I38. In all branches of its activ-

ities, including those of the subsidiar3r Ryan School of Aeronautics, the Ryan com-

pany now employs well over 4-00 persons.

The rapid expansion in Ryan employment has been necessitated by the heavy pro-

duction orders now in process, including recent contracts from the U. S. Army Air

Corps for Ryan YPT-16 training airplanes.

RYAN GIRL GRADUATE QUALIFIES AS INSTRUCTOR - Little more than a year ago Barbara

Kibbee, 23-year-old California girl pilot, was graduated from the Ryan School of

Aeronautics, the first of her sex to qualify for a Commercial Pilot's rating in the

school's 17—year training experience,

This week word reached Ryan officials that their prize girl graduate had

just been awarded an Instructor's Rating by the Civil Aeronautics Authority, one

of the few women to qualify for this high rating since the governmental aviation

body two years ago put into effect rigid requirements for pilots who would train

other to fly.

Since leaving Ryan School, Barbara has been flying with the Troy Air Service,

of Troy, Hew York, and it was there that she qualified for her Instructor's Rating.

A girl of natural flying ability, Barbara set a high record of adaptability

to aviation while training for more than a year at the Ryan School. Enrolling in

1937? she completed her original training in the Private Pilots* Course, then

signed up to continue on to the higher Commercial rating.

In her technical ground instruction, Barbara was nearly always at the top

of her class, and in flying ability her instructors rated her at least the equal

of any man among the lvQ flying students. She was the only girl in a class of 38 nie:

studying for Federal radio examinations yet finished with the highest grade in the

class.

According to Paul Wilcox, Ryan Chief Flight Instructor, "Barbara was always an

A-l flight student, and her ability was the envy of many of the men students. She
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was probably the best 'mail' on the flying line at the school during her training

period."

Becoming interested in aviation when only a young girl she made her first hop

as a passenger in 1929. Her mother, determined to put an end to what she considerec

"this flying foolishness", consulted with the pilot before the flight and advised

him to "Give her the works".

"All I remember of that hop is that I saw the ground from a. lot of different

angles", says Barbara, "But, when I was on the ground again I decided it was fun

and asked for more."

How, after a brief two years in aviation, Barbara is to be one of the few

women pilots in the country qualified to teach other to fly.

RYAN NAMES MARCO PERSONNEL DIRECTOR - Coincident with a marked increase in employment

at the Ryan Aeronautical Co. factory, San Diego, during the past three months,

Mervin Marco was appointed Personnel Director June 15th, according to an announce-

ment from the office of T. Claude Ryan, president.

Marco, with more than twenty years experience in the supervision of production

personnel in various manufacturing plants throughout the country, comes to his

first assignment in the aircraft industry direct from the personnel directorship

of the Willys-Overland Pacific Co., Los Angeles.

INFORMAL "Kin;; for a Day" might well have been Ryan Instructor Al Austen's feelings
late in June, as he suddenly found himself holding the titles of "Chief

CCiliENT Flight Instructor, Ryan School of Aeronautics" and "Chief Test Pilot, Ryan
Aeronautical Company". In fact, your correspondent discovered to his

ABOUT amazement that Austen was the entire piloting staff of the Ryan school and
company. With nine instructors en route back from R.-ndolph Field, and

This five others on their way to the Army pilot training center, Austen was left
behind to "hold the fort" - alone. It's a different stoiy today, however,

And with Chief Pilot Paul IVilcox heading a staff of sixteen full-time flight
instructors busily engaged in Air Corps cadet pilot training and the Ryan

That School's regular commercial flight program.

Be seein' ya,

-bwlu/*
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LAST MINUTE NEWS : Just as this monthly news bulletin

was being completed, word reached us through the wire

aervices from Washington that the War Department had

announced the award of a contract to the Ryan Aero-
nautical Company amounting to approximately $200,000.00
for an additional order for an undisclosed number of

Ryan PT-16 training planes for the Air Corps. These
are military versions of the Ryan S-T low-wing mono-
plane type.

Greetings All:

More Inspection of the new Air Corps pilot schools got under way immediately

after the Army' s new program of giving primary flight training to flying

Or cadets at selected commercial schools got started, Just two weeks after

the first Army training plane took off at the Ryan School of Aeronautics,

Less Brig. Gen. Barton K. Yount, Assistant Chief of Air Corps in Charge of

Training, visited the training center accompanied by his staff,

OFF
Assistant Secretary of War Louis Johnson was here the following day to

THE inspect progress being made in training the cadets.

RECORD The high standard of Ryan flight training was forcibly impressed on Gen.

Yount on the occasion of his visit here. Going down the line of training

planes, at each of which was an Army-approved flight instructor and a fly-

ing cadet, Gen Yount paused to inquire of each instructor where he had

obtained his training. Eleven times came back the answer, "Here at the

Ryan School". Only two of the instructors here who recently completed the

special two-weeks rigid training course for Army flight instructors at

Randolph Field were not graduates of the Ryan flight school.

RYAN'S AIR CORPS ORDERS TOP &170.000 FOR YEAR - Receipt by the Ryan Aeronautical

Company, San Diego, of additional orders from the U. S. Army Air Corps has been

confirmed by T. Claude Ryan, president. The new business brings the total of

Air Corps contracts closed by Ryan so far this year to in excess of 0470,000.00

WILLIAM WAGNER
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represented by five separate contracts , such as are being awarded to Ryan

periodically as a result of production bids and design competitions.

Coincident with release of information concerning the new contracts, Ryan

announced that more than ^100,000.00 of Ryan military training planes were de-

livered this month to the Air Corps.

These new training planes are the first low-wing primary training ships

ever purchased by the Air Corps and mark a radical departure in Army pilot train-

ing policy. This opens up a large field of potential business for Ryan since

all Army primary training has heretofore been given exclusively in biplanes.

The Ryan School of Aeronautics, subsidiary of the parent Ryan company, is

now operating under a §350,000.00 contract to train flying cadets for the Air

Corps. Ryan is one of the commercial flying schools selected by the Army to

give the primary flight training which previously was given only at Randolph

Field.

ANTICIPATE LARGjC FALL CLASS AT RYAN - With aviation's backlog of unfilled orders at

a new all time high and the potential demand for trained men in all departments

greater than ever before, the Ryan School of Aeronautics is anticipating that

the Fall Term opening October 2nd will constitute one of the finest classes in

the school's seventeen-year history.

No reputable school will guarantee jobs to prospective students, but even

the most skeptical person cannot fail to realize that the sky-rocketing pace which

aviation has set during recent months makes this the outstanding field in the

country's industrial picture.

Every branch of aviation is feeling this forward surge until employment

officers for factories and airlines are no longer worried about getting the job

for the man, but rather, about finding trained, dependable men for the jobs that

are available,
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Long recognized for its superior flight training and equipment, Ryan, during

recent years, has rounded out its curriculum to include complete engineering and

mechanics courses.

TECHNICAL TRAINING STAFF INCREASED - To take care of increased technical training,

the Ryan instruction staff has been considerably augmented. Walter K, Balch has

been advanced to the position of Director of Technical Training and Maintenance,

with Virgil McKinley assuming Balch' s former duties as Director of Commercial

Ground School. Basil Morrow, formerly Ryan Chief Mechanic, is now Supervisor of

Maintenance for both commercial and Army flight equipment. Morrow received his

training at Ryan several years ago.

Other members of the ground school staff and their assignments are Martin

VJeidinger, engines; Captain Claude Ylhitcomb, navigation, meteorology, and aero-

dynamics 3 Gordon Thompson, mathematics and maps 3 Bernard Litke, power plants

and ignition; Philip Prophett, carburetors, engines and propellers; Buford

Bailey and Donald Clark, airplane shop and sheet metal. There are now twenty-six

mechanics on the maintenance crews.

The following account of FLYING CADET TRAINING at the Air
Corps Training Detachment, Ryan School of Aeronautics, San
Diego, was written for our readers by Flying Cadet Jack Orville
McCall. The opinions expressed are those of Cadet McCall,
and are not necessarily to be construed as being the official
views of the Air Corps, Permission to reproduce McCc.ll's article
is granted.

FLYING CADET TRAINING

by

Flying Cadet Jack Orville McCall

Training at the Air Corps Training Detachment, Ryan School of Aeronautics, San
Diego, has shifted from low to high gear with the arrival on the fourteenth of
August of the second group of thirty five students. Several items of signal
interest have burst at about one and the same time.
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The new Flying Cadet 3arracks, located some three blocks from Lindbergh Field, and

built by the Ryan School of Aeronautics, were officially christened on the four-
teenth, and all of the sixty flying cadets are now housed in the two-unit barracks

,

Cadets are housed four to a room, and have in each room two double decked bunks
with box springs downy mattresses and camel hair wool blankets. Two study desks

and four chairs are provided for these moments, few and far between, when the
students can relax from the mundane duties of this rushing unit of the "Country

Club of the Air".

Complete bathing and toilet facilities are included as an adjunct to each room
and as far as we can see, the only drawback to our present quarters is the worry
of our two Air Corps Supervisors that we will be completely spoiled before we get

to Randolph Field, We have a large mess hall with tables seating one squad each

and a recreation room complete with iionterey style lounging furniture,

We have been granted what will likely make history, in that for once the "dodo"

has something that the Upper Class would like to have but hasn't. Starting with
our class, the Air Corps has authorized training in the Ryan YPT-16, This air-
plane, judging from my vast experience of about an hour and a half dual has

enough "oomph" for two planes. It is the military version of the 'well known Ryan
S-T sport trainer, and retains most of the features of that plane.

The only really apparent difference is that of paint job, for the YPT-l6s are

dressed up in yellow wings with insignia on the tips and service painting on the

tail surfaces. The cockpit
s

' have been cut av/ay slightly to give a little more
width for the football stars.

I suppose that our schedule is much that of any other of the nine schools. The

lower class rotes the morning period on the flying line, and we take our turns in
the air from 8:00 A.-M, until noon when we are marched back to barracks for lunch.

The Upper Class is kept out of our way with ground school during the same hours.

In the afternoon the tables are turned and we spend four hours trying to digest
both a good lunch and a lot of the mysteries of the airplane engine while the

Upper Class gets into the air in PT-13s.

Saturday mornings arc shown on the schedule as devoted to "Military Subjects".

The title originally conveyed a vague picture of throwing hand grenades and dis-
cussing informally the various joys of life as a graduate from the flying schools.

All vagueness was dispelled quite definitely when, last Saturday, we found this all

inclusive "Military Subjects" to be drill, only morcof it, polished off with typhoit

shots, vaccination and a demi-tasse of room inspection, which, apparently turned up

more dirt than a steam shovel.

So goes the life of a dodo. He is constantly thinking of that precious bit of

flying time in the morning hours> until afternoon classes come, and then he abruptly

realizes the importance of preparedness when a quiz in Engine Theory is popped.

The upper classman tell us that as long as we have co-ordination and control-touch,
then that is all we have to worry about. The instructors tell us that if we flunk
tv7o major courses we will be discharged. The Commanding Officer tells us that
scholastic skill and inherent flying ability are the attributes of a successful
pilot. Personally, and I sincerely believe I speak for all dodoes, I would memo-
rize Shakespeare, Aristotle, and even Karl I'arx to be allowed to fly each morning.

We look back upon the days - only ten days ago by the calendar - when we were
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carefree and mayhap a bit superior beings amongst our follow men because of our
selection as flying cadets. We see in the present a little bit of nostalgia over
the days already past, but above all vie sec in the future a career that is cry-
stalizing all our prior mental meanderings into a sure, single track, white
hot determination to make the grade.

NE7 S70.000.00 AIRCRAFT P:.RTS CONTRACT FOR RYAN - Receipt by the Ryan Aeronautical

Company of more than 070,000,00 in additional manufacturing contracts has been

announced by T. Claude Ryan, president.

Among the latest contracts obtained by Ryan is one for approximately

^30,000,00 from the Consolidated Aircraft Corp., builders of huge Army and Navy

multimotored bombers. This order calls for the production of several hundred ex-

haust collector rings, one of the specialty aircraft products which Ryan produces

on contract for other plane manufacturers.

Other recent orders closed by Ryan for aircraft pars and equipment are with

the Douglas Aircraft Co., Lockheed Aircraft Corp. and the U.S.Army Air Corps.

In addition to a recent 0100,000.00 order from the Arms'- for primary training planes,

Ryan is now working on manufacturing contracts for the Air Corps which include ex-

haust collector rings and a drop-hammer.

Work in progress represents a value of nearly 0300,000,00 and the back-log of

uncompleted contracts as of the first of the month equaled approximately $750, 000. 0<

the highest in the company's history.

On the first of July the company moved into its modern new 0150,000,00 factor;

which more than doubled the manufacturing floor space. Production output though

temporarily hampered slightly during the period of moving has now climbed to

approximately twice the former production volume.

INFORMAL How are your press contacts with the Air Corps? Two weeks ago we had a

very pleasant and profitable visit from Lieut. W.P. Nuckols, Public Re-
COt'iMENT lations Officer at Randolph Field, who was accompanied by his prize photo-

grapher, Bland, while making a tour of civilian flying schools. After a two-

About day inspection of the Ryan School of Aeronautics, they left to visit other
Air Corps primary training flight schools on the coast. If there's any dope

This about Air Corps training you need, we're sure you'll find Lieut. Nuckols
very cooperative.

And

Be seein 1 ' ya - ,~T~j /> /"//'
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Greetings All:

RYAN ADDS TO SCHOOL INSTRUCTION STAFF - Expansion of the instructional staff of

the commercial training division of the Ryan School of Aeronautics, with the

addition of four now technical instructors and two more pilots, was made coin-

cident with the opening of the Fall Term, which brought to the San Diego school

one of the largest enro31ments in its seventeen-year history.

Personnel of the Ryan school's engineering department, which moved into

enlarged quarters at the beginning of the Fall Term, was supplemented with the

addition of Ray Foottit to the teaching staff.

Foottit has had an extensive background of academic training and actual

engineering work in the aircraft industry, and comes to the Ryan school from

the engineering department of the Vultee Aircraft Division. His training was

received at the University of British Columbia and at the Engineering College

of Great Britain, following which he was on the engineering staffs of Heston

Aircraft Co, and Fairey Aviation Co. in England. He is a member of the

Institute of Aeronautical Sciences,

The recent ground school appointments as announced by Earl D. Prudden,

vice-president, are: Howard B. Riggs as sheet metal instructor | Sigurd L.

Quarve as supervisor of airplane repair instruction; and, Buford Bailey,

airplane shop. All three are former graduates of Ryan and have been recalled

to the school to take over their new duties.

The additions to the flight instruction staff are William D. Carrier

WILLIAM WAGNER
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and W, S. HcLain. There are now a total of sixteen flight instructors on the

Ryan pilot training staff, including those assigned to the training of Air

Corps flying cadets.

faff AIRPORT READY FOR CADET FLIGHT TRAINING - To adequately provide for the in-

struction of Air Corps flying cadets training at the Ryan School of Aeronautics,

and to relieve congestion of air traffic at Lindbergh Field, San Diego's

municipal airport, the Ryan organization has just completed the construction

of a new auxiliary landing field.

This newest airport in the San Diego area supplements the many

commercial and ITavy fields already in constant use by the hundreds of aircraft

which are continually in operation in this region.

Located three miles north of Lindbergh Field, the new airport adjoins

Mission Bay and provides unobstructed approach and take-off areas to and from

the 2000 by 2000 foot landing area.

For the present the new airport is closed to all but Air Corps train-

ing craft as it is necessary that the instruction of the flying cadets be

carried on with minimum interference with other air traffic.

FALL TERM ENROIT.IIENT AT RYAN REACHES HIGH POINT - With aviation's backlog of un-

filled orders at a new all-time high and the potential demand for trained men

in all departments greater than ever before, the Ran School of Aeronautics

for its Fall Term, opening October 2nd, enrolled one of the largest classes in

the school's seventeen-year history.

Although no reputable school will guarantee jobs to prospective

students, even tho most skeptical person cannot fail to realise that the sky-

rocketing pace which aviation has set during recent months makes this the out-

standing field in the country's industrial picture.

Long recognized for its superior flight training and equipment, Ryan,

during recent years, has rounded out its curriculum to include complete engineer-

ing and mechanics courses.
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AIR CORPS FCE F3EST TBiE USING MONOPLANES FCR PRIMARY TRAINING - Making a de-

parture from the thirty-year precedent of biplane training planes, the U. S.

Array Air Corps has ordered a fleet of low-wing monoplanes for primary training

of flying cadets.

First planes selected to put into effect this latest move in pilot

training procedure were the Army' s new Ryan YPT-16 low-wing- netal-fuselaged

trainers. These are military versions of the popular Ryan S-T training planes

which have gained wide acceptance in commercial aviation circles and are being

used by the sir forces of many foreign countries.

Primary instruction in the new monoplane trainers is now being given to

flying cadets of the Air Corps Training Detachment at the Ryan School of

Aeronautics, San Diego, one of the nine commercial flying schools selected by

the Army under its expansion program to give the primary flight training which

heretofore was given at Randolph Field.

The Air Corps' change-over from biplane to monoplane primary trainers

is of considerable significance since practically all modern Arm;'- fighting craft

are of monoplane design. It is generally felt that the transition stage from

primary to advanced type planes will be materially shortened when student

pilots no longer have to make the change from biplanes to monoplanes,

RXAN FLIGHT GRADUATES PLACED IN NEU POSITIONS - Among recent graduates of the

Ryan School of Aeronautics who have been placed in piloting positions is

Malcolm Canaday, of Colorado Springs, Colorado, who is now chief pilot of the

San Luis Obispo Flying Service, Sen Luis Obispo, California.

Another recent Ryan graduate is VJarner Lincoln, of Medford, Oregon,

who has just accepted a position as flight instructor under the CAA program

with Ashcraft Bros. Fljdng Service of Lawrence, Kansas.

SCHOOL ADDS RECREATIONAL FACILITIES - To encourage athletic competition between

the Ryan School's pilot, engineering and mechanics students, the San Diego
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aeronautical training center has just completed the installation of new

volley ball and badminton courts adjoining the student shops.

To further encourage athletic participation by students and provide

adequate athletic facilities, the Rjrn School gives each newly enrolled student

a complimentary membership in the San Diego Y.L1.C.A. so that he may have use

of its swimming pool, gymnasium and other equipment.

LEID3ERGH FIELD NOTES - Walter "Jerry" Jones and S. E. "Bob" Robbins, both

formerly at Ryan, and now pilots on Pan American Airways Clippers, are back

to Lindbergh Field for a visit to renew old acquaintances Incidentally,

Lindbergh Field is growing by leaps and bounds, with harbor dredging providing

land fills for extension of the landing area. . and two new cement runways are

under construction. Sec. Breder, Ry?n aircraft sales manager, back

from another eastern business trip merchandising the popular Ryan S-T low—wing

trainers. .... One of the largest enrollments in Ryan School history has

just reported for the start of the Fall Term, ... Frank Seifert, Ryan's

eastern representative, is now in San Diego to visit the company's new

§150,000 aircraft factory.

Be seein* ya -
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RJTAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY RyAN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS

LINDBERGH FIELD • SAN DIEGO • CALIFORNIA

No. 13
December; 1939

Greetings All:

Hore Two Aviation ",/riters Association members in for a visit to the Ryan
factory and. school tries e past few days. Fred Graham, Aviation .'Editor

Cr of the Hew York Tines , dropped in yesterday for a short stop while en a
whirlwind trip throughout the west for his paper covering developments in

Less the factories as a result of the repeal of the Arms Embargo. Fred ended
up the day with a short familiarization hop in one of the Ryan S-Ts.

OFF

Aviation Editor J. D. Bowersock preceded Graham by a few days on a Pacific
THE Coast trip for the Kansas City Star, Bowersock hopped a ride west with

Thomas Fortune Ryan., Ill, head man of iiLd-Continent Airlines, who was out
RECORD this way to place an order for some additional transports for his growing

line. Tommy Ryan, incidentally, is a graduate of the Ryan School of Aero-
nautics,

T

7e'd like to see some more A' 'A members poke their heads into our office -

particular!:' President Devon Francis , of Associated Press, who we haven't
seen for a couple of years.

RYAN'S ARIiT ORDERS NEAR £800.000 FOR YEAR - During the past month the Ryan Aero-

nautical Company, San Diego, has received from the U. S. Army Air Corps two

additional military aircraft orders, totaling approximately a quarter of a million

dollars, according to a recent announcement by T, Claude Ryan, president.

With receipt of these latest government orders the Ryan company's total U.S.

Air Corps business for the year to date is nearly ;,.-800,000.00, and is represented

by seven separate contracts, including those for .military aircraft, airplane parts,

production, machinery, and for the training of Army Air Corps flying cadets.

The two most recent awards to Ryan are ''

.197* 000,00 Cor Ryan PT-20 primary

training planes, and 0132,000.00 for short range observation planes. The latter

order is for a new type developed by Ryan and was obtained as the result of be-

mg selected a winner in an Army design competition,

WILLIAM WAGNER
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In August-, Ryan delivered 03-00,000.00 of I^an primary training planes to the

Army, and these ships ere now being operated at the Air Corps Training petacjnmeat

at the Ryan School of Aeronautics, where the average number of flying cadets in

training for the Army is sixty. The amount involved in this training contract

is approxi'-iately ^350,000.00.

Ryan military training planes have a] read' been supplied to a number of

foreign governments. Since the U. S. .amy's selection of Ryan planes as the

first low-wing pirmary trainers over used by the Air Corps, and the orders of

continually increasing volume being placed by it, there is every indication of

a greatly expanded demand on the part of foreign governments for this model,

according to Ryan,

MORS PILOTS ASSIGNED TO AIR CORPS TRAINING UNIT AT RYAN SCHOOL - An expansion of

Army Air Corps facilities for the training of flying cadets at the Ryan School

of Aeronautics will result in an increase in the number of student pilots under

instruction, effective with the class entering November 15th, it has .just been

announced by Capt. John C. Morton, Coiiimanding Officer.

Since the start of the new Air Corps training program at Lindbergh Field,

on July first, 35 flying cadets have been reporting each six week's for a three

months instruction course, but the class arriving next week will be- increased to

45 fledgling fliers.

During the past few months the ttyan School of Aeronautics has vastly expand-

ed its facilities to accommodate the Ada? Corps Training Detachment by the erection

of new cadet barracks and by the development of an auxiliary training airport.

When the Army's expanded training program got under way several months ago,

the San Diego school was one of nine commercial flying schools throughout the

country selected on the. basis of experience and facilities to give the primary

flight training which heretofore was given exclusively at Randolph Field,





At that time, a flest of Army PT-13A biplane training planes were assign-

ed to the training detachment, but since then the Ryan Aeronautical Company, at

its new factory on Lindbergh Field, has completed a group of its Ryan low-wing

trainers for the Air Corps and these have been placed in use at the San Diego

field.

Now, a second contract for Ryan Army trainers, involving approximat e3g - ''.200,

000.00, is being rushed to completion at the new Ryan plant.

The first class of cadets to complete training are now receiving their basic

flight instruction at Randolph Field, and the second group which completed their

work last week and are now in route to the Air Corps Training Center at San

Antonio, Texas

.

To provide for the proper supervision of cadet flight training, three add-

itional flight instructors are to be added next week to the group of 16 now era-

ployed at the Ryan School of Aeronautics under the direction of Paul VJilcox,

Chief Pilot, it was announced by Earl D. Prudden, vice-president.

FACTORY SMPLOYiiaiT AT RYAN SHOWS MARKED INCREASE - Employment of factory personnel

at the Ryan Aeronautical Company plant, San Diego, has more than trebled since

the first of the year, according to a report just released by T, Claude Ryan,

president.

Factory workers employed on November first, exclusive of all supervisory

personnel, totaled 475, up more than 4.0 percent during the past four months, and

compared with the 138 workers in the production department as of January first.

In all branches of its activities, including those of the subsidiary Ryan

School of Aeronautics, the Ryan company now employs well over 600 persons.

Sharpest gain in employment was made during June and July as a result of the

enlarged production facilities provided by the company's new ,150,000 factory whic

had just been put into operation at Lindbergh Field,
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The rapid expansion in Ryan employment has been necessitated by the heavy

production carders now in process, including recent contracts from the II. 3. Army

Air Corps i or an additional number of training airplanes and for a new-type ob-

servation ship.

TWO MODELS Ur!DBR PRODUCTION FOR AIR CORPS - Production activity at the new £150,000

factory o± the Ryan Aeronautical Company , San Diego, now centers around bhe PT-20

primary trainer's, advanced versions of the popular Ryan S-Ts, and the Y0-J51 short

range observation plane.

Hot!) models are being produced for the U. S. Army Air Corps. The two con-

tracts involved represent approximately an additional quarter of a million

dollars in Air Corps business for Ryan.

First of the PT-20s is now in the final stages of production, while the

Y0-51s are being hurried to completion in the experimental department.

Meanwhile the company's Contract Manufacturing Division continues active

in building aircraft parts for other manufacturers., including Douglas, Loclcheed

and Consolidated,

p
TF0RliAL Full details and photographs of the Ryan STLI-2 , most advanced model of

the famous Ryan S-T series of trainers will be available within the next

C0JH3HT couple of weeks. A group of these planes for Uncle Sam's Air Corps

(PT-20s) are now starting to roil along the production line at the Ryan
About factory so that the first job will soon be posing for its portrait. Com-

plete information will of course be furnished the aviation trade press, but

This others desiring this material are requested to write in for it, as we

don't want to burden all of you with a lot of technical data in which you
And are not necessarily interested.

That

De seein' ya -

a /)

(\
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IIYJIN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY H.YAN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS

LINDBERGH FIELD • SAN DIEGO • CALIFORNIA

January, 194-0

Greetings All:

More Ryan S-T, First Place; Ryan S-C, Second Place , Such was the placing in
Braail's most important sportsmen "idiot's race the "Circuito Aero Nacional".

Or Again this year Anesio Amaral, Jr., of Sao Paolo, won the 2035 kilometer
race in his Ryan S-T. Edgard Rocha liiranda placed second in his Ryan S-C

Less metal cabin plane.

OFF Canadian Aviation's staff member, Ronald A. Keith, paid a visit this week
to the Ryan Aeronautical Company plant and the Ryan School of Aeronautics.

THE Particularly interesting to Keith were the Ryan S-T trainers and the in-
structioxi program of the Air Corps flying cadet detachment at the Ryan

RECORD School in view of the expected similar expansion of training activities in

Canada.

One of the snappiest training planes he had ever flown was Keith's opinion
of the Ryan S-T following a half-hour at the controls of the low-wing trainer.

RYAN RECEIVES j 5 50, 000 ORDER - ITS LARGEST FOR TRAINING PLANES - Receipt of an export

order involving in excess of $550,000.00 for its Ryan STM military training

planes has been announced by the Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego, through

the office of its president, T. Claude Ryan.

This is the largest single order ever received by the Ryan company for its

military training craft, according to Ryan. Name of the purchasing government

was not disclosed, nor was the exact number of planes involved in the contract

revealed.

T Jhile no direct statement was available from company officials, it is author-

itatively reported that Ryan now has on hand orders for nearly a hundred military

trainers, in addition to contracts for other types.

Recently, the U. S. Army Air Corps contracted for a quantity of the Ryan

trainers, and prior to that substantial deliveries had been made to the air

forces of a number of foreign countries. The Air Corps is now using Ryan STMs

WILLIAM WAGNER
•
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for primary training, marking the initial use of low-van; trainers for this pur-

pose in the 30-year history of the Air Corps.

REPORT HEAVY DEMAND FOR RYAN I^COhllLTDED GRADUATES - The demand for trained aircraft

mechanics graduating from the Ryan School of Aeronautics,, San Diego, far exceeds

the number of available recommended students., according to Earl D. Prudden, school

vice-president, who reports that the requirement of the industry for trained

personnel is continuing to expand at a rapid rate.

In "recent months more requests for trained mechanics and pilots have reached

Prudden' s desk from aircraft manufacturers than the Ryan School has been able to

fill from its list of graduating students.

One of the reasons for the constant demand for Ryan trained students is the

high standards which are reouired by the school in recommending graduates for

positions in the industry.

HEW ARRT INSTRUCTORS NAliED AT RYAN SCHOOL - New flight instructors at the Air Corps

Training Detachment of the Ryan School of Aeronautics, San Diego, are Lee Garner

and Clarence Preseott, both well-known in Southern California flying circles.

both Garner and Prescott were operating commercially from Linda Vista, Air-

port, near San Diego, before being added to the rapidly expanding Ryan school

organisation.

Supplementing its commercial flight instruction staff, bhe Ryan School has

added Charles Gilbert, of Detroit, jiiehigan, to its training personnel. A grad-

uate of the Ryan School, Gilbert has had extensive commercial and ox-ivate fly-

ing experience since completing his training at San Diego. He was entered in

last year's Bendix Race, in which he piloted his VJasp-powered Beechcraft.

RYAN AERONAUTICAL BACKLOG AT NEW PEAK 07 01,500,000 - Backlog of orders on hand at

the Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego, has just reached a new all-time high





in excess of a million and a half dollars, it has been disclosed by T. Claude

Ryan , president.

An order for Ryan STM military training planes, amounting to more than

0550,000.00, which has just been received from a foreign government, swelled the

Ryan backlog of business on hand to the new peal: figure, according to Ryan.

Current delivery rate for planes and parts has also reached its highest figure,

it was stated.

Current backlog is made up of training plane orders from the U. S. Army Air

Corps and foreign governments, an observation plane contract for the Army, air-

plane parts orders from other manufacturers, and contracts held by the Ryan

School of Aeronautics, wholly owned subsidiary, for the training of Air Corps

flying cadets and commercial pilots.

Although the Ryan company completed a new $150,000.00 factory building only

a few months ago it is continuing to expand its manufacturing facilities because

of the increased volume of business closed in recent months and substantial

additional business now under negotiation,

FOREIGN STUDENTS ATTRACTED TO RYAN SCHOOL - The fame of the Ryan School of Aeronautics

is world-wide, at least so it would seem when one examines the list of foreign

students now training at the San Diego flying center.

Recent enrollments include Lennart Thorell, from Gothenburg, Sweden; Carl

Archer , also from Sweden; Lucien Gagnon, American citizen of ilaracaibo, Venezuela;

Chang Hu Go from Manila, Philippine Islands; Valentine Louis of Penticton, Canada

Robert Cerna of Honterrey, Mexico; and Harold D. Chester, also from Manila.

Andre Fabre, French resident of ilexico City, who recently completed his

Private Pilot's course, has just returned to the Lexican capital.

Gagnon is an executive of an American oil company in Venezuela and comes

to the Ryan School as the result of acquaintance with Jerry Jones, former Ryan

student, who is now piloting Pan American Clippers in the Caribbean.
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A veteran pilot of more than 36OO hours flying experience, Archer, -who

is taking an advanced refresher course, has flown in Sweden, Germany, Holland,

Belgium, Spain and South America. Formerly test pilot for Junkers in Germany,

Archer later piloted commercial airliners throughout Europe, then became military

instructor in Spain before the civil war.

Later he went to South. America, and there flew for SCADTA, operating company

in Colombia of a German syndicate. On a vacation trip to the United States,

Archer married an American girl, now has his first citizenship papers and plans

to do commercial flying in this country. Likewise, Thorell is taking out his

American citizenship papers*

CAA PUIS RYAN S-T - Sale of a Ryan S-T to the Civil Aeronautics Authority for use of

its engineering inspectors has just been announced by the Ryan Aeronautical Com-

pany,

Last year, the National Advisory Cor.Tmittee for Aeronautics, purchased a

similar Ryan S-T for engineering research work at its emtensive laboratories at

Langley Field, Virginia,

RYAN PLANES WINNERS IF BRAZILIAN RACE - One of South America's leading sportsmen

pilots, Anesio Amaral, Jr., of Sao Paulo, Brazil, has just chalked up another

first place in his Ryan S-T. This time it's the 2035-kilometer cross-country

"Circuito Aero ;racional", Brazil's most important aviation sporting event of

the year.

Second place this year was won by Edgard Rocha Kiranda flying his Ryan S-C

metal cabin plane.

The cowling of Amaral's S-T is now pretty well covered with the names of

the various Brazilian races he has won. This is the third or fourth year run-

ning that Amaral has come off with honors,
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INFOfii'iAL How a little incident, unimportant in itself , can have far-reaching effect
was demonstrated with the arrival at the Ryan School of Aeronautics of

COMMENT nineteen-year old Lennart Thorell from Gothenburg, Sweden,

About In 1933 an American transport pilot sent a Ryan school catalog to a nephew
in Germany . Four years later the nephew was packing his bag on leaving a

This German aviation school and tossed the old catalog aside. His roommate,
Lennart Thorell, picked up the catalog, looked it over, and decided he was

and going to San Die.p to the Ryan School ~ or bust.

That That was the spring of 1937 , but it wasn't until December, 1939* after
numerous financial and immigration difficulties, plus a round-the-world trip
as a dining room steward on a Swedish-American liner, that Thorell reached
his goal.

How, he's enrolled for a 176-hour Commercial flying course , is taking out

his first American citizenship papers, and is looking forward to a career

as a commercial pilot and life as an A rerican citizen. More power to him!

Incidentally, the day Lennart applied for his first papers he would have

come up for military service had he remained abroad.

The Season' s Greetings -

I i
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RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY
LINDBERGH FIELD. SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA, U. S. A.

CABLE: RYANCO, SAN DIEGO

January 29, 1940

HANDLE
WITH CARE

The attached statement is probably a bit too hot and. controversial

for your sedate columns, but we do want you to know our position in the

current highly-competitive low-wing trainer field.

Give it a reading, even if you only stop long enough to see the un-

derlined portions.

Sincerely,

RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY

William Wagner

WT:BE
End:

PITHOUT NOTI





A Statement By The

RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY

Regarding The Purchase Of

PROVEN AIRCRAFT FOR PRIMARY TRAINING

Confident in the belief that the ideal primary trainer should be a low-

wing monoplane, the Ryan Aeronautical Company in 1934 produced the first Ryan S-T,

For the past six years Ryan has been the pioneer of the low-wing trainer

field, retaining the original S-T design , but constantly making numerous refine-

ments in engineering and construction,

A year ago the Ryan company was the only accredited manufacturer in the

United States producing in volume low-wing primary training planes powered with

engines of over 100 horsepower.

After fears of pioneering the low-wing field against much "sales resis-

tance", Ryan., last year, was a successful winner of a United States Army Air

Corps flight competition for primary trainers.

The Ryan S-T then became the first low-wing primary trainer which satisfied

the Air Corps sufficiently for it to break awav from a 30-vear precedent of biplane s

for initial flight instruction of flying cadets .

During the past year, because of the growing interest of the United States

Army Air Corps in low-wing monoplane trainers, together with the critical inter-

national situation, the potential demand for primary training planes has proven

to be most interesting to some already established manufacturers and to a number

of other groups desirous of entering the aircraft manufacturing industry through

promotions planned to take advantage of the demand for trainers.

Consequently, during the past six months, there have been announcements by

several manufacturers who have never previously built primary trainers offering

planes oi the low-wing design to potential military customers. In all cases these

manufacturers and promoters have built but one such plane each and are attempting





to take advantage of present conditions to close large orders through the showinr

of one sample plane .

It is for this reason that the Ryan Aeronautical Company feels it is doing

a constructive work by calling attention to the unique requirements of the primary

trainer field and showing its ability to most capably fulfill those requirements,

T. Claude Ryan,, president and founder of the Ryan Aeronautical Company, has

been continuously engaged since 1922 in the training of pilots and consequently this

organisation has an unusually thorough background of training plane requirements and

operation.

Based on his years of experience, Ryan determined to build a plane which

not only had all of the flight characteristics so desirable in training the primary

student, but also one which would be comparable in design to the advanced types which

were at that time being produced by military and large commercial manufacturers.

Close attention was also given to other desirable features, such as sturdiness and

long life, along with desirable maintenance features and resultant economical opera-

tion costs.

In 1934^ the Ryan Aeronautical Company produced the first Ryan S-T model,

and today, in 1940s the original design has remained basically unchanged. However,

during this period, many improvements have been incorporated through constant

close contact with the S-T planes in continuous actual operation on an extensive

scale in the company's subsidiary Ryan School of Aeronautics.

In this particular respect, the Ryan Aeronautical Company has an outstand-

ing and unquestioned advantage over any other aircraft manufacturer in this country

in that it has its own proving ground .

Unlike other manufacturers the Ryan company does not have to rely only upon

the reports of users in various parts of the country and of the world to learn of

any weaknesses developed in detail structure, undesirable performance characteristics,

unsatisfactory and expensive maintenance difficulties, etc., because the Ryan School
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of Aeronautics, being directly affiliated with the manufacturing company passes on

information based on operating Ryan S-T models continuously for six years in pri-

hary student training seven days a week.

Today the Ryan school operates 25 planes of the S-T type in approximately

2000 hours of flying per month. This very obvious advantage has resulted in the

close cooperation of the pilot and maintenance staffs of the Ryan School of Aero-

nautics with the engineering and production personnel of the Ryan Aeronautical Co r<i-

jpany in continually improving the S-T models. Here is a unique relationship which

is every day proving its worth.

Training planes must be considered as being in an entirely different

catagory than any other type of plane. No other type will average any/here near four

to six landings per hour - and what landings'. Yet Ryan planes operated only at the

Ryan School arc now making approximately 10,000 landings per month - a real test of

stamina .

No other plane is subjected to the abuse of students as is a training plane.

The primary student, having no prior knowledge of aircraft, will usually subject

the plane to abuse which would be unheard of in other types.

Few type 8 of training planes may, and have many times in the past, been

tested and considered to be satisfactory for its engineering qualities and flight

characteristics, but when put into service under actual training conditions, has

quickly developed many weaknesses.

After these weaknesses have been remedied and the plane modified to correct

them, then as time piles up, other weaknesses begin to appear, and it can be safely

said that, until a training plane has had thousands of hours of actual training

time and had the benefit of refinement and perfecting over an extended period of

time, it cannot be considered as proven and thoroughly satisfactory .

In the first place, a trainer is not just built and tested by a competent

pilot, flown by other qualified pilots and then considered to be a proven article .
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No, it must be proven in longj continuous service - not on the drafting board or in

test flights, but the acid test ol prolonged use under service conditions .

It has been the very sorry experience of not only the United States Army

Air Corps and the air forces of other countries throughout the world., but also of

school operators that,, until a training plane has been thoroughly tested in actual

service, it is not, by any means, a satisfactory article.

It is for this reason that the United States Army Air Corps, in purchas-

ing new and untried equipment, conducts a service test, which is most thorough and

complete before acceptance of additional orders in volume. The reasons are most ob-

vious ,

Last spring, the Ryan Aeronautical Company delivered the first STM-1 (Army

designation XPT-16) to the Air Corps. This piano was put through complete engineer-

ing tests at bright Field, Dayton, Ohio, These included all types of acrobatics,

complete structural checks of the plane, and vibration tests,

A second order was placed in July by the Air Corps for additional STM-ls

(Army designation YPT-16) for actual service testing in the primary training of Air

I Corps cadets. These ships were delivered and immediately were put into service.

The Army assigned technical personnel to daily check the ships and pilot personnel

to closely watch the reaction of primary students engaged in primary training on

the low-wing monoplane type.

The result was so satisfactory that, in November, the Air Corps awarded

the Ryan Aeronautical Company a third contract for a larger number of ships. This

model, known as the STM-2 (Army designation PT-20) incorporates the changes recommen-

ded by the Air Corps in cooperation with the Ryan engineering department, and these

changes have resulted in a training plane which is highly acceptable to the Air Corps

from flight, operation, and maintenance standpoints. These latest thoroughly proven

models are those now offered by Ryan in competition with those offered by "opportun-

ists" seeking to capitalize on the present training plane demand with entirely new

typos ,
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In designing the Ryan S-T model originally, very serious thought was given

tc minor accidents which occur fairly frequently in the primary training of students.

The fuselage was so designed that, in case of a nose-over, very little damage could

or would result either to student and instructor or to the plane structure.

The fuselage is so designed and built that even in the case of a hard

nose-over the damage is almost invariably confined to the rear sections. As the

fuselage skin is composed of several flat sheets a portion which has been damaged

can be removed and a new flat sheet riveted in place. The fuselage being of mono-

coque construction, there is no danger of misalignment in the event of damage; nor

is it necessary to jig the structure in making repairs, as with welded steel tube

structures. In addition, in this latter case, not only does a welded tube structure

require complete removal of covering but consequent recovering as well.

Ryan S-T wings have conventional spruce spars with metal stamped ribs and

are fabric covered. The advantages of this type of construction for training planes

will be immediately recognized in that any other type of structure - such as ply-

wood, metal sheet, or built-up welded construction - generally require replace-

ment of the entire panel in event of damage caused by ground-looping, as is frequent

pith students.

In the ease of damage to an S-T wing, it has been rarely necessary to re-

placo even one spar because of their extreme sturdiness of construction. In the

event of damage, it is necessary to remove only that portion of the fabric covering

and replace the necessary parts and only in instances of extreme damage is it nec-

essary to replace a wing panel.

No other monoplane trainer manufactured in the United States has been througl

the tests that has the S-T, nor have any of them been put into actual service.

It can readily be imagined that a customer, purchasing a volume of unproven

trainin/; planes, might unwittingly lay himself open to great expense and difficulties

particularly so if he is operating under a close training schedule where minor

5 -«'/<$!# #/' /
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difficulties would not only hold up his schedule, but would also tie up his equip-

ment with additional expensive maintenance required .

Therefore, at would seem logical the.t, in reviewing the training plane

market and analyzing that market as it exists today, the Ryan S-T low-wing primary

trainer is tlu one outstanding piano in this particular field. It has been developed

and proved over a period of years by a manufacturer of the highest reputation.

The planes have been sold in. volume throughout the world and flown under all

types of conditions. They have been tested and accepted by the- United States Army

Air Corps and are currently in use by them.

These facts arc all obvious and, therefore, quite .generally overlooked,

c-ud it is for that reason that we take the liberty of bringing them to your attention

Fro; 1 the foregoing; it will be immedi itely recognised that very considerable

thought has been given to problems occurring through damage by student pilots to air-

cr "ut, ...vcn to the detriment of faster and more economical production. It has been

this company's beliei and policy that the planes it builds should give an excellent

I

account of themselves and, in this way, constantly accrue good will, rather than

merely saving money in design for cheaper production and a lower selling price.
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RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY RYAN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS

LINDBERGH FIELD • SJ1N DIEGO • CALIFORNIA

No. 15
February, 1%0

Greetings All:

More Ryan students were interested observers early in January when their next

door neighbor, Consolidated Aircraft Corp., test flew the first of its new
Or B-24 four-engined bombers for Uncle Sam's expanding Air Corps. Chief Test

Pilot Bill YJheatley won the admiration of all onlookers for his beautiful
Less first landing in the hyge tricycle-gear bomber. He actually used less field

than do most of the transports.
OFF

"John Taylor of Indianapolis, meet John Taylor of Indianapolis" . Such was
THE our introduction the other day when seeing to it that John M. Taylor, a

newly enrolled student, met other men training at the Ryan School of Aero-
RECORD nautics. The other John Taylor - we call him "Jack" - came to the school

last fall. Both are enrolled for flight training courses.

NEW &200.000 AIRCRAFT PARTS OUi-ITRACTS FOR RYAN - Closing of recent additional con-

tracts by the Ryan Aeronautical Company, totaling in excess of 0200,000 for pro-

ducts of its contract manufacturing department, has just been announced by T.

Claude Ryan, president.

The new business is represented by orders from three leading aircraft firms

calling for the manufacture of Ryan exhaust manifold systems for aircraft being

built for the U. S. Army Air Corps and for export to foreign governments.

In addition to a large volume of aircraft parts work now in production,

Ryan's backlog includes approximately $900,000 worth of its Ryan military-type

training airplanes for the U. S. Air Corps and foreign governments, and Army

observation airplane s

,

The new awards to the Ryan company included three contracts from Douglas

Aircraft Co., totaling $135,000; three from Lockheed Aircraft Corp. for $60,000

and one from the Brewster Aeronautical Corp. for §11,000.

WILLIAM WAGNER
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Production and deliveries of aircraft are being maintained at the highest

rate in the company's history, according to Ryan.

SHEET METAL COURSE ADDED TO RYAN CURRICULUM - The addition of a concentrated

Sheet Iletal Course to the curriculum of the Ryan School of Aeronautics, in order

to help meet the present need for factory personnel, has been announced by Earl

D. Prudden, vice-president of the San Diego school.

Complete in scope, the new Ryan Sheet Iletal Course offers 200 hours of

technical training in blue print reading, metallurgy, layout and patterns, rivet-

ing, assembling, cutting, forming, drilling, filing and bumping. Lasting five

weeks, the training is given eight hours a day, Ilonday through Friday.

The new Sheet Iletal Course has been added to the Ryan curriculum in order

that men wanting iijiaediate factory production jobs may have available the full

facilities of the long-established Ryan school in obtaining proper, industry-

recognized training.

Many "opportunist" schools, interested not in the future of the aviation

industry, but only in their own immediate financial gain, have recently entered

the specialized field of aircraft training. As a result the older, accredited

aviation schools have found it necessary to give similar short-term courses,

which, however, are designed specifically to meet industry standards for air-

craft factors'
- workers and are so recognized by factory employment and personnel

officers.

Instruction, which will be under the personal direction of Virgil McKinley,

head of the technical department of the Ryan commercial school, will be the same

as that now included as part of the Ryan Ilaster Ilechanics' Course, a very com-

plete nine-months training program,

RYAN PROFITS IN SHARP INCREASE - A recently released financial report of the Ryan

Aeronautical Company covering the first eleven months of 1939 shows Net Income

for the period of $75,277,96, equal to 20$ per share on the outstanding 375,000

shares of LI,00 par value stock,
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It is estimated that, on gross incone of approximately $1, 000, 000 from

sales and operating revenues, net earnings for the full year 1939 will be between

$80,000 and $90,000. This will compare with 1938 gross income of $488,724, and

net profit of $23,602, an income increase of well over 300 percent for the past

twelve months period.

Backlog of unfilled orders is currently above $1,500,000 as contrasted with

about $300,000 a year ago. T'/hile parts work has previously accounted for a large

portion of company's business, aircraft orders currently represent about 70 per-

cent of the total backlog.

ANNOUNCE RYAN FACTORY PERSONNEL APPOINTMENTS - Appointment of Daniel B. Burnett, Jr.,

as night superintendent of the Ryan Aeronautical Company factory, San Diego, is

announced by T. Claude Ryan, president. Burnett previously was foreman of the

experimental department, and prior to that head of the wing department.

Edward Oberbauer, veteran Ryan factory employee, replaces Burnett as fore-

man of the experimental department, now completing the first of the Army's new

Y0-51 observation planes.

RYAN PRODUCTION RUSHED ON TWO AR1TY MODELS - Production is being speeded at the

Ryan Aeronautical Company factory, San Diego, on the PT-20 primary trainers,

latest military models of the Ryan S-T, and the Y0-51 short range observation

planes

.

Both models are being produced for the U. S. Army Air Corps. The two con-

tracts involved represent approximately a third of a million dollars in Air Corps

business.

In addition to the Air Corps planes, Ryan has started production on an export

order for Ryan STM military trainers, totaling in excess of $550,000, and repre-

senting the largest single contract ever placed for the Ryan primary trainers.

First of the PT-20s was recently ferried to Boiling Field for the Congress-

ional Display, while others coming off the production line are being assigned to
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the Air Corps Training Detachment, Ryan School of Aeronautics.

Mea;.while the company's Contract manufacturing Division continues active in

building aircraft parts for other manufacturers including Douglas, Lockheed,

Consolidated and Brewster.

TO GIVE TRAINING FOR PARACHUTE RIGGERS' LICENSE - Inauguration of a series of

Parachute Courses at the Ryan School of Aeronautics, San Diego, to be given under

the able direction of Archie Atherton, one of the country's outstanding parachute

experts, has just been announced by Earl D. Prudden, school vice president.

The Parachute Courses will range from general familiarization work to train-

ing in preparation for Parachute Riggers' Licenses, and will be offered in night

classes at the Ryan School's parachute loft. These are among the very few com-

plete parachute training courses available at commercial aviation schools in

the country, although such training is given at Army and Navy technical schools.

Atherton, veteran of 276 demonstration jumps, received his first parachute

instruction in the Army Parachute School, Chanute Field, Illinois, in 1924 when

on detached duty with the marine Corps. Later he was transferred to Quantico,

Virginia, and then came to North Island, San Diego, where for several years he

was in charge of all parachute instruction and service for the U. S. Marine Corps,

In 1927 ) Atherton entered commercial aviation with the Russell Parachute

Co., later organising his own parachute sales and service business. He holds

Parachute Riggers ' License No. U> the oldest active license in the United States,

and has packed more than 8000 parachutes.

INFORilAL Many additional Flying Cadets are needed by the Air Corps to complete
its expansion program, so we hear unofficially. What we can't under-

COMIENT stand is how qualified young men can pass up such a good bet.

About Cadets receive the equivalent of 5150 per month while training and a
great deal more when in active service. Further they are being paid

This plenty of good money to get training which at a commercial school
would cost them thousands of dollars.

And
Obvious answer, however, we believe is "war-scare" on the part of

That parents. What they don't seem to realize is that Uncle Sam, unlike
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his across-the-ocean friends, is arming for defense, not aggression.
So that, in the final analysis, the more we seen to arm for war, the
less chance there is of actually being engaged in combat.

276 parachute .jumps without injury and then he broke his foot a week '

ago getting off a box! We're speaking of our friend, Archie Atherton,
one of the country's leading parachute experts, now giving special
parachute instruction at the Ryan School. Some life, eh kid?

Be seein' ya -

u
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No. 16
March, 1940

Greetings All:

More A lot of good humor cones out of this place and from time to time we'll
try to pass along an item or two which tickles our funnybone - and vie

Or hope vri.ll tickle yours as well.

Less Here's what one flying cadet at the Air Corps training detachment here
had to say about Ryan's new Y0~51 "Dragonfly" observation plane recent-

OFF ly completed for the Army:

THE I was coming in for a landing and the first thing I knew I

passed under some shade that shouldn't have been there. I

RECORD looked up and saw the "Dragonfly" about a thousand feet above
me but I knew he couldn't get into the field from as high
as he was, so I came on in and landed. When I looked back
after landing, there was the "Dragonfly" sitting on the
ground about 200 -yards behind mej and, by the time I had tax-
ied bad: to the line the "Dragonfly" was floating around
again at 1000 feet I

I can well imagine the consternation of Private Smith who
sits down for a smoke when he ' s supposed to be laying a
phone line and hears a gruff, "On your feet, soldier" and
looks up to see his commanding officer leaning over the side
of the almost motionless "Dragonfly" overhead.

RYAN SCHOOL TRAINING CAA ADVANCED INSTRUCTORS - Appointment of the Ryan School

of Aeronautics as one of three schools throughout the country to give the

"Advanced Commercial Instructors' Refresher Course" in connection with the

CAA advanced college training program, was recently announced from r
."ash-

ington.

Under the CAA's experimental advanced college program, the colleges which

last year inaugurated the civilian training courses, will this spring give

training in 2-S class planes. To standardize the advanced instruction,

WILLIAM WAGNER
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which must be given in stick-control, tandem-seating planes in the 120-

165 h.p. class, the CAA is sending instructors from these schools to Ryan

and to two other training centers for the special refresher course.

Ken now assigned to the Ryan School for the advanced training are

Elliott Merrill, of '..'ashingtcn Aircraft and Transport Corp., training school

for the University of Tashingtonj Kenneth Brooks, Pomona Airport, represent-

ing Pomona Junior College, California j and, Sumner Dodge from San Jose State

College, California.

The Advanced Instructors' Refresher Course includes 15 hours of flying,

at least five of which must be dual time. The men sent to the three approv-

ed schools for training must hold Commercial Pilots' Certificates and have

Instructors Re-rating under the CM Standardization program.

The instructors giving the advanced training under the Refresher pro-

gram must be currently rerated under the Standarination Program and be em-

ployed as primary flight instructors at a civilian school giving primary

flight training to Air Corps cadets under contract for the U. S. Army.

"DRAGONFLY" OBSERVATION PLANE DEVELOPED 3Y RYAN - The Ryan YO-51, or the "Dragon-

fly", as it has been named by the Ryan Aeronautical Company who developed

and are manufacturing this plane, is the U.S. Army Air Corps' newest type ob-

servation airplane, designed for operations of a nature requiring an airplane

capable of performance characteristics seldom before accomplished.

Test flights of the "Dragonfly" recently conducted at San Diego for the

Air Corps indicate an ability to take-off and land within extremely limited

areas, and the capability of an unprecedented range in speed from almost a

complete "hover" in raid-air to "stepping out" at a fast clip.

The R-
_an "Dragonfly" is able to make almost unbelieveably quick take-

offs, steep climbs over obstacles, land at an approach angle that appears to
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be nearly vertical and with the roll after landing extremely short.

Due to military regulations exact performance figures and details of con-

struction cannot be released for publication, but it is understood that the

YO-51 "Dragonfly" is establishing new standards for control of aircraft at

extremely slow speeds.

Not a complicated mechanism like gyro aircraft, which use large rotating

blades above the fuselage, the new Ryan observation plane has similar low

speed performance.

RYAN "DRAGONFLY" DATA RELEASED BY AIR CORPS - The following is taken from the

War Department's recent press release concerning the Ryan YO-51 "Dragonfly"

short range liaison observation plane:

"The Ryan observation plane type YO-51, 'the flying motorcycle',

is a two-place, single-engine monoplane powered by a Pratt & Whitney

nine-cylinder radial engine of approximately 420 h.p. The propeller

is two-blade Hamilton Standard with a diameter of 8-feet 9-in. Its

approximate gross weight with normal load is 3900-lbs. The wing span

is 52-feet, length 34-feet 5^-inches, height 11-feet, 1-inch, chord

approximately 92§-inches.

."The forward section is of steel tube construction, rear section of

serai-monocoque, all metal. The wing is of wood, strut-braced two-

spar non-tapering construction, two panels of which are pin jointed to

the cabane strut. The entire upper surface of the wing is covered with

plywood. The lower surface is also plywood covered to a point 8§-in, back

of the center line of the rear spar. The control surfaces are of alum-

inum alloy framework covered with fabric,

"Former observation airplanes of larger sizes and greater speed hereto-

fore purchased by the Army Air Corps are not able to use the small fields
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usually found in the areas occupied by Divisions, For that reason

these fast, large observation planes used mainly by Corps & Amies are

not adapted to the work of the Infantrj' Division. The YO-51 is the

first plane especially designed to supply the needs of the Infantry Di-

vision not only to cooperate vdth the infantry itself but also to adjust

artillery fire. It is a short range highly maneuverable, short landing,

quick take-off type, and is adaptable for use as a liaison agent for

ground commanders. Two-way radio equipment is installed."

BUILDING EXPANSION PROGRAM UNDER WAY - To accomodate its constantly increasing

business in both manufacturing and training divisions, the Ryan Aeronautical

Company is now completing another phase of its expansion program.

A new tv;o-story office and engineering building, 14-0 by 41 feet, is

now under construction on Lindbergh Field, adjoining the recently completed

Ryan aircraft factory.

. With completion of this unit, executive officers of the Ryan company

will be moved from the present administration building to provide addi-

tional classrooms and. offices for the Ryan School of Aeronautics, and the

Air Corps Training Detachment attached to the Ryan training division.

The Ryan company's engineering department will also be moved to the new

factory office building, and its former quarters taken over by the modeling

department.

A fourth classroom, to accomodate technical students of the Ryan comm-

ercial training school, is also under construction, according to Earl D,

Prudden, vice-president. Expansion of training facilities has been necessi-

tated by increased enrollments, which have brought the number of students

now in training to well over two hundred.
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In order to provide additional production space for the final assembly-

department on the main floor of the new Ryan factory, the parts and wing depart-

ments have been moved to the recently constructed meaaanine. With the addition

of this floor space, production area of the new plant has been increased to

over 90, COO square feet.

0300,000 IN ADDITIONAL ORDERS FOR RYAN - Closing by the Ryan Aeronautical Company

of five manufacturing contracts totaling over ;">300,Q00 was announced recently by

f . Claude Ryan, president of the San Die^o aircraft firm. Backlog now stands

at $1,680,000.

Each of the new contracts calls for the manufacture of Ryan exhaust systei,-

incorporating the ball and socket joints which are the exclusive development of

the Ryan Company.

These joints are an ingenious type of universal connection which has proven

highly successful and have now been widely adopted for installation on modern

high horsepower engines.

I'anifolds featuring the Ryan ball and socket joint have for the past year

been delivered in large quantities to leading aircraft manufacturers, and a

steadily increasing demand for airplane engine exhaust systems incorporating

this feature is anticipated, states the Ryan announcement

.

The new Ryan contracts were placed by Douglas Aircraft Company and Lock-

heed Aircraft Corp.

INSTRUCTORS ADDED TO RYAN STAFF - Due to increased activity in all of its train-

ing divisions, the Ryan School of Aeronautics has added H. K. Karr to its staff

of technical instructors.

Karr, whose 22 years experience in aviation thoroughly qualifies him for tie

new appointment, has been assigned to give ground school instruction to flying

cadets of the Air Corps Training Detachment attached to the Ryan School.

Gepr^s Litteil has been given a temporary leave of absence from the pro-
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duction department of the Ryan aeronautical Company and has been assigned as an

additional instructor in the Ryan School of Aeronautics sheet metal division,

Tiihich is now operating at near capacity turning out men for factory productiou

positions.

INFORMAL Bill Sloan is the local poet-pilot . On a minute's notice this handsome
Ryan School of Aeronautics flight instructor (he trains Air Corps flying

COIIfENT cadets) vdll dash off one of his hur.orous efforts. Here's one ~

About "OY/ED" TO A FLYING CADET

This Blessings on thee, Flying Cadet
Your silly puss I can't forget

—

And rJith thy head of solid bone
Its inner functions stay unknown

—

That Dressed up in thy fine attire
I wish that clothes could make the flyer

—

And thy take-offs, never straight
Look more like a pylon-eight

—

And thy over-banved chandellell
How I wish you were in hell

—

Thy landing's leave me black and blue

—

God .uade you half-kangaroo

—

kith thy skidding down-wind turn
I give up 1 1 you'll never learn

—

kith thy feet on rudder froze
k'hat keeps you up, God only knows

—

'".1th thy pylon-eight down wind
You are in a constant spin-
kith thy ever-dragging wing,
Please, sweet death, whera is thy sting?
lath thy goggles encased in dust
If the loops don't get you, the snap rolls must

—

Blessings on thee, Flying Cadet

—

Stay in and pitch, you'll get there yet

—

I only hope someday you'll be
A flight instructor, same as meil

kTLLI/;: SLOAN - Ryan Flight Instructor

Be seein' ya -

I i
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Greetings All:

llore A million miles of safe flying has been piled up by Flying Cadets of
the Air Corps Training Detachment of the Ryan School of Aeronautics

Cr since the establishment of the Air Corps' civilian pilot-training pro-
gram, begun on July first of last year. Read all about it below.

Less

Tfe found a couple of heroes in our midst this past month; both are boys
OFF who paddled out into the Pacific to rescue people on the verge of drown-

ing. The story on Jarvis Stromberg is told in detail on Page 5«
THE Our other hero is Flying Cadet Horval Bonawitz who fished someone out of

the "drink" at "ission Bay.
RECORD

We've had the pleasure of a visit from COLLIER'S T
.7. B. Courtney this past

week, said visit being the culmination of some ten months of correspon-
dence which began while Courtney was in Germany getting the war correspon-
dent's angle on things aeronautical in advance of the big blow-up. And
now Courtney' s soon to ' return to the other side of that handy 3000 miles
of water between the U.S.A. and the European scrape.

Sourpuss es, eh? Perhaps you saw the wise crack in the Letters Column of

LIFE regarding the flying cadets whose pictures - in serious mood -

appeared in a recent issue of that weekly pictorial sheet. 77ell, the boys
felt pretty ba,d that the fair young Canadian objected to their pusses; so,

the3r decided the world should know them for their true jovial personalities.
Result - the picture which appears on the next page - which we in turn re-
print from the cadet's own publication, "Wind Sock".

A HELLION TRAINING- MILES SAFELY FLOWN - The enviable record of having flown 10,000

hours and covered a million miles in training flights since July 1st, 1939* with-

out serious accident was established during April by the Air Corps Training Det-

achment of the Ryan School of Aeronautics.

Since the start of the Army's civilian primary flight training program last

year, approximately 150 cadets have completed the training course at Ryan, each

having logged 65 hours of instruction time.

WILLIAM WAGNER
MANAGER PUBLICITY AND PHOTOGRAPHY
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The following brief review of the history of Air Corps primary training

at the Ryan School appeared in the latest issue of "WITT) SOCK", the cadet

publication,, and is herewith printed in condensed form:

"Sight months ago an eruption of major importance struck the Air
Corps Training Center at, Randolph Field. In the middle of June
some 150 -PTs had their first look at the "world outside" after
having spent weeks, months, and even years grooving San Antonio
sides. Ten days later, 26 officers followed the aerial exodus to
the nine commercial schools selected for the Air Corps* first
venture in civil tr/ining of its flying cadets.

"July 1st brought Sen Diego its first Air Corps flying cadets in
two decades. Once before, sane twenty years ago, other young men
gathered in San Diego 3 for Rockwell Field at North Island was the
real birthplace of the Air Corps Training Center.

"Arrived at San Diego, Class 40-A found considerable commotion.
The hangar was still an airplane factory. 'The barracks were just
some lines on innumerable sheets of paper. Despite the hurried
settlement period, 4-0-A christened the program when, at 8:00 A. II. on
Ibnday morning, July J>, twelve PT-13s took the air

"Commuting 15 miles by bus each day from a local military academy

—

trying this—discarding that they built the foundations to the
Flying Cadet Detachment as it is now found. Twelve weeks later,
twenty—three strong, they moved from their, by then, brand new
barracks . and started, the first installment of the cavalcade to
Randolph.

"On March 23, i%0, twenty of Class 40-A put aside their cadet grays
and slid into their Air Corps uniforms as officers and pilots. While
here they piled up 1770:56 flying time, a goodly start on the 10,000
hours just completed, and the first million miles of flying.

"Class 40-B blazed the trail to a new page in Air Corps training—PTs
with one wing! The small flight of fifteen Ryan YPT-l6s has grown.
Today we have in the hangar the original XPT-16, thirteen Y?T-l6s,
and thirty PT-20s."

7/ RYAN ADMINISTRATION BUILDING NEAR C0MPLSTI0N - On the west side of San Diego's

municipal airport, adjacent to the Ryan aircraft factory, is rising the Ryan

Aeronautical Company's new 50xl40-foot two-story administration and engineering-

building, now only two weeks from completion.

With the transfer of all personnel having to do with the manufacturing side

of the company's business to the new office and engineering building, the present
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administration building will be devoted entirely to offices foi* the ever-expend-

ing activities of the Ryan School of Aeronautics, and for governmental agencies,

including the Civil Aeronautics Authority and Weather Bureau.

Additional facilities of the Ryan School recently installed and put into

use include a new lecture classroom complete with rostrom, display stands and

laboratory equipment. Another recent addition is the installation of a lecture

platform, blackboard and charts - in fact an "outdoor classroom" - beside the

best stands where they are available for the use of instructors in the Engine

department

.

PRUDDSN HALJED GDISBAL IIAITAGER OF SCHOOL -Coincident with the annual election of

officers and directors of the Ryan Aeronautical Company, Earl D. Prudden, company

Vice-President and Director, was reelected, and also named to the further post of

General Manager of the Ryan School of Aeronautics, training subsidiary of the

parent company.

With Prudden' s advancement to management of the Ryan School, T. Claude Ryan,

president of the Ryan Company, will be able to devote full time to management of

the organisation's manufacturing division. At the annual meeting of the company

Ryan was reelected President and Treasurer, and E. A, Smith, Secretary. Both

serve with Prudden on the Board of Directors.

PRIMARY TRAILERS DELIVERED TO AIR CORPS - On schedule to the day, the Ryan Aero-

nautical Company last month delivered the last of the Ryan FT-20 low-wing pri-

mary training planes recently ordered by the Air Corps. This marked completion

of the third order from the Air Corps for the popular low-wing trainers.

Now in production at the Ryan plant are a number of Ryan YO-51 "Dragonfly"

observation planes for the Mr Corps. These planes are of rather sensational

performance, being of the "hovering" type and virtually able to stand still in

the air for observation purposes. The "Dragonfly" needs no regular landing field
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as it can land and stop rolling in little more than its own length, and take-off

at a very steep angle in a limited distance.

Also in production are a fleet of 7ly::a STM-2 military trainers for export.

NEW 12-MOHTHS MASTER MECHANICS COURSE - Effective Hay 1st, 1940, the Master Mechanics

Course at the Ryan School of Aeronautics was changed from its former nine-months

(1365-hour) basis to the revised 12-months (I65O hour) basis. This is in con-

formity viith recent3.y announced changes in the Civil Air Regulations as pertaining

to Certificated Mechanic Schools, which regulations have just been announced by

the Civil Aeronautics Authority.

The Ryan School of Aeronautics was one of the first four schools in the

United States to receive the original full transport approval when such certi-

ficates were granted by the Department of Commerce more than ten years ag;o. Ryan

is believed to be the only one of the first four schools that has continuously re-

tained the highest rating as given by the Department of Commerce and the present

I Civil Aeronautics Authority.

The four main subjects - engines, airplanes, sheet metal and aircraft weld-

ing - which have been stressed for mechaiics at the Ryan School in the past will

be retained, but the course will be revised and extended in certain particulars

to meet the new regulations. Students who successfully gr.adu.ate from the 12-

ronths Master Mechanics course will be privileged to apply for both the Airplane

and Engine Mechanics License at the completion of their training.

Other changes in Ryan pilot and mechanics training courses will be announced

I soon, according to Earl D. Prudden, Vice-President and General Manager.

RYAN EMPLOYEE VJINS CARNEGIE HEROISM MEDAL - Jarvis H. Stromberg, bespectacled 25-

year old clerk at Ryan Aeronautical Company recently learned he had won the

Carnegie Heroism Medal for a feat that "didn't seem like much to me".
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At extreme risk to his own safety, the husky, sandy-haired, 200-pound

office worker last August 15- fought a powerful tide in 1'ission Bay in attempting

to rescue a father,, mother, and daughter from drowning. As a result of his heroic

effort, the woman and girl were saved; the man died, apparently of an overtaxed

he cr"o *

In a matber-of—fact attitude, he told the story of the accomplishment which

earned one of the highest awards for personal bravery given civilians.

"Thomas J. Brennan, a railway storekeeper, his wife and young son and

laughter, were fishing fron a small pier in front of ay home at Kission Beach",

fee said,

"It was about S p.m. and the night was unusually dark. I was in the garage

•.••hen I heard persons screaming in the bay. Later I was told that kaureen Brennan,

the daughter, had tried to disengage her father's fishing line, fouled in the rocks

rof the pier, when the tide swept her toward the channel.

"Although he couldn't swim, I:r. Brennan dived after her, and shortly after,

[rs. Brennan followed. They were thrashing about helplessly.

"I removed ray outer clothing and shoes, and struck out after the girl. It

was pitch-black, and I was guided only by her cries. When I reached her, she

nvas in her father's arms; he was attempting to float, but the hysterical girl

kept pushing him under. I had swum about 200 feet; 30 feet farther was Mrs*

Brennan, I went to her aid, picked her up in a shoulder-carry and swam back to the

other two, gripping them the best I could and bucking the tide back to the pier,

"Yes, I guess it was sort of tough, pulling all of them—they weighed

altogether about A00 pounds, within 10 feet, of the pier, things were getting

black for ne, too, when a rowboat came alongside and relieved me. I staggered

ashore". Although given first aid, kr. Brennan had died on the way in.

Neighbors gathered all the facts and notified the Carnegie Foundation in

Pittsburgh. "I didn't like to talk about it afterward," Stromberg remarked, "It

didn't seem like so much."
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BE-'OEMAL The Ryan School was tempted last month to rule out the use by students
of automobiles during their training period as being too dangerous and

COLIIKNT apt to jeopardize their f.light training. No fooling! Two of the boys j
-

the commercial school failed to negotiate a turn one night and kept Fli;..

About Instructor Chuck Gilbert and your correspondent on the anxious seat for
several days supervising blood transfusions , surgery and general rebuilding

This cf automobile smashed physiognomies. This, along with several previous
automobile accidents, has about convinced school officials that they

And ought to be able to convince amicus parents that the danger at a flying
school is not flying.

That
The noctural version of hangar flying is locally known as "bunk flying" -
there's a double meaning there somewhere - to cadets of the Ryan Air Corps
Training Detachment. Vie reprint - again with appreciation to "Wind Sock"-
one of the cadet's dissertations on this weighty subject:

HOIJ TO BUKK-FLY

The Art of I3unk Flying takes up where the instructor left off. It proceeds through

the imagination into the realm of fantasy; gaining altitude as it goes up through

the fog berks of fact above the clouds until the mixture gets lean and your mental

t engine hot.

Report to bunk flying formation any night after mess. The equipment neces-

sary is negligible, if any. The Form- -I must be checked for the following items

1. A friendly talkative group.

2. Plenty of "gas" and/or bunk.

The procedure is as follows: each man climbs into his cockpit. Someone

, yells "Gas on" to which everybody replies, "Gas on", then at a given signal you

taxi fort and take-off.

Assuming the flight to start without preliminaries, one man makes a statement

which serves as the take-off leg. For example, he might say: "Ily instructor and

I did a nine 'G' dive today." This remark must be followed immediately by another

one of similar nature to avoid any lag in the conversation or allow time for any-

one to ponder en what has been already said. Such pondering is referred to in

flight vernacular as a "stall".

A second man soon rises above the first by making another statement of

greater magnitude and direction. (Vector quantities: See Text). For example,
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"That's nothing, my instructor and I did an outside loop".

From here on the going gets easier since it becomes apparent that an

altitude approaching the stratosphere has been reached. A third man might say.,

"I flew the pattern upside-dorm on the ISO-degree side approach and only scratch-

ed the windshield on the landing."

Obviously, some of these remarks could be contradicted, but any bunk flier

with challenging thoughts is not playing the game fairly and must be branded

as a skeptic. The building up process continues until a mazimum point approach-

ing infinity is reached. You rri.ll know the time has come when one of the bunk

pilots informs you in a very casual tone that he and his instructor have planned

a non-stop flight in a Ryan PT-20 from Lindbergh Field to the Moon.

Be Seein' Ya
r—

•

5

6

P.S. T7e regret to report that our comment ' concerning the use of '

automobiles has p roven all too true. We have just learned,
as this page was leaving the mimeograph, of the death in an
automobile accident in Arizona of one of Ryan's graduate
students who was en-route from San Diego to Kansas City to
accept a mechanics position with TTJA.

BIT
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Greetings Amigos:

We want to extend sincere thanks on behalf of the Air Corps (I'm also sort of a

"Public Relations Officer" for the Training Detachment here) for the swell plugs

on cadet training received from LIFE, LOOK and COLLIER'S in feature stories and

layouts which were a real help to the Army in their pilot recruiting efforts at

this important time. Incidentally the Ryan plugs which went along with the cadet

yarns were greatly appreciated by the Ryan organization.

But our effort has been serious and sincere to interest the press

in properly presenting the Army program to the public. At this time

we are more interested in publicising the Army training program than
in plugging just "Ryan" so we feel free to solicit your continued
support in keeping the training program alive. If you want any

help on feature material we'll do everything possible to assist and
can guarantee Army cooperation as LIFE, LOOK and COLLIER'S have found out,

llany things are .just on the verge of happening , but we aren't yet able to make

formal announcements which would be real news to you gentlemen of the press, so

this is going to be the most informal release out of this office in a long time.

In .the next week or two, though, we'll probably be out with definite announcement;

and as soon as these are ready for release they'll come pouring into your offices.

Biggest news, of the past month , at least to me, is that the wife

and I broke away for a vacation trip - to British Columbia. The

Lord only knows that with things brealdng the way they are on the

National Defense Program it was a case of now or never, so we made

the most of it and completely forgot aviation, newspapers and the

camera for a couple of weeks. The portable radio went along, how-

ever, to keep us up to date on this 'Blitzkrieg business and the

sensational rise of h'endell hlllkie.

WILLIAM WAGNER

MANAGER PUBLICITY AND PHOTOGRAPHY





YJHAT WE'RE DOING NOW -

The Ryan Aeronautical Company is busy as usual -
1. Manufacturing planes for the domestic and export markets.
2. Manufacturing parts for other aircraft manufacturers.

3. Carrying on development work on new projects.
And, planning for any needed expansions for the Defense Program.

The Ryan School of Aeronautics is busier than usual -

4. Training flying cadets for the Army Air Corps.

5. Training advanced flight instructors for the CAA.

6. Training commercial pilots, mechanics and engineers.
And, planning for any needed expansions for the Defense Program,

1 - Manufacturing Planes - We're just finishing up a $500,000 export

order for Ryan STM military trainers, and have completed

production of the Army's YO-51 "Dragonfly" observation planes.

2 - Manufacturing Parts - Cowlings and manifolds - mostly for Douglas
and Lockheed - make up the bull: of the work in our Contract

Manufacturing Department.

3 - Development Work - Like all forward looking manufacturers we're always

doing a bit of paper work on soerathing nev:, but this is one depart-

ment that I keep my fingers out of. When and if things get into

the production stage then I'm called upon to shout about 'em at the

top of my lungs, but not until then.

4 - Training Flying Cadets - In line with the expansion program of the Air
Corps larger classes of flying cadets are now entering the Ryan
School for the 65-hour course. But more later on about the

further enlargement of this work.

5 - Training Advanced Flight Instructors - As we advised you last month, the

Ryan School was selected by the Civil Aeronautics Authority to give

advanced flight instruction to those instructors who last year

started the CAA primary college pilot training program. This year

these colleges will give the CAA advanced college pilot training
work and the CAA is requiring these instructors to take special

advanced training at schools such as Ryan who are already participal

ing in the Army training program.

6 - Commercial Aviation Training continues to be an important part of the

training work at Ryan with an ever increasing demand for pilots,

engineers and mechanics. We have practically immediate placement

for mechanics trained for factory production workj can't turn out

engineers fast enough to meet the aircraft manufacturer's demand;

and ore continually sought out by the airlines and flying schools

for new pilot personnel.
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THINGS TO LOOK FOR FROI RYAN -

1. Announcements concerning export aircraft orders
2. Probable announcements about domestic orders for aircraft.

3. Definite word on final plans for the establishment of a branch
training school for training Air Corps flying cadets (probably
at Hemet , California, near March Field).

WHAT'S TAKEN PLACE LATELY -

The New York Curb Exchange will admit common stock of The Ryan Aeronautical
Company to trading on July 12th.

The Distinguished Flying Cross was recently presented to Frank W, Seif ert,

Washington representative of the Ryan Aeronautical Company by Secretary

of War Woodring in recognition of "great courage and extraordinary achieve-

ments while participating in aerial flights in connection with the first
successful experiment in refueling an airplane in the air." The refueling

flight was made on June 28, 1923> at San Diego.

The new administration and engineering building of the Ryan Aeronautical

Company has been completed and into it have moved President T. Claude

Ryan, Sales Ilanager Sam Breder, Chief Engineer Millard C. Boyd, Factory

Manager Fred H. Rohr, and their gang,

TWA's Stratoliner was in town yesterday and it was our pleasure to go for

an hour and a half hop in the new job. This is tops so' far in aerial trans-

portation; also tops for us in altitude - we went to 20,000 but in the

supercharged cabin you'd never know it.

We have talent in our midst . Anyone here wanting a good belly-laugh on a bad
day has only to go out to the stockroom in the school hangar, for there each

morning promptly at 8 a.m. Frank Borland, stockroom clerk, posts his daily

cartoon. Confined to aviation subjects - mostly local happenings - Dorland's

cartoons might prove to be good material for one of the syndicates or magazines.

At least we suggest this for what it's worth and attach one of his funny-bone

ticklers as a sample.
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Our handsome pilot-poet. Bill Sloan, was introduced to you a couple of months ago
via his "Owed to a Flying Cadet". Here's his latest -

GROUND LOOP

When a pilot's been a flying for a coupla' years or so,
And can kid: a plane around, and put on quite a show,
It's a thing he takes no pride in, and unless I have been scooped
If he's ever done much f lyin' , he's at different times ground looped.

When the kaydets get together for a stage at Ryan field,
And you're due to draw a ship with a wobbly tail wheel;
You come in for your landing and you put her down o.k.
But before you know what's happened, she's aheadin' for the bay.

So you pour the gas into her and she bounds up from the ground,
And you're feelin' mighty thankful for a chance to go around;
Down the base leg you come aroaring, cut the gun and make the turn,
But you know that they're awatching and your ears begin to burn.

You head in for the runway, note the drift and drop a wing'

And you feel the ship asettlin' as the wires begin to sing,'

The ground c cries up atearin' and you ease back on the stick,

And you bear down on the rudder and you do it mighty quick.

But you know your case is hopeless when you feel her start to go

And you crack the throttle open, but you know you've been too slovr.

The horizon starts aspinnin' and the plane is swapping ends

And the dust begins to shower while the wing-tip slowly bends.

You can hear the spar asplittin' and the fabric tear apart,

IJhile the terror down inside you takes a death grip on your heart;
Your hands and feet are paralyzed as the dirt goes flying past,
And you duck down in the cockpit as the motor coughs its last.

Then you climb out from the wreckage, and your knees begin to shake,

And you feel huniliated for the ribbing you must take.
All the pilots crowd around you and advice begins to flow
And they tell you how it happened, just as if you didn't know.

They criticise and advise you and although they're meanin' well,

You try to laugh it off and tell 'em to go to hell —

>

Lots of pilots give perscriptions and enjoy to rub it in,

But there's few that give descriptions of the ground loops they were in.
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Aviation Writers Association members Devon Francis of AP - he's pres of the
outfit - and Fred' Graham of the NY Times are due here any day now. So is Click
photog Jack Albin, and the Army's chief motion picture photog, Capt. Fite.
So we'll be busy doing a bit of glad handling as well as getting things arranged
for some more yarns and pictures on 'the Army training program and other activitie;
here which are currently newsworthy.

Jim Griffin, Lockheed's propaganda chief, has accused ne of stealing his "Be
Seein 1 Ya" sign-off, so from now on so as not to be accused of plagiarism we'll
end it in "south of the border" style -

Adios -

t$(M U/<cum0U
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Greetings Amigo s :

-

No. 19
July, 1940

SFORMAL With things moving as the;/ have been the past tv.ro weeks, and with major
development just around the corner, it looks like there are going to be

lOMMENT a couple of monthly news letters this month, instead of the usual one.

About Consequently, we won't burden you with a lot of non-commital rambling as
we did two weeks ago - except for the fact that -

This

I was just glancing back at a news release exactly one year old wherein
Ind we proudly bragged that employment here had passed the 300 mark. "Jell,

today it stands at a thousand and should be mounting rapidly in the next
that few months.

We..had a four-day news festival here during the past week. On Sunday,
Fulton Lev/is, Jr., Mutual Broadcasting System commentator, dropped in
for a look into the aircraft production situation, Monday, Devon Francis,
Associated Press' competent aviation editor, spent the day getting the
latest dope on the Air Corps pilot training program. And, on Tuesday,
Movietone Hews 1 prize cameraman, Al Brick, showed up for an all-day
Wednesday shooting schedule on cadet flight training.

But, now, to get down to business -

mm ENLARGES SAN DIEGO AIR CORPS PILOT TRAINING SCHOOL - With the accelerated

pilot training program of the Air Corps rapidly getting into full swing,

officials of the Ryan School of Aeronautics have revealed plans for expansion

of the Air Corps Training Detachment at the San Diego training center.

For the past year, the Ryan School as been assigned a training schedule

which calls for the entrance of 35 new cadets each six weeks, but under the ex-

panded program 65 cadets will be trained each five weeks. However, the next

class, entering August 3rd will comprise 95 cadets.

In addition, the Ryan School is next week expected to announce the open-

ing of a branch training school where 70 cadets will be trained each five

WILLIAM WAGNER
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weeks. Thus the new program represents a five-fold increase in training act'.

vities of the Ryan School.

To accomodate the enlarged number of flying cadets at the San Diego

school, the cadet barracks, which Ryan erected last year, are being increase.',

in size to take care of 128 men instead of 72 as at present. Construction

began last week on fourteen additional barracks units, each having facilities

for four men. An investment of approximately $25,000 is involved in the en-

largement of the local barracks.

limy additional pilots, ground school instructors and mechanics are be-

in added to the personnel at the cadet training school each week.

The Ryan School maintains its operating base at Lindbergh Field, San

Diego's municipal airport, but all training work is done at outlying airport:-.

Last year Ryan acquired an auxiliary tiainin-. field near the Mission Bay

causeway, three miles from Lindbergh Field, and now has leased and is under-

taking additional construction work at C-ibbs Field four miles further out on

Kearny Mesa, which will provide longer and -rider runways for additional train-

ing work.

PARTS DEPARTMENT OPERATING- AT PEAK - In excess of $350,000 in parts work for other

aircraft manufacturers is now going throng the production department of the

Ryan Aeronautical Company, according to T. Claude Ryan, president, who re-

vealed that the Contract Manufacturing Department is now working at the great e;

capacity in the firm's history.

Reports have reached Ryan officials that exhaust manifolds recently de-

livered to Douglas and Lockheed for military aircraft exported to Rurox- have

been through a real service test "under fire" on the Western Front. The Ryan

manifolds have been installed on the Douglas DB-7 and Lockheed Hudson bombers.

Ryan company officials announced this v:eek that delivery had been made to

Douglas Aircraft Company of the Ryan Ball and Socket exhaust manifold systems
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which they selected for installation on the Army's Douglas XE-19 bomber,

largest land plane ev:r built.

Most of the manifolds novr in production at the Ryan olant employ the

Ball and Socket joints which are a Ryan development, and make it possible to

mount the manifold ring on the engine mount independent of the engine, with

the connecting tubes to the cylinders made flexible and gas-tight.

A £,reat deal of engine cowling is also in production at the present tire.

according; to Ryan, who stated that work is also in progress on contracts for

Grumman, Brewster and '.'right Aeronautical, in addition to Lockheed and Dougls -

DETAILS OF ARMY PILOT TRAINING PROGRAM ANNOUNCED - Recently the T

7ar Department

announced a comprehensive program for training pilots and other aviation

personnel in connection with the Air Corps expansion provided by recent Con-

gressional enactments.

The plan for t : ie expansion of training facilities will provide for the

production of Air Corps pilots at the rate of 7,000 per year. In addition,

3,600 bombardiers and navigators will be trained annually.

Primary training will be conducted as at pre sent at civilian flying

school s, (of which the Ryan School of Aeronautics, San Diego, is one) which

will be materially expanded to care for increased classes. Basic, advanced

and specialized training will be given at three Air Corps training centers,

as follows:

1. Gulf Training Center, Headquarters Randolph Field, Texas,

2. Southeast Training Center, Headquarters Maxwell Field, Montgomery, .V

3. West Coast Training Center, Headquarters at Moffett Field, Calif.

Hereafter Air Corps pilot training will be accomplished in four 'phases:

10 weeks priaary training at civilian flyinr; schools (such as Ryan),

10 weeks basic training,

10 weeks advanced training,

5 weeks specialized training in combat types.
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The nine civilian schools at which pilots are nov.
T being given jarimarjsr

training -'ill continue in operation expanded to the fullest -possible canaeit -

Each -.rill also open a branch school to accommodate additional students. It i

e;:pedted that by next November, 1292 student s vdll enter these schools every

five •'.reeks.

From the civilian flying schools qualified cadets will be sent to one o:
r
.'

the three training centers where they vdll be assigned to basic schools for

additional training, after which the;r v.n',1 1 nrogress to advanced and thence t\

soecialized combat schools.

The class entering the civilian primary schools on August 3, 1940, vri.ll

complete its training at the three training centers in April, 1941, with an

estimated 475 graduating as military pilots, '_/verv five weeks thereafter

classes will graduate, gradually increasing the size until the peak of 685

pilots is reached by August 9, 1941. The class entering the civilian primary

schools on May IS, 1940, v?as increased from 396 to 466. Classes entering

thereafter tall have the follovdng strengths:

June, 1940 605
August, 1940 900
September, 1940 1100
October, 1940 1234
November, 1940 1292
and thereafter

Ground school instructors in primary schools rail be increa.sed from a

present total of 20 to approximately 100. Flying instructors in these schools

vill he increased from a present total of 135 to 430. Flyin,; instructors in

basic ai.d advanced flying schools vdll bo increased from 240 to approximately

1,000. The employment of approximately 60 civilian navigation instructors is

contemplated.

JRAINirTG SCHOOL GOES ON SECOND "SHIFT" - T king a lesson from the aircraft factorie:

to which it furnishes trained personnel, the R an School of Aeronautics has

just announced plans for putting a portion of its .i.echanics school on a two-
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shift basis.

with day-time classes in the Sheet Metal-Riveting department bein.3 10a

L

tained at capacity, turning out over 50 factory production mechanics each fi\

weekSj Earl D. Prudden, school vice president, has placed this training divi:

of the school on an extra daily schedule.

Day classes are now held from S a.m. to 5 p.m., and night classes from

6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. Thus the day-time hours of those not/ occupied in

other vrork but who desire to get into aviation are able to obtain training

sufficient to qualify them for aircraft factory work after only ten weeks of

specialized training.

Officials of the Ryan School revealed that they have a steady demand on

the part of the rapidly expanding aircraft industry for trained men and that

this demand is expected to be maintained for a long period in view of the

defense program which is daily being enlarged upon by officials at Washington,

liTAN ADDS TO INSTRUCTOR STAFF - A -narked increase in employment of pilots and tech-

nicians at the Ryan School of Aeronautics, to help put into immediate operatic.i

the nation's expanded aviation defense program, was reported today by school

officials.

During the past f evr weeks eight additional pilots were hired, bringing th :•

total number of instructors to twenty-four. This week, Paul ITilcox, chief

pilot for the school, is putting additional pilots through the regular train-

ing course which Ryan requires of instructors before they are assigned to

student training.

The technical teaching staff has been increased by seven additional in-

structors to a total of eighteen, and the maintenance department now employs

85 mechanics, an increase of 30 men in the past two weeks.

•.DVANCED C.A.B. INSTRUCTORS TRAINING AT RYABF SCHOOL - Twenty-five flying instructors

fro other schools are now taking the 25-hour advanced instructors training
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course sponsored by the Civil Aeronautics Bureau at the Ryan School of Aero-

nautics, oan Diego, according to "Earl D. Prudden, vice president.

Under regulations laid down by the private flying section of the CAB, in

structors -<rho this year will participate in the Advanced Civil Pilot Training

Program at selected colleges throughout the country must take a special in-

structors training course at one of several approved schools selected by the

CAB. These schools have been chosen from t ose now giving flight instruction

to Air Corps flying cadets.

It is understood Civil Aeronautics officials feel that the greatest danger

in flight training is improper instruction and to guard against this factor in

the greatly expanded civil training program now being initiated they are re-

quiring all instructors to take additional training to better qualify them for

this specialized work.

RYAN S-T PLANES j'TTOELY USED IN CIVIL PILOT PROGRAM - Ryan S-T training planes are

establishing an enviable record for themselves as the Civil Aeronautics Bureau';

Advanced Civil Pilot Training Program moves into action.

Last week we spent a few minutes with Walter 0. Locke, Ryan service manage:

and find that the. following operators from all sections of the country now

have Ryan S-T low-wing metal-fuselage trainers which they plan to use in the

advanced college training program this year:

Amarillo Air Service Amarillo, Texas
Iowa Airplane Co. Des Moines, Iowa
Webb's Flying Service Boise, Idaho
Pomona Flying Service Pomona, Calif.
Aircraft Associates Long Beach, Calif.
Ong lircraft Corp. Kansas City, Mo.
Badgett Flying Service Shreveport, La.

Southern Airways Atlanta, Georgia
Aircraft Sales Co. Fort Worth, Texas
California Flyers, Inc. Inglewood, Calif.
St .Louis Flying Service St. Louis, Mo.

San Jose State College
Corp. San Jose, Calif.

Raymond Aviation School Macon, Georgia
Servair, Inc. Raleigh, N. C.

Beebee Air Service Hastings, Nebraska
Jacobson Flying Service Kansas City, Mo.
Purdue University Airport Lafayette, Indiana
Wallace Air Service Spokane, Washington
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A lot of other operators are expected to be operating Ryan S-Ts by-

fall when the college program gets into full swing.* Meantime, according tc

Ryan Sales Manager Sam Breder, the largest volume of inquiries for trainers

he has seen now flows over his busy desk,

AIRCRAFT OFFICIALS ARE BOAT-MINDED- Like other prominent aircraft officials -

Donald Douglas, for example, - Ryan Aeronautical Company executives have

recently gone in for yachting in a big way. President T. Claude Ryan led o:

the summer's new boat purchasers with the acquisition of a 40-foot Matthews

cruiser, while Chief Engineer iillard Boyd came up close behind with a 35-

foot Fairform Flyer,

All told, Ryan employees now have a fleet of over 20 pleasure craft,

including the fishing boats of such Isaac Walton's as Paul Wilcox, chief

pilot.

With Ryan executives last month moving into their new office building,

which faces San Diego Bay, one wonders if perhaps the next move of the new

sailors might not be to establish a yacht harbor across the street from the

factory to assure the greatest possible use of the new pleasure fleet.

Adios -

W:BE /u//r ,'A /rf^x/yipr*
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August, 1940

Greetings Amigos:-

Below we are furnishing you in a group the important news releases

which have been issued by this office in the past two weeks.

%.

1800,000 EXPORT TRAINING PLANS ORDER AWARDED RYAN - Closing of one of the

largest individual contracts yet awarded the Ryan Aeronautical Company for

its military training planes has just been announced by T. Claude Ryan,

president of the San Diego aircraft firm.

The new order involves approximately $800,000 and calls for the pro-

duction of Ryan STM-2 military trainers, similar to those recently delivered

to the U.S. Army Air Corps, for delivery to a foreign government. The Ryan

announcement did not reveal the country which ordered the trainers, nor the

number of aircraft being built, but like all current aircraft export bus-

iness the new Ryan order has been approved by the State Department.

The contract covers the manufacture of standard military land-plane

trainers as well as a quantity of the same model equipped with twin floats

as seaplane trainers. This will be the first time that the popular and wide-

ly used Ryan S-T trainer has been offered as a seaplane.

WILLIAM WAGNER
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The planes are to be powered with Menasco supercharged 150 horsepower in-

line air-cooled engines. Production of the trainers is already well under way,

and the entire order is scheduled for delivery in the next few months.

In anticipation of the closing of further orders now pending for its

training planes, as well as for other of its products, the Ryan Aeronautical

Company has also announced that construction is under way on additions to its

factory riiich will nearly double production area. With completion of the new

units to its factory scheduled for September first, Ryan will be in a position

to turn out military aircraft at a greatly accelerated rate.

RYAN STARTS CONSTRUCTION TO DOUBLE SIZE OF AIRCRAFT FACTORY - In line with the

company's policy of announcing new developments only after all arrangements are

completed, it was recently revealed by T. Claude Ryan, president of. the Ryan

Aeronautical Company, San Diego, that construction work began July 11th on

additions to its aircraft factory which will nearly double production area.

The present net: factory, which was completed only a year ago, will be ex-

panded in two directions. The principal addition, 200 by 275 feet, is the

same size as the present main factory building, and will adjoin the plant on

the west side. On the south side of the factory an addition 50 by 200 feet

is also being erected. Both new units are of steel construction with saw-

tooth roof. An immediate investment of more than $200,000 for construction and

new equipment is involved in the latest expansion of the rapidly growing Ryan

manufacturing organi zation

.

With the addition of the 65,000 square feet represented, by the new con-

struction, total area of the Ryan plant including the recently completed engin-

eering and other auxiliary buildings rail be approximately 160,000 square feet,

Sup-olementary production shops in addition to the main factory building include
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those for dope and paint, sand blasting, heat treat, modeling, pattern and die

storage and technical research laboratory.

New production machinery vd.ll be the most modern available, and will include

a huge 1000 ton hyraulic press capable of rapidly forming large section of air-

craft structures, as well as more Ryan designed drop hammers increasing the

battery of these production machines to ten. Also included in the new equipment

is the latest type swing arm router, one of the most recent developments in air-

craft production eo^uipment.

On June first the Ryan executive and engineering departments moved into a

new 45 by 140 foot two-story engineering and office building of modernistic

architecture adjoining the Ryan factory, and overlooking San Diego Bay.

The new construction has been made necessary by the accelerated aircraft

production program of the government, as well as by an increasing export demand

for Ryan military planes. Supplementing the large volume of work being done at

Ryan on its own aircraft, the company is also producing continuously a large vol-

ume of specialty parts and accessories developed by the engineering department,

the demand for which is taxing present facilities to meet.

HEShET SELECTED BY RYAN FOR BRANCH AIR CORPS PILOT SCHOOL - A branch training base

of the Ryan School of Aeronautics, for the training of Air Corps flying cadets,

is being built at Hemet, California, and will be in operation by the middle of

September, according to Earl D. Prudden, school vice president and general manager.

This unit will practically duplicate the school at San Diego, which will of course

continue operation.

The announcement has been expected for some time and confirms reports

that Ryan would expand its military training facilities for the government's de-

fense program by the opening of a branch school at Hemet, 20 miles east of March

• Field, and 100 miles north of the school's main base at San Diego.
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Construction work on offices, classrooms, hangars and maintenance shops

started the last week of July at the 320-acre plot which has been made avail-

able for use in the pilot training program bv Riverside County. Coincident

vdth the announcement of the establishment of the branch training airport, Ryan

officials revealed that they have arranged to lease the Alessar.dro Hotel in

Il&uet to house the flying cadets who will be assigned there for training. In

addition to the main training base, which is three miles from Hemet, three

other auxiliary training fields in the vicinity have been provided.

The training schedule calls for the arrival of new classes of 70 cadets

ever;., five weeks, with each group assigned to the school for ten weeks of flight

training. Thus there will be approximately 125 men in training at the Henet

school at all times. Flying cadets will receive 60 hours of flight training and

140 hours of technical ground instruction during the ten-week training period.

Considering both the San Diego and Kemet schools, Ryan will by November

first have 250 Air Corps flying cadets in training at all times.

Paul VJilcox, Director of Flying, and TTalter Yi. Balch, chief of technical

instruction and maintenance, both of whom are now assigned to the San Diego

School, will be stationed at Hemet in charge of actual training work.

Total personnel - Army, civilian and cadets - to be stationed at Hemet

will total in excess of 225. The Ryan School will assign between 25 and 30

flight instructors to the branch school; approximately 45 mechanics; at least

six round school instructors, and two flight dispatchers, in addition to exe-

cutive and clerical staffs. Air Coros personnel will include several super-

visory officers representatives of the medical corps and probably eight en-

listed men and clerks. Beside the 225 people actually engaged in the training

program, there will probably be 75 members of their families who will be

stationed at Hemet, making in all some 300 persons involved in the establishment

of the new school.
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The construction at Hernet vail include two hangars, each 140 by 150 feet;

iRvan administration building. Army offices, medical building , instructors office,

tiro classrooms and three laboratories.

RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY BACKLOG TOPS $2 ,000,000 - Backlog of orders on hand and

already in production at the Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego, is at a new

all-time high of more than $2,000,000 according to an announcement from the

office 01 T. Claude Ryan, president.

The Ryan company recently revealed that ijork had begun on a $800,000 ex-

port order for a quantity of Ryan land and seaplane STM-2 military trainers,

and that construction was under way on factory additions which would approximately

double production area of the San Diego aircraft factory.

?2lPL0YI£SNT PASSES 1000 MARK AT RYAN FACTORY - Employment at the Ryan Aeronautical

Comnany, San Diero, has passed the 1000 mark as officials laid plans for a

third shift to assume a part of the burden of current production work.

Company executives have expressed the opinion that employment vrould pass

the 1500 mark within 60 days on the basis of pending orders which are expected

to be closed in the immediate future.
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Hemet, California
September 18, 1940

Dear Stronger :-

Bill VJagner is either getting busy or lazy—personally, I suspect the

latter because he asked me to drop you a line and give you the dope on how

things are going at Ryan's new branch Air Corps school at Hemet,

Early this summer the gang of us used to sit around the flight office and

contemplate the new branch school that the Ryan School of Aeronautics was

going to build to accommodate the ever-increasing demand for more Air Corps

pilots, '..here was it going to be? IJho was going? VJhat were we going to

fly? How big was it going to be? And hundreds of other questions and specu-

lations that kept Dame Rumor working overtime.

When the location was finally announced as Hemet, California, we pulled

out a section map and took a look: 70 miles airline north of San Diego, 75

miles east of Los Angeles, and 20 miles east of March Field; altitude 1500

feet, and nestled close to the base of 11,000 foot San Jacinto peak in the

beautiful San Jacinto Valley.

A quick oreliminary survey by plane showed it to be an ideal location for

a primary training base. Fog-free and traffic-free, the prevailing vresterly

wind brings in the coolness of the ocean and leaves behind the haze and mist

that is sometimes so distressing to coastal flying. The terrain itself closely

resembles the country around Randolph Field, with miles of cultivated farmland

and open fields, unlimited points for pylon eights, S's across roads, rec-

tangular fields, and forced landing fields that a blind man could hit.





The site selected for the main airdrome was three miles west of Hemet

—

a broad expanse a mile long and half mile wide vith no phone lines, trees

or obstructions of any kind—enough to gladden the heart of any pilot.

But despite the ideal location and climatic conditions, the establishment

of the school in the time allotted was a Herculean task. Hangars, administra-

tion buildings, landing mats, housing for personnel, supplies, and an endless

maze of detail looked all but impossible. But Lieut. Lloyd P. Hopwood, Com-

manding- Officer, and Ryan executives rolled up their sleeves and tackled

problems as they came with unlimited energy and dogged efficiency. Twenty-

eight days after ground was broken on our "wat ermelon patch", the first

contingent of instructional personnel arrived to familiarize themselves with

the equipment and terrain.

The first week was a hectic and happy one. Maintenance crews were busy

doing numberless odd jobs not on their usual schedule. Planes were ferried

in from southern California schools. Newer flight instructors were busy get-

ting transition time from the low-\dnr Ryan PT-20s to the Stearman PT-13

biplanes. Free from the usual instructional duties, this solo time was

thoroughly enjoyed and beneficial.

The first assignment of Flying Cadets arrived on September 9th. Fifteen

selected students from the class of /J.-B at San Diego formed the initial group

of fledglings to arouse the quite valley to the roar of training planes.

A week later the class of 41-C, 50 strong, arrived at the school to make

the first full assignment of Flying Cadets. To them will fall the responsibi] '

of establishing the groundwork for the esprit de corps and traditions in this,

the newest branch of the Army Air Corps Training Program.
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A quick to\ir of the detachment today makes it difficult to realize that

only six short weeks ago a wheat field and watermelon patch occupied the area.

There are two spacious administration buildings, six individual buildings

housing class rooms and laboratories, a mess hall and cadet lounge with

restaurant and barber shop, and nineteen individual duplex cottages with

quarters for eight cadets in each one. One of the large hangars accommodates

engine and plane overhaul and maintenance facilities, while the other contains

an instructor's lounge and ready room, cadet ready room, flight offices, para-

chute department and showers.

It is idth small wonder, then, that filled with eager anticipation of the

future, we view our detachment with justifiable pride and feel that it will be

instrumental in producing the usual high calibre of men for the Air Corps.

Regards to the press, •

A /)//

ITilliam P. S^oan
Flight CoirmAnder

Air Corps Training Detachment
Ryan School of Aeronautics
Hemet, California
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October, 1940

Greetings Amigos:-

More They said commercial aviation schools were through when the government

began to sponsor free flight training in the colleges and the Army ex~

Or panded its training program to take in 11,000 cadets a year.

Less But, somebody \vas wron -̂, if we are able to judge the general situation

in the industry by that which exists here at the Ryan School of Aero-

OFF nautics where we have just enrolled one of the largest classes of pilots,

mechanics and engineers to yet show up on the sunny shores of San Diego

THE bay from all over the country - including Florida.

RECORD One million, two million, five million, ten million! Sounds like "Andy",

but it's merely your correspondent trying to keep track of the mush-

rooming Ryan backlog. Douglas, Lockheed, Consolidated and some of the

big boys can multiply by three and add a zero on the end, but $10,000,000

looks good to us.

A big gain for any month was Uncle Sam's $2,000,000 order of August' 29th,

but when Washington followed this up September 2.3rd t.dth another $5,000,000,

to a total backlog of $10,000,000, that was really something I Now all we

have to do is get the airplanes out ! No small job, I assure you.

PRODUCTION UNDER T.AY IN KST ADDITION TO RYAN PLANT - Production of Ryan S-T

military training planes on volume orders for delivery to the U. S. Army Air

Corps, the U. S. Navy and to foreign governments is already under way in the

newest plant addition to the Ryan Aeronautical Comoany factory at San Diego.

The latest Ryan plant expansion brings total production area of the

factory to 160,000 square feet, and it is anticipated that further construction

will be started almost immediately to provide sufficient plant space so that

the current $10,000,000 backlog of orders may be rushed to completion as rapidly

as possible.

WILLIAM WAGNER

MANAGER PUBLICITY AND PHOTOGRAPHY





More than 1200 men are now employed by Ryan and many additional workers

are expected to be employed in the next few months.

RYAN BACKLOG NOT TOPS $10,000,000 - The closing of a $5,355,087 contract with the

Ryan Aeronautical Company for the production of additional military aircraft

for the Army Air Corps training program was announced in late September from

Washington, D. C. by the War Department.

Following by less than a month the award of a $2,074,234 contract to Ryan

for its famed S~T low-wing primary training planes, the new order brings recent

government business received by the Ryan Aeronautical Company to $7,429,321,

and raises the company's total backlog of unfilled orders to more than

$10,000,000. This is a ten fold increase over the company's $1,000,000 back-

log on the first of the year.

A month ago the War Department announced that it was picking up options

from many aircraft builders including Ryan, for additional planes of the types

they are now building, as part of a model standardization plan to speed up

military plane production. Although no direct statement could be obtained, it

is assumed that the latest Ryan order will also be for its S-T low-wing

training planes which are used by the Air Corps in the primary training of

flying cadets.

TO DEDICATE jEMEr AIR CORPS BRANCH SCHOOL ARHjSTICg DAY - Arrangements have been

completed for official dedicatory ceremonies at the new $200,000 Air Corps

Training Branch of the Ryan School of Aeronautics at Hemet, California,

November 11th, according to Earl D. Prudden, school vice-president and general

manager.

Actual training operations have been under way since early in September

when fifteen cadets from the Ryan training detachment at San Diego arrived at
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the new school to form the essential nucleus of the cadet company. These men

have now completed their training and net; classes of 70 cadets are arriving

every five weeks.

A huge building program has been completed, but the actual lay-out of the

school is such as to provide for immediate expansion of facilities should such

a request come from the Air Corps. Present buildings include two hangars,

maintenance shops, ten administration and classroom buildings, nineteen bar-

racks units and a large dining hall, canteen and kitchen.

Three million square feet of the half-mile-by-mile field have been oiled

and a paved ramp 236 by 600 feet adjacent to the hangars has been provided.

Thirty-seven days after construction began the new training school was in

operation. The hangars were in use three weeks after construction began and

the barracks and mess hall served the first cadets 18 days after work started.

Capt. Lloyd P. Hopwood is Commanding Officer of the new training detach-

ment. He is assisted by Lieut. W. S. Ford. Flight training is under the

direction of Verne Lurdock, and maintenance and technical training is super-

vised by Walter K. Balch,

SEIFERT RETURNS TO ACTIVE AIR CORPS DUTY - Major Frank W. Seifert, for the past

two years special liaison representative of the Ryan Aeronautical Company at

Washington, D. C. and Dayton, Ohio, has returned to active duty in the office

of the Assistant Secretary of War.

A former San Diego business man and city councilman, Seifert was one of

the participants in the first mid-air refueling flight, made by fliers of the

Army's old Rockwell Field post at North Island, in 1932.

Seifert, holder of the Distinguished Flying Cross, which was awarded him

earlier this year for his part in the refueling experiment, enlisted during

the World War, in 1917, and won a regular Army commission. Prior to his six
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year tour of duty at Rockwell Field, he had been a flight instructor at Kelly

Field, later being transferred to Hawaii.

Resigning from the Army in 1927, Seifert remained in the Air Corps re-

serve and was advanced to the rank of Major in August. Soon after he returned

to private life he was elected to the San Diego city council and became one

of the leaders in the movement to establish and develop Lindbergh Field, home

of the Consolidated, Ryan and Solar aircraft companies, and operating bases of

the Air Corps Reserve, Coast Guard and Ryan School of Aeronautics.

LIEUT. HAARMAN NAMED TO TRAINING STAFF - Lieut. Donald W. Haarman, of Randolph

Field, Texas, arrived in San Diego early this month to take over duties as

Assistant Supervisor of the Air Corps Training Detachment at the Ryan School

of Aeronautics under Capt. John C. Horton, Commanding Officer.

Haarman replaces Capt. Lloyd P. Hopwood, who has been named Commanding

Officer of the Ryan branch Air Corps school at Hemet, which began training

operations early in September.

Upon being commissioned in the Air Corps Reserve after completion of

training at Randolph and Kelly fields, Haarman was placed on active duty at

Scott Field, Illinois, for a year, following which he spent 18 months in ad-

vanced aeronautical engineering study at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

In 193S, Haarman was granted a regular commission in the Air Corps and

was assigned to Randolph Field, Texas, where he served as instructor in both

the primary and basic training phases before his appointment to the San Diego

training school.

RUST NAMED RYAN TEST PILOT - The Ryan Aeronautical Company has appointed C. Joe

Rust, formerly rath YJilmington-Catalina Airlines, as its test pilot, it has

been announced by T. Claude Ryan, president,
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Learning to fly in 1933 while in the United States Navy, Rust has been

very active in commercial aviation in recent years, having been with Eddie

Martin at his Santa Ana, California, airport before joining Uilmington-

Catalina Airlines last year.

Rust's experience in flying seaplanes will be used to advantage in the

next few weeks when test work will begin on the first of the Ryan STM—

2

military training planes to be pontoon-equipped for seaplane flight training.

Meanwhile he is busy testing Ryan STM-2 land planes, at the rate of about two

a day, as they now come off the Ryan production line for delivery to a foreign

government.

RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY SIX MONTHS REVENUES SHQVJ MARKED GAIN - Net profits of

the Ryan Aeronautical Company for the six-months period ending June 30th, last,

were five times greater than for the corresponding period in 1939 and practic-

ally equal to those for the full year ending Dec. 31, 1939, according to

figures released by T. Claude Ryan, president of the San Diego aircraft firm.

Report of the company for the first half year of 1940 showed net earnings

of $87,025,17, after all charges and provisions for estimated Federal taxes on

income. This is equal to approximately 20 cents a share on the 439,193 shares

of capital stock outstanding. For the same period in 1939 net earnings

amounted to $17,204.02 and for the full year ending Dec. 31, last, they

totaled $90,728.89.

The half-year report indicates that the Ryan Aeronautical Company is

continuing to maintain its past record for doubling revenues and profits each

year of its operation as compared with the preceding twelve-month periods.

As an indication of the increased acceptance of Ryan military training

planes by the United States and foreign ]overnments, revenue from the sale of

aircraft far surpassed that derived from the production of specialty parts

for other plane manufacturers. Although income from parts manufacturing

operations continues to be an important source of revenue, it no longer plays
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a dominant role in gross sales.

Manufacturing sales for the six months period totaled $1,145>895«50, of

which 1^742, 973.14 was represented by aircraft sales and the balance by parts.

For the corresponding period of 1939 total manufacturing revenue was

^264,704.91 and for the full year income fx-om all manufacturing operations

was &845,856.46.

fORMAL Don't casually shout "Bill" around the flight office at the Ryan School
of Aeronautics, San Diego, unless you are prepared to be trampled under

WENT foot by a thundering herd of flight instructors. A recent check-up of
the 44 civilian pilot-instructors at the Air Corps Training Detachment

jut here revealed that nine of them answer to the name of "Bill".

We happened to get around to checking up on the "Bills" when a new
loud-speaker system was installed for the flying line at Lindbergh
Field. The first day it was in operation the flight dispatcher shouted
into the mike - "Phone call for Bill in the flight office". When they '

picked him up he had been run over by Bill Howe, Bill Sloan, Bill Gibbs,
Bill Randall, Bill Carrier, Bill Evans, Bill Schiefele, Bill Bouck and
Bill Clark.

Frankie's back in the Army now. "Frankie" is our good Distinguished-
Flying-Cross-friend, Frank 17. Seifert, formerly Washington and Dayton
representative of the Ryan Aeronautical Company who has been called to
a year's active duty in the office of the Assistant Secretary of War,

The aviation business continues to snow-ball. The further it goes, the
more snow that original ball gathers to itself. The bottom of the hill,
and melting snows may be ahead, but we can't see them from here.

It's nice to know you have friends. I stay pretty close to home base
here at San Diego, but whenever I put on my shoes and journey up to the
big city (Los Angeles) I find myself running into people who remind me
that "Johnny Doe" had a good word to say about the job that's being
done on Ryan publicity. Lot'sa times guys are bashful and don't tell
me who got complimentary; so whoever you are, THANKS.

Adios,

'JflsflVJ/l'.
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Greetings Amigos:

I wonder how many of the BIG aircraft companie s have duplicated the un-
usual record made this past month by the Ryan Aeronautical Company in
test flying two nev^-type planes in a single day? Sure, lots of companies
test fly many new planes every day - so do we here - but not many have
tested two new types , right out of the experimental department, on the
same day.

The two .jobs were the Ryan ST-3 and the STM-S2. Our ST-3 is the Army's
new PT-21 primary trainer (in the Navy it will be designated NR-l), and
the STM-S2 is the seaplane version of the Ryan STM-2 trainer, such as has
been delivered in volume to the Air Corps as their PT-20 primary trainer.
It sounds pretty involved , and is, but anyway we did test the two jobs
on October 9th.

The choicest item of the month concerns a group of B-17 Flying Fortress
pilots who just about picked a visiting Ryan PT-20 primary trainer to
pieces when one of the military S-Ts recently visited March Field.

Giving the S-T a thorough going over, the Flying Fortress aerial
connoisseurs brought their inspection to an abrupt halt when several of

them, in swarming over the low-wing trainer, managed to smash one of the
vtindshields.

Having a higher-ranking officer apologize for the enthusiastic curiosity
of his pilots was the unusual experience of one of the Lieutenants at-
tached to the Air Corps Training Detachment here at the Ryan School vrhen

he returned to his ship. Give a look at Page 4 of this bulletin and see
what the cadets did rath the story in their student publication, "Wind
Sock".

Ryan's new Air Corps Training School at Hemet, California, will be dedi-
cated on Armistice Day, November 11th.

RYAN NOW HAS S-T SEAPLANE FOR NAVAL PILOT TRAINING - After building landplane

trainers for many years, the Ryan Aeronautical Company is now offering the first

of its famous Ryan S-T training planes to be equipped as a seaplane for flight

instruction of naval pilots. This Ryan STM-2 seaplane trainer and others like

WILLIAM WAGNER
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it are in volume production at the company's factory, San Diego, for delivery

to the naval aviation service of an undisclosed foreign government.

The Ryan Aeronautical Company in 1934 produced the first of the Ryan S-T

series of planes, being confident that the most efficient primary trainer

should be of low-wing design. For the past six years Ryan has pioneered the

low-wing trainer field, until today, because of wide acceptance of the S-T by

the United States and foreign governments, Ryan trainers are recognized the

leaders in this field.

Now, for the first time, the STM-2 is available as a twin-float seaplane

for naval pilot training. The Ryan, for water flying, is equipped with twin

Edo floats, manufactured by the Edo Aircraft Corp.

Paul Wilcox, chief pilot of the Ryan Aeronautical Company, and other mem-

bers of the Ryan pilot staff after extensive test flights have declared that

the S-T seaplane trainer is the finest acrobatic training seaplane they have

flown, and that its performance is comparable to that of the conventional land-

plane S-T trainer such as is used by the U. S. Army Air Corps in the training

of its flying cadets.

Last year the Ryan S-T became the United States Army's first low-wing

primary trainer, thus breaking from a 30-year precedent of biplanes for initial

flight training of Air Corps cadets. By eliminating the former change-over

from biplane to monoplane service types, training efficiency has been greatly

improved, according to unofficial sources, and it is anticipated that the S-T

seaplane trainer will similarly improve naval pilot training.

The Ryan STM-2 seaplane trainer is a low-wing open-cockpit monoplane of

metal construction, and is powered with a 150 horsepower in-line engine.

TRAINING FACILITIES AT RYAN BEING EXPANDED - With a continued increase in all

branches of training activities at the Ryan School of Aeronautics, it has

again become necessary to expand facilities, according to Earl D, Prudden,
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vice-president and general manager of the San Diego aviation school.

Construction was begun November first on a new 100-by-200-foot steel

hangar adjoining other Ryan school buildings at its operations base at

Lindbergh Field. \'ork on the new., hangar is scheduled for completion by Novem-

ber 25th at which time it will be available for the storage and maintenance of

25 additional training planes.

The new building will also .provide for complete new training shops for the

Ryan school's Sheet Metal-Riveting department which has been rapidly expanded

in recent months to provide training facilities for the thousands of men

needed in production work in aircraft factories.

To make space available for the new hangar, Ryan recently leased ad-

ditional land on Lindbergh Field from the Harbor Commission, under whose man-

agement San Diego* s municipal airport is operated.

TEST FLY TWO NEIJ-TYPE RYAN TRAILERS SAIE DAY - Ryan Aeronautical Company, pioneer

manufacturers of low-wing metal military training planes, established an un-

usual record of test flying two new-type trainers in a single afternoon at San

Diego's Lindbergh Field recently.

First of the planes to be taken aloft for its initial flight by test pilot

Joe Rust was Ryan's new 3T-3 landplane trainer, an advanced type of primary

training plane developed from previous S-T models which have established ex-

cellent records as military trainers.

Although company officials would make no statement regarding the new ST-3

it is understood that the plane tested is the first of a considerable number

being built for the U. S. Army Air Corps as part of its type-standardization

plan to speed up war-plane production. Ryan was recently awarded contracts

from the government totaling more than .^j 425, 000, and has expanded its plant

to take care of the increased volume of aircraft business,
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Three hours after testing the ST-3, Rust taxied out from the seaplane ramp

at Lindbergh Field in the first Ryan STMr-2 military trainer to be equipped for

water flying. Aircraft of this type, it is understood, are being built for ex-

port to an undisclosed foreign government. After three take-offs and landings

I

from San Diego Bay, Rust brought the seaplane back to .shore, pronouncing its

performance as "perfect".

FLIGHT TRAINING DIVISION AT RYAN SCHOOL NOU OPERATING AT PEAK - The pilot training

division of the Ryan School of Aeronautics is now operating at an all time peak

with activities divided into four branches: (l) Commercial flight training,

(2) Air Corps cadet instruction, (3) CPTP secondary pilot training, (4) Quali-

fication of advanced flight instructors for the civilian training program.

1. In its commercial flight training division (which is the one program not

sponsored by federal aid) , the Ryan School now has the largest enrollment

of pilots ever taking instruction at one time.

Despite the free training given by the government, commercial courses

are more popular than ever before, since students realize that there is

now the greatest demand which has ever existed for pilots, both for po-

sitions as flight instructors and as pilots on airlines.

During the past few weeks, five additional Ryan S-T training planes

have been added to the commercial flying line at Lindbergh Field.

2. Now in training at the Air Corps Detachments at the Ryan Schools in San

Diego and Hemet are 250 flying cadets. New classes of 65 cadets at San

Diego, and 70 at Hemet, arrive each five weeks for the ten weeks training

course. Sixty hours of flight instruction are given before cadets who

successfully complete the work are advanced to other Army bases for basic

and advanced training.

3* Under the Civilian Pilot Training Program, the Ryan School is now giving

the Secondary (Advanced) 50-hour training course, in planes of over 100
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horsepower, to 20 students from San Diego Junior College. These students

are graduates of last year's primary CPTP course which was given in "light"

planes.

4 . Another phase of the CPTP work being done at Ryan is the qualification of

flight instructors (for training "Secondary" students) by means of the 25-

hour "Refresher" course. Under this part of the program, flight instruc-

tors from other schools are sent to Ryan for advanced refresher instruction

designed to qualify them to teach the advanced courses of the college-

sponsored flight training program.

Ryan was one of the first three commercial schools selected by the C.A.B.

Private Flying Development Division to! give the refresher course, and to

date 63 instructors from other schools have received the advanced Ryan

training.

There are now 63 instructors on the Ryan flight staff, and more than 70

training planes are in regular operation.

Quite apart from its pilot training division, other departments of the Ryan

school have also been rapidly expanded in recent months. In the Engineering

School, for example, enrollments have more than doubled in the past two months,

and plans call for the further expansion of this department under the capable

direction of Stanley H. Evans.

RYAN BACKLOG AT NET HIGH OF $11,400,000 - With the closing by the Ryan Aeronautical

Company of new orders totaling $1,200,000 for military training planes and other

of its products during the past month, the firm's backlog now stands at a new

all time high of $11,400,000, according to T. Claude Ryan, president.

Production activity at the company's San Diego factory is going forward at

a rapid rate, with current deliveries of Ryan trainers being made at the rate

of approximately two a day. This rate will be rapidly increased in the next
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few months as the factory is now tooling up for type-standardization mass pro-

duction under the National Defense Program.

Indicative of the production speed-up at the Ryan factory was the company's

unusual record of October 9th when two new-type military trainers were given

their first flight tests on a single day.

One model tested was the ST—3, the company's newest landplane primary

trainer. This type is the latest improved model of the company's series of S-T

low-wing monoplanes, many of which are now being used in the Air Corps pilot

training program.

The other plane given its initial tests last week was a Ryan STM-2 sea-

plane trainer, the first Ryan training plane to be equipped for water flying.

A considerable number of this type are understood to be under construction for

delivery to the naval air force of a foreign government.

INFORMAL "How to Become a Movie Director and Producer in Three Easy Lessons" is
a book I'm going to get around to writing one of these days. The ex-

COMMSNT perience on which this is to be based is the result of a bright idea,
from the fertile brain' of our genial Aircraft Sales Manager Sam Breder.

About Seems that Paul Wilcox, our Chief Pilot, was extolling the aerobatic
perfection of our seaplane trainer to a group of ardent piscatorial

This enthusiasts aboard Claude Ryan's seagoing "Kismet",

And The S-T seaplane's performance sounded so good that in an ebuillient
moment Breder decided we'd make a movie of the new job before it was

That crated for shipment abroad. Now I've made a lot of "stills" for a good
long time, but the result of this brainstorm was that I dashed me down
to Eastman Kodak, gave "How to Make Good Movies" a quick reading, and
then started grinding out a 16 mm, Kodachrome story. The result wasn't
so bad for a beginner, and if any of you get out this way and beg me
hard enough, I may drag it out and bore you for 12 minutes.

Politics has been the burning issue of the past month out here as Wright
Aeronautical' s Ronnie Gall can testify. By the time this reaches you,
however, it'll all be settled anyway. But in any case, Claude Ryan,
Sam Breder and the writer tried to convert Ronnie, when he was out here
on his annual Coast trip, but without much success, I'm afraid,

Adios,

.

Qdot m^iTm.
P,S, Lunch today with Helen Morgan and John Swope of LIFE' k West
Coast staff, VJhy don't you come down for lunch one of these days?
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THE SEASON'S GREETINGS
Greetings Amigos:

More Expansion continues to be the keynote. As the dedication of Ryan's new
Air Corps training school at Heniet becomes a thing of the past, expansion

Or begins on further facilities at the. new school to accommodate the ever-

increasing National Defense pilot training program.
Less

Meanwhile at San Diego the Ryan commercial school celebrates the completion
OFF of another new hangar and contemplates the start of construction on new

buildings to house the rapidly growing Engineering School, and executive
THE and flight offices for the Air Corps Training Detachment.

RECORD The year-end round-up beginning on Page 3 will probably be of assistance to

aviation and financial editors compiling the usual special-section material
which puts in its appearance around the first of the year.

The Ryan ST~3» latest and most advanced in the long line of proven Ryan
low-wing trainers, makes its bow this week. The ST-3 is the prototype for

a large number of military trainers for which Ryan has contracts from the
U. S. Army Air Corps to be used in the Army and Navy pilot-training pro-

grams.

We're going to cheat on ourselves this month by combining our December and

January releases. We got behind early this month and haven't had the heart

to try and catch up on everything over the holidays. If you're tired, too,

we suggest you tear this "book" in half and not bother to read the latter
portion until after the New Year.

RYAN'S NEW AIR CORPS SCHOOL BEGINS EXPANSION ONE MONTH AFTER DEDICATION - Less

than a month after dedication of the Ryan School of Aeronautics' new branch Air

Corps primary pilot training school at Hornet, California, additional construction

and other expansion of facilities was begun in order that incoming classes could

be increased to 120 cadets each five weeks beginning the first of the year.

This was the word released last week by T. Claude Ryan, president of the Ryan

School, following his return from conferences with Air Corps officers in

Washington* Classes now training at the Hemet school comprise 70 cadets. New
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classes arrive each five weeks for the primary course which includes 60 hours

of flight instruction given over a period of ten weeks.

Principal items of new construction involved in the present expansion include

another 100xl50-foot hangar, vtith two adjoining 20x1 50-foot shops, and 11 bar-

racks units, each of which will have provision for eight cadets.

The construction started last week will represent an additional investment

by the Ryan School of more than 540,000 bringing the total outlay to approx-

imately a quarter of a million dollars. With completion of the new buildings,

the Hemet training base will consist of three hangars complete with shops, para-

chute loft, flight instructors lounge, cadet locker rooms, dispatchers office,

etc; six laboratories; two classrooms; two administration buildings; one medical

building; mess hall; cadet lounge; canteen; and 30 unit-type barracks with ac-

commodations for housing 240 cadets.

The large cadet enrollment, starting January 4th, will necessitate a con-

siderable increase in the number of instructors, maintenance men and other

civilian employees. At present the instructional staff at Hemet includes 32

pilots and six technical instructors. Many additional pilots are now in train-

ing, taking the advanced 25-hour instructors' course designed to bring them up

to the standard required by Ryan and the Air Corps for flight instructors work-

ing on the cadet training program. Sixty-six maintenance and overhaul mechanics

are now employed at Hemet, but this staff, too, will be augmented immediately.

R. Douglas Maw is business manager at Hemet for Ryan, and Capt. Lloyd P.

Hopwood is Commanding Officer of the Air Corps Training Detachment.
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YEAR-END R OUND-UP

Here's a bit of statistical dope and general background that may be of interest.

Ryan Aeronautical Company

Backlog of Business on Hand
Factory employees
Production Area

Ryan School of Aeronautics

Air Corps Flying Cadets in Training

Dec. 1939

$1,500,000
- 600

80,000 Sq.Ft,

63

D« mo
$10,600,000

'1500

160.000 Sq.Ft.

243

(and these figures are due for a further boost)

January

February

March

April

May

June

1940 IN REVIEW

Anesio Amaral won Brazil's most important sportsman pilots' race for

the third time. Canadian Aviation's Ron Keith in for a look-see at '

Ryan activities. We bragged about a 0550,000 export order for planes,

our largest up to that time. The Ryan school reports a greater demand

for its graduate students than it is able to fill. We add new instruc-

tors to our staff. The factory backlog reached a new high of

$1,500,000. Many foreign students enroll in the Ryan commercial school.

Consolidated test flies its B-24 bomber as Ryan students look on. An-

other $200,000 contract is closed. We start training men for defense

jobs by putting in a special short-term Sheet Metal-Riveting course,

Ryan reports a profit for 1939 ' 3 operations. VJe start production on our

first Air Corps orders - for PT-20 primary trainers and YO-51 observa-

tion planes. Archie Atherton, our parachute rigger, who has made 276

jumps without mishap, breaks his foot stepping off a box!

The CAA asks us to give the "Advanced Commercial Instructors' Refresher

Course" to fit into their college training program. The sensationally
performing Ryan Y0-51 "Dragonfly" observation plane makes its bow,

startling all who see it with its steep take-offs, slow flying and

vertical landing qualities. Construction starts on a new office and

engineering building. VJe roll up $300,000 more in contracts, and add

many more instructors to the school staff,

(Looks like we either had no news or I got lazy in April for we didn't

have any release that month.)

The Air Corps training detachment chalks up a million miles of safe

flying. Collier's Bill Courtney pays our flying cadets a visit, fol-

lowing close upon the heel's of Life's photographer, George Strock.

Earl Prudden, long identified with Claude Ryan, is named general

manager, as well as vice-president, of the Ryan School. We deliver the

Air Corps' new Ryan PT-20 primary trainers to them on schedule - to the

day. Several of our flying students crack up - in cars.

Ryan stock admitted to trading on the New York Curb Exchange. Frank
Seifert, Ryan's Washington representative, is awarded the Distinguished
Flying Cross for his part in the first mid-air refueling flight, in

1923. TWA treats me to a preview ride in their new cabin- supercharged
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Stratoliner. And, oh yes - the wife and I take a vacation to the

Pacific Northwest.

July We have a busy week - Fulton Lewis, Jr. drops in on Sunday, Associated
Press' aviation editor Devon Francis pays us a visit on Tuesday and on
Wednesday we spend the day with Cameraman Al Brick of Movietone News
shooting the Air Corps flying cadets. The cadet classes at San Diego
are increased from 35 each six weeks to 65 each five weeks. The Army
announces its expanded pilot-training program. The Ryan School puts
its Sheet Metal training department on a "two-shift" basis. And we
add still more instructors. Our overworked executives try to get away
from it all on their new boats, where they can't be easily reached on
Sunday - their one day away from the office.

August We close a #800,000 export order for military trainers, and begin con-
struction of factory additions which will double production area. Hemet
is selected as the site of Ryan's new branch Air Corps training school.
Our backlog reaches $2,000,000, and employment passes the thousand mark.

September The Army orders several hundred Ryan training planes, boosting the back-
log another $2,000,000 to more than $5,000,000. And, the Ryan School
contracts with the Air Corps for more than a million dollars of pilot
training for flying cadets. William 5. Knudsen and Maj. Gen. H. H.

Arnold visit the Ryan plant on their swing around the country' s defense
industries. The new branch Air Corps school at Hemet, first announced
last month, begins opex-ation. Snappy service for Uncle Sam's defense!
Eddie Molloy assumes duties as Ryan works manager, I record my third
year with Ryan and am damn well pleased with the connection!

October Uncle Sam adds $ 5, 000, 000 to his previous order for Ryan trainers, and
the backlog jumps past ten million as production starts in the latest
factory additions. Frank Seifert, liaison officer, reports to active
duty as Major Seifert in the office of Robert Patterson, Assistant
Secretary of War. Joe Rust becomes Ryan test pilot as our senior pilots,

Paul Wilcox and Bob Kerlinger, get snowed under in the pilot-training
programs. Our profits for the first half of 1940 show a healthy gain.
We find nine "Bills" on our pilot staff.

November We set some kind of a record by test flying two new-type trainers in a

single day - the first Ryan STM-2 seaplane trainer, and the new ST-3
land-plane trainer, which Uncle Sam will soon receive. We announce
further expansion of this, that and the other thing - by now an old
story. The backlog is up to $11,000,000. Ho, hum. We dedicate our
new Air Corps school at Hemet on Armistice Day. I become a movie
director and producer by shooting up 500 feet of Kodachrome on our new
seaplane trainer, which Chief Pilot Paul Wilcox pronounces the ultra
ultra of seagoing training planes. Oh, yes, we got all excited over
the election, but in ten days it becomes a thing of the past - perhaps
because world events move so swiftly these days.

December Now don't ask me to review this month's release. Read it yourself.
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RYAN INTRODUCES NET ST-3 PRIMARY TRAINER - The new Ryan low-wing open cockpit

trainer for 1941 bears the well-known "S-T" designation and in general has the

familiar Ryan appearance, but otherwise it is an entirely NEW airplane which,

however, has been designed and built to take advantage of the lessons learned

by years of production and operation experience with this basic type.

The new RYAN ST-3 is the commercial trainer version of a large number of new

training planes being produced for the U. S. Army Air Corps. Ryan now holds

orders for $7,425,000 from the Air Corps for training planes to be built for

the Army and Navy pilot training programs under the mass production type-

standardization plan.

The outstanding difference the observer will first notice between the new

RYAN ST-3 and previous models is that the first of the new trainers is powered

with a radial engine - the proven Kinner five-cylinder air cooled model. How-

ever, the ST-3 is also available with the Menasco four-cylinder in-line engine.

Other important structural changes which have been made for the purpose of

improving efficiency in training operations and to further facilitate ease of

production and maintenance are only apparent on closer inspection. The fuselage

is 14 inches longer and three inches wider than in previous models, assuring

roomy cockpits for student and instructor with ample leg room to rudder pedals

and brakes. Wide Army-type adjustable seats are now installed.

The entire treadle-type landing gear unit has been changed, and allows

several wheel and brake combinations. The tread has been increased by more

than a foot by using knuckle-type wheel mountings instead of the fork previously

used. Wheels are also set further forward as an added safety factor in pre-

venting possible nose-overs.

The familiar Ryan streamlined wire-braced wings are used, but they now have

a 4 10' sweepback. Windshields have been changed to the three-section military

type. The rudder design has also been slightly altered to include the tail cone
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fairing as an integral part of the surface. A baggage compartment, accessible

from the exterior and located in the section of the fuselage immediately behind

the rear cockpit is another added feature of the new ST-3.

Throughout the entire structure, insofar as possible, machined castings and

forgings have replaced welded members, and built up aluminum alloy structures

have replaced numerous welded steel tube units.

A year and a half ago Ryan was the only accredited manufacturer in the

United States in volume production of low-wing primary training planes powered

with engines of over 100 horsepower. After years of pioneering the low-wing

field against much "sales resistance", Ryan, last year, was a successful winner

of an Air Corps flight competition for primary trainers.

The Ryan S-T then became the Army's first low-wing primary trainer, thus

breaking away from a 30-year precedent of biplanes for initial flight instruc-

tion of Air Corps flying cadets. By eliminating the former change-over from

biplane to monoplane service types, training efficiency has been greatly im-

proved, according to unofficial sources.

During the past twelve months, a large number of Ryan trainers have been

in continuous operation at the Air Corps Training Detachment operated by the

Ryan company's subsidiary, the Ryan School of Aeronautics. As a result of this

close contact between operator and factory, the Ryan organization enjoys an

outstanding advantage in having its own proving ground on which to base design

and production improvements.

Based, then, upon the past year's experience, Ryan has developed its new

ST-3 to take full advantage of the lessons learned in tens of thousands of hours

of actual flight operations and ground maintenance,

HSMET AIR CORPS BRANCH SCHOOL DEDICATED ON ARMISTICE DAY - The new $200,000

Air Corps Training Branch of the Ryan School of Aeronautics at Hemet, California,

was officially dedicated on Armistice Day while one of the largest crowds that
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has ever gathered in that area attended.

The Ryan School's appreciation for the fine cooperation given by the com-

munity of Hemet was extended by Earl D. Prudden, vice-president of the Ryan

School of Aeronautics. Among those who spoke briefly at the ceremony were T.

Claude Ryan, president of the Ryan Aeronautical Company, and Capt. Lloyd P.

Hopwood, Commanding Officer of the Air Corps Training Detachment at Hemet.

The official dedicatory address was given by Brig. Gen. Henry H. Harms of

Moffett Field, Commander of the V.'est Coast Training Center of the Army Air Corps,

who spoke from the bunting bedecked grandstand constructed between the flying

line and the hangars.

At present 70 cadets are entering this training center each five weeks for

the 10 week primary training period but according to present plans this number

will be increased within the next few months. (It is now officially stated that

classes on and after January 4th will consist of 120 new cadets.)

This training center established an unusual record for rapidity of construc-

tion when 37 days after work began the school was in operation. The hangars

themselves were in use three weeks after construction began and the barracks and

mess hall served the first cadets 18 days after work started.

The possibility of further expansion of the airport was anticipated when

the original group of buildings was built and plans were made to facilitate ad-

ditions when the Air Corps should assign a larger number of cadets to the de-

tachment .

RYAN SCHOOL COMPLETES NEW HANGAR - Construction is just being completed on a new

hangar 100'x200' adjoining the school's present hangar and shop on Lindbergh

Field. The new hangar '.'ill provide storage space for 25 Ryan School training

planes and will in addition provide space for the rapidly expanding Sheet Metal-

Riveting division. This division of the Ryan School alone is turning out factory

production mechanics at the rate of from 35 to 50 per week with an even greater

increase anticipated as San Diego's aircraft expansion plans indicate more than

10,000 additional men will be employed during the coming year.
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Gosh, we hate to pat our own back! (Oh, yeah?) - BUT you'll have to

admit that our Air Corps training schools at San Diego and Hemet must

have the old news appeal because to date they've been featured in

COLLIER'S, LIFE, LOOK and CLICK, and will soon appear in another issue

of LOOK. And, among the strictly aviation magazines they've been

featured in AERO DIGEST, AVIATION, POPULAR AVIATION and NATIONAL

AERONAUTICS - not to mention stories carried on the wire services and

newsreels appearing on movie theater screens. Better climb aboard the

bandwagon and do an illustrated yarn on the school!

We're still trying to convince Dick Thruelsen of the SATURDAY EVENING

POST that there's a. story here the Post ought to get. (We convinced

Bill Courtney of Collier's while he was in Germany last year before the

War.)

Anesio Amaral, pela k vez, proclamado vencedor do "Circuito Aero Nacional"

which, translated from the headline in a Brazilian newspaper, says that

"Anesio Amaral, for the fourth time, is named winner of the National Air

Circuit". Now, out reason for bringing this up is that this is Amaral'

s

fourth first-place flying his Ryan 3-T in Brazil's most important sports-

man pilots' race. Three times before - 1936, 1938 and 1939 - Amaral has

won the race in his S-T; and for the past two years a Ryan S-C cabin

plane flown by Edgard da Rocha Miranda has placed among the first four.

Congratulations to two good pilots and to two good Ryan planes!

Adios,

P.S. The Winter Issue of SKY NEWS is off the press! And we'll be

sending you a copy in a day or two.
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February, 1941

Greetings Amigos:

More We thought wa had every aviation writer convinced that the Ryan School of

Aeronautics was the one Super Deluxe Triple A among the country's com-

Or mercial a\riation schools - that is, until we picked up the February issue

of Coronet and read that we had a rival. I don't mind the other guy get-

Less ting a bit of well justified publicity, but what made me sore was that it

wa3 probably my own fault for letting this break get away from us. On

OFF checking our mailing list we found that Coronet was among those we had
overlooked! Is my face red?

THE
Compensation for the above, however, is that the writer has gone definitely

RECORD "artistic" this past month, what with Popular Photography breaking down

and giving us two pages of excellently reproduced photographs of Ryan S-T

trainers in the Salon Section of their March issue. And to top it off,

Abercrombie and Fitch, after seeing our efforts write to ask us to display

our work, at their sportin 1 house.

Speaking of out-of-town visitors - VJhere are Bill Courtney and Devon
Francis - aviation editoi^s of Collier's and The Associated Press? Both

promised to drop in this month and pay us a visit. We're waiting to throw

down the "Welcome" door-mat to them, and to you and you and you. Our

friend Major Frank Seifert in from Washington, in company with Assistant
Secretary of War Patterson, who was touring west coast aircraft plants -

including, of course, RYAN.

RYAN BEGINS ANOTHER PLANT EXPANSION PROGRAM - A $350,000 aircraft plant expansion

at the Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego, involving a 100,000 square-foot in-

crease in floor space of the plant, from the present 140,000 square feet to

240,000 square feet, has just been announced by T. Claude Ryan, president, who

revealed that construction was already under way.

The principal factory addition, which will adjoin the north side of the

Ryan plant on Lindbergh Field, is to be 200 by 325 feet, of steel frame construc-

tion with saw-tooth roof, and will be used for sub and final assembly of Ryan

S-T type military training planes for the U. S. Army Air Corps and U. S. Navy,

and for storage of airplane parts.
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An additional two-story section, 50 by 150 feet, on the west end of the

main factory building is also now under construction to provide needed space

for the rapidly expanding Ryan organization. This building will provide accom-

modations for Factory Superintendents, Supervisors, Inspectors and Plant

Engineers, as well as for the Testing Laboratory, and Tool Design, Lofting, Lay-

out, Planning, Materials Control, Estimating, Time Study and Records Departments.

Included in Ryan's latest expansion budget is a $150,000 item for new pro-

duction machinery, tools and manufacturing equipment of all kinds.

Other construction now being started includes a new and larger Finishing

Building, 60 by 200 feet, to house the Paint Department; and a 50 by 175 foot

Service Building to provide facilities for the Plant Maintenance Department,

Wood Shop and Storage.

Supplementing the production departments now and in the future to be estab-

lished within the permanent buildings, the current expansion plan calls for

94,000 square feet of asphalt and concrete yard paving which will provide

facilities for certain types of production work which may be conducted outdoors

practically the year round in Southern California.

Coordinated with the Ryan Aeronautical Company' s new plant expansion pro-

gram is a planned, systematic increase in the number of productive workers,

which during the next six months will bring the number of factory employees from

the present 1600 workers to an estimated total exceeding 2500 by July first.

With current backlog of orders on hand, including volume contracts from the

U. S. Government for training planes, production schedules at the Ryan factory

will be sharply increased in the immediate future as the company swings into

increased production of its new low-wing Ryan ST-3 military training plane.

SCHOOL DOES SOME EXPANDING, TOO - Across Lindbergh Field from the Ryan manu-

facturing plant, the company's subsidiary, Ryan School of Aeronautics, has just

completed a new 100 by 200 foot hangar and has begun construction of two ad-

ditional two-story school buildings, each approximately 1+k by 85 feet, adjoining

the school's main offices.
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The new •unit on the north side of the main office will provide much needed

facilities for administrative and operations departments of the Air Corps Train-

ing Detachment, which provides flight training for the Army's flying cadets. In-

cluded in the building will be quarters for Flight Dispatchers, Flight Instruc-

tors and offices of Army personnel assigned to this station.

Complete new quarters for the Ryan Engineering School will be contained in

the other new building unit now under construction. This building will have

facilities designed to accommodate 120 students. Floor space given over to the

expanded Engineering School will more than treble the area now provided. The

Engineering School which is under the direction of Stanley H. Evans has been

rapidly expanded in the past six months in an effort to meet the demands of

Southern California aircraft factories for competent engineers trained in prac-

tical methods of the airplane industry.

The new school hangar recently completed provides storage space for 25

training planes, a new airplane overhaul shop and a greatly enlarged Sheet Metal

training school which provides short-term instruction designed to rapidly supply

competently-trained men for aircraft factory production jobs.

FLYING CADETS COME FROM ALL WALKS OF LIFE - Because of the increased size of the

newest class of Air Corps flying cadets at the Ryan School of Aeronautics at

Hemet, a varied and interesting list of previous types of employment is repre-

sented on the roster of Class 41-F. The extreme divergency in backgrounds of

the students presents a remarkably clear picture of the lack of class distinction

that can be found only in a democracy such as ours.

One instructor was assigned four cadets whose previous occupations included

a police officer, a bartender, a candidate for the ministry and a florist.

Hollywood arts are represented by a former artist from the Walt Disney studios,

and a technicolor cameraman and technician.

In one section the former skipper of a yacht, a petroleum engineer and an

interior decorator fly their schedules with a radio announcer, a drummer from a
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swing band and a swimmer from Billy Rose's Aquacade. A former butcher, a

process server and a WPA. supervisor wait their turn on the flight line with a

school teacher, a forest ranger and a machinist.

From every walk of life they come, but their reasons for enlisting in the

Air Corps are startlingly similar as well as gratifying. The foremost reason

given was a desire, in these troubled times, to leave their former occupations

to serve their country in the branch they felt themselves best suited. Many

of them recognize the value of the education and training offered by the Air

Corps and are eager to accept it to be prepared not only for any possible

national emergency, but for a secure position later in civil life.

COMMERCIAL SCHOOL EXPANDS DESPITE FREE GOVERNMENT TRAINING - A year and a half

ago when the government announced the beginning of the Civil Aeronautics

Authority free flight training program in the colleges, and at the same time

began a drive for additional flying cadets for Air Corps pilot training, of-

ficials of commercial flying schools quite naturally assumed that enrollments

in their commercial flight training divisions would decline to a minimum.

Surprisingly, the contrary has been the case at the Ryan School of Aero-

nautics, San Diego, according to Earl D. Prudden, vice-president and general

manager. During the past year Ryan has enjoyed a constant increase in enroll-

ments in all training departments - flying, mechanics and engineering.

Principally, enrollments have increased in the commercial division because

even with free government training there is still a greater demand for trained

men than can be filled by government and private schools together. Back of that

basic fact, however, arc continuing increases in both commercial and military

aviation activities in all their various branches.

News that jobs are available travels fast so that today many a student and

his parents realize that an investment can be made with an excellent possibility

of an immediate financial return upon graduation.
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In the commercial flying division, the demand for pilots comes from two

sources - airlines, and nor: more importantly, commercial operators who are

training pilots for the government sponsored Army and civilian pilot programs.

In order to train their allotted quotas of government financed students, com-

mercial operators must have more flight instructors; and men v.dth the necessary

qualifications are being placed immediately. Similarly because of the demand

for pilots, airlines are finding it more difficult to find trained men, v.dth

the result that those properly trained find immediate employment.

In the case of mechanics and engineers, the demand on the part of aircraft

factories for competent men is too well known to require repetition. Suffice it

to say that at present any man trained at a reputable school as a mechanic or

engineer can find almost immediate employment.

Ryan courses have been revamped and streamlined in accordance with the

changing demands of the industry. For example, Ryan has more students enrolled

today for the more expensive Liaster Pilot's Course (230 flying hours, plus

radio and navigation) than the School ever had at one time before on the Com-

mercial Pilot's Course (176 flying hours). With eight months training, a man

with no previous flying experience can now be prepared for a well-paying job as

a commercial pilot. This was never the case heretofore.

The reason for the increased enrollments in the Master Pilot's Course is

that this training includes advanced instruction that is necessary as prepara-

tion for an immediate position as flight instructor or as first officer on an

airline. The shortage of available pilots has resulted in a lowering of re-

quired flying experience for pilot's positions on the airlines. This has made

it possible for men to become immediateljf- available who would otherwise have

had to acquire some 300 to 500 hours of additional experience over and above

that given in the Master Pilot's Course.

The placement record in the Ryan sheet metal course has been excellent,

and at the present time there are very few men out of many hundreds who have

been graduated who have not been placed within one or two weeks after com-

pleting their training.





Automobiles still continue to b e a dangerous factor at a flying schooll

One of our most fascinating fernroes is just out of the hospital as the

result of an argument hei taxi-driver indulged in with a train at a

grade crossing/ Thank heavens the railroads don't have tracks in the

heavens!

You may have heard that we had a session with the C.I.O. At least two

good things came out of it. One a swell interview by A. P.'s Harry

Frawley with Claude Ryan (we sent you a reprint two weeks ago). The

other was my "personal victory" over C.I.O. organizer Richard Franken-

steen. During a lull in negotiations I tried to wear Frankensteen down

in a badminton game, which ended up in a one-point margin for the Ryan

side. And to top it off a press agent ended up in the news columns,

which even Frankensteen admitted was doin1 alright. There are a lot of

tales to be told on the above subject, but you'll have to pay us a

personal visit to get the low-down.

Inspiration for any press agent is a luncheon date with Clancy Dayhoff

,

TVIA's crack (pot) V/est Coast publicity man. I sat at Dayhoff 's feet

for a couple of years and can still appreciate the things he can do

with a yarn. During lunch in came a long-distance call from Kansas City.

(I don't see how they keep track of him.) Result - the story of "Laddie"

the airdale pooch whose heart was broken by his master's going off to

the "wars",

A couple of others to learn things from are Alexander Kroll of the

William Esty advertising agency, and Ruzzie Green, color-photography

expert, from Net: York. Maybe you'll see some results of their work -

and our press-agentry - in the magazines come spring; providing our

Uncle Sam in Washington gives his blessing.

Adios,

kid a^ut't
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Greetings Amigos:

More SKY NEWS is enclosed again, and if everything goes right this news letter
should get off today, March 17th - St. Patrick's Day - so the verdant spring

Or green of this issue should be doubly appropriate. — (That's me in the pool
at Palm Springs — lucky guy — page 4 of Sky News

.

)

Less
Ryan military trainers in China got in the news recently with the appearance

OFF in a New York paper of a bombed Chinese aircraft factory where planes built

last year by Ryan for the Chinese government were 'being assembled. We had a

THE letter the other day which had this to say - " as a result.... I gather-
ed six Ryans were destroyed during the bombing of . There was no op-

RECORD portunity of saving any of these planes, although most of them were com-

pletely assembled and had already been test flown. The raid was a complete
surprise and there was no time to fly them to another field.

"This is rather unusual as the Chinese have an extremely efficient communi-

cation system and the first alarm is generally sounded an hour, and the

urgent alarm twenty minutes, before a raid. However, — being in the

back of beyond has no towns or villages in the vicinity and so the first in-

timation of a raid was the actual dropping of bombs. I am pleased to advise
that both the pilots and officials are very satisfied with the Ryans."

Speaking of export .jobs, we understand that about thirty of the Ryan STM-2
military trainers will soon make an appearance on movie theater screens with
the release of a special newsreel on military preparations in the Orient.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER ! Read all about it on Page 2; that is if you're
looking for some now aviation art.

$1,350,000 IN NSW ORDERS FOR RYAN AERONAUTICAL - The steady expansion of the Ryan

Aeronautical Company' s contract manufacturing division, which produces special-

ized aircraft parts for other aircraft builders, was seen in an announcement today

by T. Claude Ryan, president, that new orders totaling in excess of a million and

a quarter dollars have been received in recent weeks.

Orders for Ryan exhaust manifold systems totaling Ol, 350,000 have been placed

with the San Diego aircraft company in the past few weeks by several of the

country's leading military plane manufacturers, according to the Ryan announce-

WILLIAM WAGNER,
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SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY

OFFER

MEMO TO: Aviation Editors, Photo Editors, Feature Syndicates, Picture Services

FROM: Propaganda Ministry, Ryan Aeronautical Company and Ryan School
of Aeronautics

SUBJECT: Pictures for you! Publicity for us! (You take the former; we take'

the latter.)

If you can use some aviation art, you may be interested in filling out

the coupon below and mailing it to us. In general we have tried to select new

pictures which we have not heretofore widely distributed to news sources. Many

of the subjects are not necessarily new, but we believe you may find something

of interest.

Mr. William Wagner, Publicity
Ryan Aeronautical Company '

Lindbergh Field, San Diego, Calif.

Please send me the picture items checked below as I believe we can

make use of them to mutual advantage.

Six dramatic "in flight" pictures of Ryan planes, including the
PT-20A, ST-3, STM-2, 10-51, S-C and STM-S2. (You'll have to

I send for the pictures to decipher these model designations.)

Shots of Air Corps cadet training including several in which Ryan
planes appear. (Naturally it's incidental to us whether or

not you mention the Ryan planes by name.)

Pictures of training activities in the Ryan commercial school.

(Maybe these won't particularly interest you in view of the

current emphasis on military matters.)

Miscellaneous shots. (We don't know of any other name for this

group which includes such items as a Mutt and Jeff shot of a

Ryan S-T alongside a four-engined Consolidated B-24 bomber.)

Name

Representing

Address

City State





All of the new orders, it is understood, call for exhaust manifolds incorpor-

ating the Ryan-patented universal ball and socket joint which permits the ab-

sorption of vibration by mounting the exhaust collector ring separate from the

huge engines now being used on military planes.

Although no actual production figures can be published, Ryan officials an-

nounced that deliveries of exhaust manifolds are ahead of schedule and are now

at a rate approximately double the maximum rate of only a few months ago.

With a further refinement of production methods, ever increasing numbers of

Ryan manifold systems will be delivered throughout the remainder of the year for

use on military aircraft for the United States and friendly foreign governments,

it was stated.

SHARP EARNINGS GAIN FOR RYAN AERONAUTICAL IN 1940 - Reflecting the substantial in-

crease in the company's scale of operations, earnings and business volume of

Ryan Aeronautical Company last year were the largest in the company's history.

The annual report released recently by T. Claude Ryan, president, disclosed

that net profits in the fiscal year ended Dec. 31, last, totaled $358,343.57

after all charges including Federal income and excess profits taxes of

$218,834.30, equal to 82 cents a share on the outstanding capital stock.

This compares with net profits of $90,728.89 after Federal taxes of

$23,011,85, or 24 cents a share on capital stock outstanding in the preceding

year.

Net sales and operating revenue last year rose to $3,864,575.66 from

$1,085,568.74 in 1939. A break down of manufacturing sales for the two years

shows

:

1940 1939

U.S. Government Sales $ '363,736 $ 124,538
Export Sales 1,455,465 1,060
Domestic Sales 1.222,187 720,258

Total Manufacturing Sales ... $ 3,041,388 $ 845,856

Tuitions earned by the Ryan School of Aeronautics, the company's wholly owned

subsidiary, together with other revenue for 1940 aggregated $823,187.36 compared

with $221,188.04 for 1939.
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At the close of 1940 the company's backlog of business on hand totaled approxi-

mately $10,500,000 compared -with $1,500,000 a year earlier.

Current assets at the year-end totaled $1,521,902.64 including cash of

$118,311.55 compared with current liabilities of $1,022,319.15.

LATEST RYAN BUILDING PROGRAM NEARS COMPLETION - The latest expansion program of the

Ryan Aeronautical Company and Ryan School of Aeronautics, involving expenditures

totaling approximately $400,000, was nearing completion this week, according to

T. Claude Ryan, president.

The Ryan factory, where military trainers for the United States and friendly

foreign government s are rolling off the production line in ever increasing numbers,

is being increased 100,000 square feet in floor space to a total of more than

240,000 square feet.

The principal factory addition, which adjoins the north side of the Ryan plant

on Lindbergh Field, is 200 by 325 feet, of steel frame construction with saw-

tooth roof, and. will be used for sub and final assembly of Ryan S-T type military

training planes for the U. S. Army Air Corps and U. S, Navy, and for storage of

airplane parts.

An additional two-story section, 50 by 150 feet, on the west end of the main

factory building has just been occupied and provides needed space for the rapidly

expanding Ryan organization. This building has accommodations for Factory Super-

intendents, Supervisors, Inspectors and Plant Engineers, as well as for the

Testing Laboratory, and Tool Design, Lofting, Layout, Planning, Materials Con-

trol, Estimating, Time Study and Records Departments.

Included in Ryan's latest expansion budget is a $150,000 item for new produc-

tion machinery, tools and manufacturing equipment of all kinds.

Other construction under way includes a new and larger Finishing Building, 60

by 200 feet, to house the Paint Department; and a 50 by 175 foot Service Building

to provide facilities for the Plant Maintenance Department, VJood Shop and Storage.

Supplementing the production departments now and in the future to be estab-

lished within the permanent buildings, the current expansion plan calls for
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94*000 square feet of asphalt and concrete yard paving which will provide facil-

ities for certain types of production work which may be conducted outdoors prac-

tically the year round in Southern California.

Across Lindbergh Field from the Ryan manufacturing plant, the company's sub-

sidiary, Ryan School of Aeronautics has under construction two additional two-

story school buildings, each approximately 44 by 85 feet, adjoining the school's

main offices.

The new unit on the north side of the main office will provide much needed

facilities for administrative and operations departments of the Air Corps Train-

ing Detachment, which provides flight training for the Army's flying cadets. In-

cluded in the building will be quarters for Flight Dispatchers, Flight Instruc-

tors and offices of Army personnel assigned to this station.

Complete new quarters for the Ryan Engineering School will be contained in

the other new building unit now under construction. This building will have

facilities designed to accommodate 120 students. Floor space given over to the

expanded Engineering School will more than treble the area now provided. The

Engineering School which is under the direction of Stanley K. Evans has been

rapidly expanded in the past six months in an effort to meet the demands of

Southern California aircraft factories for competent engineers trained in prac-

tical methods of the airplane industry.

AIR CORPS FLYING CADETS FROM RYAN SCHOOL ADVANCE RAPIDLY - The rapid development of

American youth of college age from lives of small responsibility and little or no

previous military experience to careers in the Air Corps which call for aggress-

ive leadership of fellow flying cadets of similar ages and backgrounds has been

well illustrated by recent graduates of the Army primary flying schools operated

by the Ryan School of Aeronautics at San Diego and Hemet.

Flying cadets trained in the last three classes at the two Ryan Schools have

provided five cadet officers for the larger training units at the Army's basic

schools at Randolph Field, Texas, and Moffett Field, California, to which are

assigned graduates of the many commercial flying schools now providing pilot

training under contract to the Air Corps.





Richard D. Stowell, who this week gives up the top ranking cadet officership

at Randolph Field - that of Cadet Battalion Commander - to begin his advanced

pilot training, was a Cadet Lieutenant while at the Ryan School at Hemet. At

Randolph Field for the past ten weeks, Stowell has been top man among the nine

hundred student pilots which comprise the largest class ever to train at the

Army's "West Point of the Air 1

.
1

. Before deciding on an Air Corps career, Stowell

went to the University of California at Los Angeles, graduating in June, 1940.

A sincere tribute to the Army supervisory personnel at the Ryan School at San

Diego is the record cadets from this unit have established when transferred to

the new West Coast training center at Moffett Field. (The commercial schools,

like Ryan, promde instructors for flight training, but strictly military train-

ing is under the direction of Army officers. At San Diego, for instance, Lieut.

Ford Monroe, is Commandant of -Cadets.)

The present class at Moffett Field has as Cadet Battalion Commander, Roger W.

Stinchcomb, Jr., who while a Cadet Lieutenant at San Diego showed rapid advance-

ment in military leadership. Unique among senior cadet officers, Stinchcomb had

no previous military experience of any kind before enrolling as a flying cadet

after leaving North Texas Agricultural College. Lucian W. Youngblood, now a Com-

pany Commander at Moffett Field under Stinchcomb, was Cadet Captain while at the

Ryan school.

The two previous classes at Moffett Field also had graduates from the San

Diego detachment as Company Commanders; M. S. Anderson was given this ranking in

Class 41-C as was Kenneth L. Shadell in Class 41-D.

INFORMAL My friend by correspondence, C. G. Grey, formerly of The Aeroplane of

England, in mentioning our last news letter writes to say, "I congratulate
COMMENT you on your unlimited nerve. The idea of trying to bully or jolly the al-

mighty 'Saturday Evening Post' into giving you a colossal free advertise-
About ment is one of the most glorious examples of nerve I have ever met." Fan

mail!
This

"All the World's Aircraft", which Grey edits, is going right along in

And spite of Hitler. Here's the way Grey works it - "....the best thing for

us to do is to set a bit of copy at a time and get galley-proofs out to

That half a dozen different places, so that if the works gets blitzed or I get

bombed there is a certain amount of work in hand, and the results dis-

persed so that they are harder to lilt."
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Our pride was crushed during a recent exhibition of Ryan PT-20As, Curtiss

P-40 pursuit planes and Boeing Flying Fortresses held on Lindbergh Field for

the benefit of Ryan and Consolidated employees. I stood behind a young
mother as she explained to her inquisitive offspring that the Ryan PT-20A'

they were examining was just a life boat off one of the Flying Fortresses.

Latest Aviation Writers Association member to pay us a visit was Bob Ball of

'The Detroit Mews who West-Coasted last month to look the situation over. And

in a couple of days we'll be throwing down the "welcome" door-mat for Bill

Wilson, the Republic-an.

The "Dragonfly" continues to stand 'em on their ears - at least so ive hear.

If you've been following our ravings during the past year, you already know

that the Ryan "Dragonfly" is one of the Army' s new type liaison observation
planes, designed for quick, steep take-offs and equally steep landings with

little or no forward roll. Anyway, latest reports have one of the test
models at Fort Benning, Georgia, where it is operating with mechanised ground

troops. (You might have seen the recent newsreel.) Here's what a late item

has to say:

"Army pilots are testing a Ryan observation plane, nicknamed the
"Jeep" because of its peculiar wing construction, which is designed to

land at 25 miles an hour and take off from small fields.

The plane, powered with a nine-cylinder radial engine of 420
horsepower, will be used as a courier plane in areas where there is

insufficient landing surface for high speed aircraft.

The wings have braking surfaces which are projected from a slot

when low speeds are desired. In flight they slip back into the wing.

The plane, also nicknamed "the flying motorcycle," has a wing span of

52 feet, is 34 feet long and 11 feet high.

The army, which first announced the test a year ago, said the

"Y0-51" was the first plane especially designed to fill both the

courier and observation requirements of an infantry division in ac-

tion. It will also be used to spot artillery ranges,"

Every once in a. while vie 're tempted , half seriously, to gag an ad for the Ryan

School of Aeronautics. For instance, we could build copy around the idea of

"If you can't come to the Ryan School for flight training, do the next best

thing. Enroll at Parks or Spartan, where you'll find Ryan-trained flight

instructors." Fact of the matter is that recent pilot graduates Linn Stitle

and Bill Ward are training flight students at these two schools - incidentally

among the country's top-ranking schools, as is Ryan, OF COURSE.

Ryan planes got an excellent endorsement for themselves and made quite an im-

pression earlier this month when test pilot Bob Kerlinger flew more than 3000

miles cross-country through thick weather to demonstrate our new ST-3 while

some of the other boys crated their jobs and assembled them on the spot for

the tests.

Adios,

IP-/!/) ///
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April, 1941

Greetings Amigos:

"Jello, Mentholatum, Knox Gelatine, New York Herald-Tribune , Henry E.

Huntington, Cardinal Mundelin, Thomas Fortune Ryan." These and other names
appeared prominently in our news release of a few days ago which told of the
scions of leading families who are training in the commercial flight division
of the Ryan School. Did you get your release, and do you want pictures?

We pity you poor editors and writers these days when every conceivable organ-
ization, both private and governmental, is snowing you completely under with
an avalanche of publicity. No one can possibly expect you to read it all, so

you can realize that for vie "propaganda ministers" it's quite a problem to
get our copy over in such a way that it'll get at least glancing attention.

Consequently our ego did nip-ups upon receipt of two very complimentary let-
ters this past month. Kodesty - yes we do have a little - very little, in
fact anyway, modesty forbids our identifying the writer, but one whom we
consider among the country's top aviation writers signed his name to a letter
which said in part ....

"Your news letters remain the most eye-filling, neatest and sprightliest in
the industry.

"

For which we thrice bow low from the waist in the general
direction of Mecca. This was compliment enough to last for quite a while, so

imagine our pleasure several days later upon receiving the foilowing from the
"Conference on Association Publicity" of the Lithographers National Associa-
tion

"Your releases were passed around at the conference as an outstanding example
of tempering news with humor." Good gosh, I didn't know I had any sense of

humor. Anyway, thanks people for the nice words, and now

We'll disillusion you completely by getting down to routine publicity. (
I

' 11
bet nine-tenths of the people who have read this far are convinced beyond a

doubt that the writer is a swell-headed so and so.)

RYAN FLIGHT INSTRUCTORS ADVANCED - Advancements for four Ryan School of Aeronautics

senior flight instructors, necessitated by a continual expansion of the San Diego

aviation school's military and commercial pilot training programs, have been an-

nounced by Earl D. Prudden, vice-president and general manager.

Paul Wilcox, director of all flying activities for the Ryan School and its

parent organization, the Ryan Aeronautical Company, will hereafter spend the

WILLIAM WAGNER
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majority of his time at Hemet, California, where Ryan recently established a

large branch Air Corps pilot school.

New head of all training activities at San Diego is Robert J. Kerlinger,

formerly in charge of the commercial flight instruction division. Under Kerling-

er' s able direction, William Howe will supervise training of Air Corps pilots at-

tached to the Ryan School, while Phillip Prophett will take over Kerlinger" s for-

mer duties on the commercial flight line.

Three of the senior instructors, Kerlinger, Howe and Prophett, are themselves

graduates of the Ryan School of Aeronautics which for 19 years has been training

men for aviation positions. After graduating from the school, Kerlinger and Pro-

phett immediately were employed by Ryan, and have since been advanced on the basis

of proven ability and leadership to their present supervisory capacities. After

graduating from Ryan, Howe went to Central America where he trained pilots for the

Guatemalan Air Force, but returned to this country when the Ryan School undertook

its Army pilot training program in 1939.

While Wilcox will spend the majority of his time at the Hemet school, he will

continue active in the general supervision of flight training at San Diego as well

as keeping a studied eye on flight test work at the Ryan Aeronautical Company,

which is under the direction of test pilot Joe Rust.

Ryan now operates Air Corps primary pilot training schools for the Army at San

Diego where average cadet enrollment is 115 fledgling pilots, and at Hemet where

215 newly enrolled cadets are usually in training. The 60-hour elementary train-

ing course takes 10 weeks to complete, and new classes of 65 cadets at San Diego

and 120 cadets at Hemet arrive every five weeks.

There are now approximately 75 pilots in training in the Ryan commercial school

with a considerable number entered in the Civilian Pilot Training Programs spon-

sored by San Diego State College and San Diego Junior College. In addition, the

commercial division is giving advanced "refresher" training for the Civil Aero-

nautics Authority to flight instructors from other aviation schools.
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ALL-AMERICAN FOOTBALL STAR NAMED CADET CAPTAIN AT SAN DISGO - Alexander J. "Jim"

Kisselburgh, former All-American football star from Oregon State College, has just

been named Cadet Captain of the Air Corps Training Detachment at the Ryan School

of Aeronautics, San Diego.

In an impressive sabre ceremony following a formal graduation drill reviewed by

Brig. Gen. George Marston, U.S.H.C., Kisselburgh received the Cadet Captain's

sabre from the graduating senior cadet officer.

Fifty graduating cadets of the elementary civilian school operated by Ryan

leave this week for Randolph Field, "West Point of the Air", to begin basic train-

ing. Kisselburgh will command the new advanced class (Zjl-H) of cadets which will

be supplemented before the end of the month by the arrival of 65 newly enrolled

"dodo" cadets.

EDITORS - We have taken the liberty of "stealing" and condensing most of the follow-

ing information from Capt. William P. Nuckols, Public Relations Officer, Randolph

Field, Texas, and reprinting it here because we know our mailing list will reach many

editors and writers not covered directly by Nuckols excellent publicity mill. This

information will be of unusual interest for the background material it gives on the^

Air Corps pilot training program. You may soon require this background dope as indi-

cations are that the present 12,000 pilots-per-year rate will be stepped up to around

30,000 per year.

THE AIR CORPS PILOT TRAINING PROGRAM

The Army Air Corps at the present time has a program for training 12,000 pilots

a year. This training is divided into three phases primary, basic and advanced

—

each of which occupies ten weeks. It is carried on from three centers Maxwell

Field, Alabama; Randolph Field, Texas, and Moffett Field, California. In each of

these centers are numerous primary, basic and advanced flying schools.

Classes of approximately 2,400 Flying Cadets start the training course every five

weeks. These young men, their ages ranging from 20 to 26, are enlisted as Flying

Cadets and sent to one of the many primary schools.

These primary units are civil schools under contract to the Army Air Corps, like

the training bases of the Ryan School of Aeronautics at San Diego and Hemet, Calif-

ornia. They are operated by civilians using Air Corps equipment and airplanes. Of-
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ficers and enlisted men of the Air Corps are on duty in a supervisory capacity.

Instructors are civilians who have been trained and who have passed the Air Corps

standards lor instructors. The planes usually are biplanes but at the Ryan School

in San Diego they are low-wing Ryan PT-20A monoplanes. These are soon to be supple-

mented by the newer Ryan PT-21s and PT-22s.

Flying Cadets at these civil schools live in barracks and get ground school and

military training, in addition to their flight instruction. During the ten weeks at

primary schools they receive 60 hours flying time.

Their first eight hours are devoted to dual instruction. After that, they solo

and go to the more advanced maneuvers. Ey the end of the 60 hours, spread over 10

weeks, they are proficient at all fundamental maneuvers, up to and including aerial

acrobatics, loops, snap rolls and Immelman turns.

Basic training is ten weeks in length and 70 hours. First part of the course on

basic stage is a repetition of primary. That is, the Cadet still is learning to

fly. He has not started to learn how to use the airplane as a weapon, although he

now has a heavier and faster craft.

After this preliminary phase, the Cadets receive six hours of instrument flying,

six hours of the fundamentals of three-plane formations, six hours of day navigation,

night flying and transition to advanced type single-engine airplanes and bi-motored

equipment

.

Principal difference between the basic trainer and the advanced type airplane is

a higher horsepoxver engine and addition of retractable landing gear and constant

speed propellor as against the two-position propellor and fixed gear in the basic

trainers.

Third phase of training is advanced, which also is ten weeks. This starts as a

continuation of the transition to advanced equipment that Cadets had at the conclu-

sion of their basic course. As soon as proficiency has been reached on these, they

then begin to learn how to use the airplane as a weapon. Some of the students will

be assigned to advanced single engine schools where they get pursuit formation, pur-

suit tactics, gunnery, etc. Bi-motored schools will train pilots, bombardiers and

navigators.
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At the end of 30 weeks the Cadet has been transformed from a fledgling who barely

is able to stagger off the ground in a primary trainer to a full-fledged bombardier

co-pilot. And, he has acquired a very thorough technical knowledge of military avia-

tion.

Of 100 Flying Cadets who start training, 55 to 60 of them complete the entire

course. The others fall by the wayside for only one reason. The best name that we

can give it is "lack of inherent flying ability".

This does not mean that the man cannot fly well enough to pilot a low powered

commercial airplane around the airport and make a safe landing; it means that he is

lacking in the traits and ability that is required of a military pilot.

Of the men who are eliminated, those who have the qualifications, who are deemed

to be adaptable and who desire it, are given the opportunity of taking a special

bombardiers course, navigators course, and in some cases a meteorology, a photo-

graphic, an armament, or an engineering course.

The length of these courses vary from twelve weeks to nine months, depending on

the type. Students retain their Flying Cadet status during this time and will be

commissioned as Second Lieutenants after they have completed the course.

Flying Cadets are paid $75 a month, and are allowed one dollar a day for rations.

Provided free of charge are uniforms, living accommodations and medical care. They

actually receive a $25,000 scholarship, plus $75 a month spending money and complete

care at government expense. After graduation they get $245 a month when commission-

ed as Second Lieutenants.

The expanded pilot training program started July 1, 1939. Up to that time the

Air Corps trained 300 to 500 pilots a year. The first expansion called for a total

of 5,500 pilots by July 1, 1941. That meant 3,300 additional fliers.

Long before this goal was obtained, xve started on a second expansion program

which called for 7,000 pilots to be trained annually . We reached that production

rate last summer, and immediately the schedule was stepped up to the training of

12,000 pilots annually .
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Here's an advertisement in which we think you'll be interested . Like most schools

one reason we want students is for our own (financial) good; now, however, we have
to get down on our knees and beg prospective students to enroll for their own good.
Seriously, we can't begin to supply the requests for Ryan graduates and the only way
we'll be able to do so is to get more students enrolled for training. Hence, we go
begging this way in the aviation trade press:

AN URGENT APPEAL
TO YOUNG MEN

OF AMERICA

By telephone, telegraph and mail from all over this nation
come daily urgent requests for Ryan graduates. It's no
secret that the shortage of engineers , flyers and mechanics
is critical and bound to become more acute as America's stu-
pendous air expansion goes forward. And there is no end in
sight.

The Industry's demand for Ryan-recommended men ranges from
graduates of the five-week Sheet Metal-Riveting Course, with
tuition only $100, on through the nine months Master Pilot's
Course and the two-year Aeronautical Engineering Course.
This demand for Ryan-trained men far exceeds the supply and
if the Ryan School is to continue providing the necessary
man-power to the industry, many additional young men must be
enrolled now for specialized training.

And so I publish this sincere, urgent call for men....men
anxious to ready themselves for aviation's ever-expanding
opportunities.. . .men prepared to do their part toward assuring
the strength of our country's defense while building a life-
time career in Aviation! Can you help meet the challenge of
providing more trained aviation man power by planning to be-
gin your training soon?

(Signed) T. CLAUDE RYAN

President

RYAN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS
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IKFOHMA.L Congratulations to the new eye-filling "Air News", aviation pictorial

magazine and to aerial photographer Rudy Arnold who seems to have supplied

COM'lENT a great many of the pictures, as he did for Fortune's aviation number.

About They sure gobbled up our picture offer announced in the last issue of our
news letter. Several hundred pictures of Ryan planes and activities

This have already gone out, and there are still about two dozen editors yet to
be supplied. Sorry for the delay but we didn't anticipate such a re-

And sponse. So good were the replies, that we have considered the possibility
of selling the list of those who answered our query to some oil stock pro-

That moters!

Adios

.
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Greetings Amigos:

More There is plenty of military and naval activity around San Diego as these

words are being written - two days after the President's Unlimited Emer-

Or gency Proclamation. Mo need to go into detail; for one thing the press

will carry everything it can, and for another there are obvious reasons

Less why we can't release some of the information which reaches our ears. In

any case, things hereabouts in the past few days have taken on a new and

OFF somewhat ominous tone.

THE Latest visitors to these parts have been Frank Tichenor, publisher of Aero

Digest, Sportsman Pilot and Revista Aerea; and Max Karant, editor of Fly-

RECORD ing and Popular Aviation. Frank was out here as part of a nation-wide-

swing to keep up with the latest developments in aviation defense work,

while Max came out to hop an eastbound bomber on a delivery flight. Lucky

guy!

The Army Has A Heart

as was amply illustrated this month by
Lieut. Donald Haarman, commanding of-

ficer, of the Air Corps Training Detachment of the Ryan School, who flew

a newly enrolled flying cadet on a thousand-mile night hop to see his

Mother who was in critical condition. Details elsewhere in this release.

,/ >'9twow: m RYAN BACKLOG AT $16,000.000 PEAK - Backlog of

business on hand at the Ryan Aeronautical Company

*N> ^§^*^&fj '' N? reached a new all-time peak of more than

WX -4£> li : »°~^jW )16,000,000 with the recent award by the U. S,

Army of a $4,134*205 contract for planes from the

San Diego aircraft firm, it has been disclosed by

the management. Coincident with the announcement from Washington of the new plane

contract, T. Claude Ryan, president, revealed that contracts have been closed for

products of the company's exhaust manifold manufacturing division exceeding

$2,000,000.

WILLIAM WAGNER,
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Ryan exhaust manifold deliveries alone have recently been over ^320,000 per

month, and full utilization of additional specialized production equipment develop-

ed by Ryan will still further substantially expand the productive capacity of this

division.

The new $4,134,205 Air Corps contract is understood to be an additional order

for Ryan low-wing Army primary training planes of a standard type now in production

at the San Diego factory. While production figures are not available, the company

is reported to be tooled-up for immediate quantity production and the delivery rate

is showing large increases month by month.

Two years ago Ryan was the only manufacturer in the United States in production

of low-wing military primary training planes. After years of pioneering the low-

wing field against much "sales resistance", Ryan, in 1939, was a successful winner

of an Air Corps flight competition for primary trainers.

The Ryan S-T then became the Army' s first low-wing primary trainer, thus break-

ing away from a 30-year precedent of biplanes for initial flight instruction of

Air Corps flying cadets. By eliminating the former change-over from biplane to

monoplane service types, training efficiency has been reported to be greatly im-

proved.

RYAN ANNOUNCES TWO APPOINTMENTS - Appointment

of James C. Moakes as Controller and Fred W.

Ford as Purchasing Agent of the Ryan Aeronauti-

cal Company, San Diego, has been announced by

T. Claude Ryan, president. ^ 7~

Noakes, a Certified Public Accountant and tax attorney, left Arthur Young and

Company, New York and Los Angeles accounting firm, to join the Ryan organization.

Prior to his association with Arthur Young and Company, he was controller of

Canada Dry Ginger Ale, Inc., and before that was with the accounting firm of Price,

Waterhouse and Company. Noakes trained at Syracuse University.
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Fred Ford, who has been with the Ryan Aeronautical Company since September of

last year as Sales Engineer, has been advanced to the post of Purchasing Agent.

His previous aircraft experience has included purchasing work for Seversky Air-

craft Corp. and for the Stinson Aircraft Division. Before going into aviation,

Ford was with a New York brokerage firm.

HEART STILL RULES IN HARD-BOILED ARMY -

Engaged in a hard-boiled occupation,

where sentiment supposedly does not in-

trude, the Army does have a heart, a fact evidenced by a performance at the Ryan

School of Aeronautics flying cadet corps which has just been disclosed.

When Fonzo D. Smith, 22, cadet of Foard City, Texas, recently received word

that his mother was in critical condition following an operation, Lieut. Donald

¥. Haarman, commander of the detachment, volunteered to fly him home.

The telegram came in the afternoon; at 11 that night Lieut. Haarman and Smith

climbed into the former's two-seater basic training monoplane used for adminis-

trative purposes at the school.

The 1000-mile flight was made off commercial lighted airways, and Lieut.

Haarman flew the most direct route by dead reckoning navigation. Stops were made

at Tucson and Amarillo for fuel. In seven elapsed hours, the plane came to a

mushy landing in a muddy auxiliary field at Childress, in north central Texas,

the closest airport to Crowell, Texas, 40 miles away, Foard county seat where

Smith ' s mother lay ill

.

While Smith arranged for auto transportation to the hospital, Lieut. Haarman

proceeded to dig his craft out of the Texas mud. With the aid of two boys, he

managed to expose the wheels enough so that he could pull up on an improvised

ramp of boards.

He flew to Amarillo that afternoon, stayed there overnight, and returned to San

Diego. Smith, who had been at the San Diego school only three vreeks, was given as

much furlough as necessary.
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When he made his leave request to Lieut. Haarman, there immediately flashed

through the officer's miad a similar incident nine years ago,

"I was a cadet at Kelly Field only a couple of weeks from graduation, when I

received word my father had died suddenly in St. Cloud, Minn." he recalled. "One

of the instructors volunteered to fly me part of the way, despite- bad weather. It

made a deep impression on me, and I guess that was in the back of my head when I

offered' to take Smith home.

"It means a lot to a fellow to be with his folks when they need him most, and

the Army can always find time for this kind of thing,"

JOEL WHITNEY NAMED REGISTRAR AT RYAN SCHOOL - Appointment of Joel Whitney as Regis-

trar - of the Ryan School of Aeronautics, San Diego, has just been announced by Earl

D. Prudden, vice-president and general manager.

Whitney's appointment to the new post has been necessitated by the rapid ex-

pansion of all branches of activities at the Ryan School. His full time will

be devoted solely to matters pertaining to the commercial training division' which

offers specialized instruction in the fields of flying, mechanics and engineering.

A graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Whitney, upon com-

pletion of training there, was employed as a technician by DuPont, following

which he did engineering studies for the U. S. Forest Service and Park Service,

Later he spent several years in air conditioning work, and in 1939 decided to
'

enter the aviation industry through specialized training at the Ryan School of

Aeronautics,

After finishing his Ryan- training, Whitney was taken into the organization

as a technical training supervisor in Ryan's Air Corps schools at San Diego and

Hemet, from which assignment he has just been advanced to his new post as Regis-

trar.
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Here's a letter just received from England from Bill Gregg, diminutive former Ryan

flight student, now doing his part in Britain's struggle.

"Things are rather quiet here tonight (unusual). And T. got to thinking

of dear old Ryan School. So I hope I can hear from you or one of the

boys there. I don't get news very often from the U, S. since mail is

slow. But if Paul Wilcox, Bob Kerlinger, Verne Murdock are there, say

hello to them for me.'

"I don't know whether I can tell you much about the work I am doing

here. But it's a "ferrying plane from factory to squadron job". I've

been over here since last November and like the work very well. I will

say, I would never get this type experience in the U. S. I fly every

type ship in England plus a3.1 the American ships that come over. I've

really jumped from instructing on class 1 and 2S ships to every classi-

fication there is. And I find myself quite small in the four-engine

ships; but they fly easier than any of the others. The English ships

are some of the very best. No crack-ups yet (tap, tap, tap on wood).

But some of the things Johnnie Fornasero (former Ryan Chief Instructor)

taught me are still branded in my mind. Not running the Ryan S-T down

but the Spitfire handles and lands almost as easily.

"If this business doesn't shake my nerves up too much and I am quite

able to, I am hoping to buy a Ryan when I come back. Anyway, I am

going on a good vacation in San Diego. What I'd give for Mission Beach

and one of Slater's meals. Steak and onions are unheard of here.

"There are about 150 American pilots here. Most of them have come over

since I arrived. I am one of the old timers. The flying time doesn't

add up very fast, but 50 hours here are as good as 1000 in the U. S.

Yes, I get shaken up now and then. In fact, I am right in the center

of things. I suppose you have read about us here. I must say the

English are very brave and game. I sort of call myself British now.

When I'm not working I do my bit of fire-watching. So far I've only

got one scar. Four of us live together in an apartment. Things

aren't the best but it makes one appreciate easy living in the States."

First Officer William E. Gregg
c/o Air Transport Auxiliary
Whitchurch Aerodrome
Bristol, England

AIRPORT GETS GIRL INSTRUCTOR - Santa Paula had its first girl flying instructor

today in the person of petite, blonde Marion Jackson, who has been signed on by

the Bassett & Phelps Flying Service.

Miss Jackson, who graduated from Stanford university a year ago and hails from

Cleveland, is fresh from a strenuous training course at the crack Ryan School of

Aeronautics in San Diego where she secured her commercial pilot's license and an

instructor's rating.
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She's to handle the outfit's private business, it was- announced by Bud

Harrolson, manager of the flying service at Santa Paul airport.

Harrolson says he's always been against women flying instructors—until Miss

Jackson blew in. "She's on the beam" is the way he describe? her flying ability.

How did Marion get started flying? Well, to begin with, her home town is the

home town of the national air races, and .ill the kids there are airplane con-

scious. She started flying when she was just a kid, and had her private pilot's

license before she entered Stanford as a freshman.

She kept on flying while in Palo Alto, taking her friends up for rides, and

last October entered the Ryan school, one of the toughest in the country. She

passed the rigid tests with high ratings, a feat seldom accomplished by a girl.

( Note ; - The above article was taken from the Santa Paula Chronicle of May 23.

INFORMAL We lost a good friend this week in the untimely death of Alan Austen,

former Ryan flight student and frequent guest in the writer's home, who

COMMENT was co-pilot with Bill Wheatley on Consolidated' s B-24 bomber which

tragically 'crashed before our eyes.

About

This

And

That

LIFE Magazine's Bob Landry and John Field are in town for a week to shoot

a special feature on San Diego. Last time We saw Bob was when we chased

through the Ryan factory together last- fall trying our best to slow

William S. Knudsen down long enough to pose for a* picture.

Also in town today is Steve Hannagan , press agent par excellence, who is

now handling public relations matters for Consolidated Aircraft Corp.

Adios,

YJ 4/d€MJl
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Greetings Amigos:

Aviation Writers Association's President, Devon Francis , with his charming wife,
Irene, have been No, 1 visitors to our office this' month, resulting in dusting off
the "Welcome" mat and a pleasant evening with them, Claude and Gladys Ryan, and my
better half ... .including dinner at the Marine Room at La Jolla where electrically
lit Pacific waves splash nightly over the seawall against the broad plate glass win-
dows. Nice place, by goshl

Devon is Associated Press 1 flying reporter on matters aeronautical and as such has
been buzzing around the country checking up on things. ., .one of these days he's go-
ing to be mistaken for another one-man inspection committee from Washington out on
a series of one-night stands at each of the aircraft factories.

Francis became "Aviation Cadet Francis" for an hour over San Diego, havin gone up
here with Bob Kerlinger, flight director of Ryan's Air Corps flying school, to see
how the new Ryan PT-21 trainer flies. This test flight included a try at precision
spins, something Devon wouldn't risk when he was here last year. He's been a

"Piper Cub ferry pilot" of late in his spare time so perhaps felt that one of our
Roaring Ryan' s was somewhat too near the pursuit class for trying too much fancy
stuff.

Just what the connection is I don't know , but in any case, following Aviation Cadet
Francis' temporary tour of flight duty, Kerlinger came out with the essay on "Pilot
Zing" which accompanies this bull etin.

WE'RE KIND OF SCARCE OF RELEASABLE NEWS at the moment although we have a

couple of yarns in the fire about reads'" to boil over, sv.ch as new orders (may-
be), expansion of the Army training program at Hemet (almost certain), in-
creased delivery rate of Army training planes (this is an actuality) and some
advancements of personnel (this is a' necessity in this rapidly expanding
business nowadays), etc., etc., etc., but they're nebulous items in my dome
until I get them on paper presently, and in the mail to you.

HOWEVER, IN THE MEANTIME, the AWA prexy was so complimentary about our in-
formal news releases. ., .which he says seldom have any printable news but at

least aren't as boring as some of the baled hay which passes over your desk
daily. .. .that we'll spin a yarn or two while we're waiting for the foremen-
tioned news items to reach the releasable stage.

I FIND IT TAKES A VISITOR to our plant to dig up some of the good stories
which are right under my nose every day going to waste. For instance, while
showing visiting fireman Francis through the plant, our Assistant Factory
Superintendent gives out with the information that we get precision work,
and interchangeability of parts, by taking files away from all production

WILLIAM WAGNER
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mechanics in the final assembly department. If parts don't fit perfectly

without filing, they chase the trouble down in a hurry. Seems'that that's

how Henry Ford got standardization and mass production in 1911.

WELL, AS THE BOSS WAS SAYING last night as we talked of the good old days—"Aviation
was less work and more fun then than it is now." In these busy, dizzy days the poor

execs get in a fog every now and then. Take one of the head men here for example:

The other p.m. he got to bed about 1 a.m. after an evening conference and arose next

morning a bit on the weary side. Having a business appointment in Los Angeles the

following day, he visited his barber for a bit of trimming after leaving the office

late again. The shoe shine boy sells the boss man on 15 cents worth of footwear

polishing but stops to remark - "Say, boss, looks like yuh kinda got mixed up there

on yuh shoes." Seems they weren't mates.

NEXT MORNING HIS TWO SONS were put to polishing the other
odd shoes of the "old man" who paid off for the best mated

pair which resulted.

30 SAID • EXEC AND ANOTHER OFFICIAL started Los Angeles-ward

via car, without an accurate check on the gas supply. Re-
suit—two big shots thumbing a ride down the highway to a

gas station. Yes, these are busy, dizzy days.

PILOT ZING
Bob Kerlinger, Ryan's director of flight training, finds a bit of help in his in-

struction work from "object lessons" consisting of informal lectures illustrated by
tall tales, the humor of which seems to make the Air Corps' aviation cadets remem-

ber his wise words. Here's one he burst out with the other day in the cadet's pub-

lication, "Windsock". - WW,

by Robert J. Kerlinger

The student pilot, Mr. Zing, is one of those peculiar individuals who in his

mind has cleverly developed new ideas to supplement the accepted technique of fly-

ing when training. (And those ideas are indeed unclassified).

For the particular flight we are observing, Mr. Zing has nonchalantly placed'

himself in the airplane as usual. He has inhaled and exhaled the cool air deeply,

content in the fact that he is the master of the plane and that it will obey his

slightest command. (He is glad that the instructor will not be on this flight,

since way back in the inner sanctum of his mind, he feels that the instructor at

times actually impedes his expression of flying ability).,.

As usual when he starts to taxi out he argues with the throttle for a moment

wondering why the plane does not move, and then remembers that he has not released

the parking brake. His taxiing to the take-off strip is a work of art from the

standpoint of uncontrolled muscular action and finesse.

After bending the throttle ahead of the forward stop, Mr. Zing takes off in a

manner entirely of his own design. It (the take-off) would remind an observer of

s'ing over a road, executed on the ground. He explains that by such dexterous ac-

tion on the rudder, he limbers up the leg tendons in anticipation of zooming into
spa.ce. . ,

.
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He gains altitude by climbing turns (no rudder use) and thereby proves to

himself that the use of rudder is not necessarjr during such a flying condition.

—

And after all it feels kind of good being; pressed from one side of the cockpit to
the other. By such motion, he contends, better blood circulation is induced in his
seating facilities (anatomically speaking).

Upon reaching an altitude of 3,000 feet (by his own calculation even though
the altimeter violently disagrees with him) he again inhales and exhales deeply,
beats himself on the chest (he's tough and plenty good and he knows it) and decides
that now is the time for a few of those masterful chandelles a La Zing. And indeed
they were.

After analysis, we conclude that during Mr. Zing's four so-called executions
of chandelles, he cleverly included two accidental stalls, a partial snap, and a
beautiful vertical reversement . He seems to be still under the impression that
proper stick and rudder pressures are not near as important. . . .and exciting. ,. .as

the ability to inadvertantly include various and sundry other maneuvers during a

single execution; and he just loves accidental stalls for they seem to stimulate
the muscular coordination between his brain and" his limbs (and when we say muscular,
it pertains totally to the brain, in this case).

He progresses to lazy eights and the results are simply amazing. They are
practically perfect (his own impression) and he feels that had his instructor been
along his (the instructor's) hair would have stood on end (with envy). Mr. Zing
credits his unusual proficiency in the performance of lazy eights to the fact that

he has cultivated the ability to move the stick rapidly in four directions all at

one time (similar to churning butter) in combination with smooth steady rudder
pressures (full ahead in one direction, then full ahead in the other).

Now when it comes to spins, very few could compete with Mr. Zing. Just prior
to the actual stall during entry, he suddenly yanks the stick back into his stomach

which produces a new nose attitude of a near vertical position, at the same time
jamming the rudder full ahead. He feels that in this manner, he is always sure of

a definite , positive entry. Usually after two turns, he has recovered from his

black-out, at which time he then jams the stick full ahead, and full opposite rud-

der, and then full back stick again (the rudder is still in; he's forgotten that).

Now a summary of the results: He states that his intentions were to recover

after the first two oscillations,' but since two more turns in the opposite direction

were coupled into it—well anyway, he experiences double results from one execution

and its a wonderful time saver.

He has returned to the field (thank goodness) and after three consecutive
landings in one, he is now back to the parking line. Before leaving his ship, he

ponders and meditates over the fact that his instructor finds so many faults with
his flying and yet he himself (Mr. Zing) knows how expertly he performs on solo

flights.

-?vF

Adios,
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From Williuin Wugrrer Susan Zinn
RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY
RYAN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS
Lindbergh Field, San Diego, California

Hi, People:

June 25, 1941

Being "Vice-President in Charge of Publicity" at the moment while Bill

Wagner is on his vacation, I have decided that the opportune moment has arrived

for me to get a load off my mind. ,<*N^ ' ^

It is no great desire just to write

that brings me into print again, having

been definitely grounded after my last

appearance (no fan mail!). But working

with Bill Wagner for what seems an aw-

fully long time pardon, for lo these

many months has brought me to wish

that his entire mailing list could know

him personally.

William being such a common name at

the Ryan School and Bill ' s mother having

endowed him with no other identification, we have had to find some "super" designa-

tion for Bill. Consequently, he is commonly known as Wee Willie; but speaking of

making up names for people that is an art at which Bill is past master. His

first exchange of correspondence with an individual and possibly the next is ad-

dressed to Mr. So and So after which it becomes George, Henry, C.B., P.D.Q. or

other appropriate means of salutation. However, it is only a matter of time until

it almost inevitably degenerates and comes out of the soup sounding something like

Pablo, Celluloid, Clambake, Half Pint or some other diabolical concoction. The

other day when Claude Ryan, president of the Ryan Company, and Eddie Molloy, fac-

tory works manager, had failed to attract the attention of our Chief Engineer with

their calls of "Mr. Boyd" and "Millard", Bill came to the rescue with his "Short





Circuit 1
* and got him immediately. Which all proves—absolutely nothing.

Typical of Bill's colorful personality are his ties. You'll know what I mean

when you see the "Grandmother's Flower Patch" one or the yellow one with the black

hootinannies in it or, for that matter, just, any of them.

There are times when you are talking to Bill that you are bound to stop and re-

flect, "Hmmmm, and I thought they were all in institutions". But being nuts is no

secret with Bill; it's an admitted fact. In fact, it's practically an accomplish-

ment for it's not everybody that's "that way".

Another attribute of Bill's refreshing personality is his boundless energy

his ability to be here for a second between the time he is there and the time he has

to be yonder. He jumps up from the middle of writing a publicity release (which he

insists almost anybody could do better than he can) to run out on the field and

catch a picture or take off in one of the Ryan planes to make some of his justly

famous flight photographs. A few more lines and he is off to the factory, then

down to the printers and so on ad infinitum throughout the day. As proof of his

inability to write, Bill will be glad to relate his experience with an essay on "The

Advantages of a College Education", or, for that matter, to rattle off the entire

essay from memory for you.

Hale and hearty will be your welcome any time you may drop down this way. Whem

you come in and find a young man of diminutive stature \vith a genial disposition,

hair receding at the temples and curling up just over the ears like a bird ready to

take flight, an atrocity around his neck and a handkerchief in his pocket to match

it if he wears a broad smile, and asks you to go to lunch with him in his little

tin Lizzie "Lucille" you've found

Bill Wagner.

S'long now,

/r

SusaryZ^n

P.S. All seriousness aside, I am en-

closing the latest issue of SKY NEWS

to keep you abreast of what's going on

out our way.
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No. 29

September, 1941

Greetings Amigos:

More We have .just lined up a new "client" for our super-soupy publicity service.

Along with the Ryan Aeronautical Company and the Ryan School' of Aeronautics

Or we will now also represent the "Ryan Aeronautical Institute", newly organ-

ized Ryan affiliate which has taken over the former Westwood School of Aero-

Less nautics.

OFF Tops among aeronautical correspondenc e schools , the Westwood organization

has been moved to San Diego where it will be operated in conjunction with

THE the Ryan School of Aeronautics. Gordon D. Brown, domestic sales manager of

the Douglas Aircraft Company, who founded the Westwood School, will remain

RECORD on the board of the new Ryan Aeronautical Institute. Ban Robison from the

Westwood organization joins the Ryan Institute as vice-president and sales

manager

.

A pleasant evening with Maj. Gen. Barton K. Yount and his West Coast Air

Corps Training Center staff was spent last fortnight by the writer and Ryan

School officials. Wish we could pass along some of the General's comments

concerning his recent assignment as an Air Corps observer in England, but

no can do.

Sky News , promotional publication of the Ryan School, went pictorial - and

cerise - in its latest edition which is enclosed.

Happiest man in the world was Ryan Chief Pilot Paul Wilcox - that cigarette

endorsing airman whose mug has been appearing in all the magazines - when he

landed his first Marlin Swordfish last week - a 206 pounder. You should

also see the fan mail from feminine admirers our "Pablo" received as a re-

sult of the ciggie tie-up.

RYAN AWARDED LARGEST EXHAUST SYSTEM ORDER The largest single contract ever award-

ed for the manufacture of aircraft engine exhaust systems has just been given the

Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego, it has been announced by T. Claude Ryan,

president, who revealed that the new business increases by approximately $2, 000, 000

the backlog of orders in Ryan's Manifold Division.

This latest order, according to Ryan, calls for the production of thousands of

exhaust system units, all of which will be equipped vrith the patented ball and

WILLIAM WAGNER
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socket universal joint developed and manufactured exclusively by Ryan.

The Ryan Exhaust Manifold Division now has an output capacity which is believed

to be larger by a considerable margin than that of any other manufacturer in the

country. Production facilities have recently been enlarged to assure prompt de-

livery of the latest orders, and at the same time provide for a still further in-

crease in the production rats as additional contracts are closed, Ryan said in

announcing the new business.

RYAN'S AIR CORPS SCHOOL AGAIN ENLARGED - - A new building program and general ex-

pansion of facilities at the Ryan School of Aeronautics 1 training center for Air

Corps aviation cadets at Hemet, California, which will result in an approximate

50 percent increase in size of the school, was announced recently by Earl D.

Prudden, vice-president, from Ryan headquarters in San Diego. Construction has al-

ready begun,

Established only 11 months ago, the new military branch of the Ryan School was

enlarged three months later to accommodate an enrollment of 120 cadets each five

weeks. Noxv, effective with classes starting training immediately, the entering

groups will be gradually increased to units of 160 to 200 each, which, under the

Army's ten-weeks primary training program will give the Hemet school an average

enrollment of 350 to 375 student pilots.

Airport facilities, both at the main base and at outlying auxiliary training

fields, are being enlarged to take care of the expansion program. At the main

base approximately 500,000 square feet of additional area will be paved for ramps

in front of the hangars and for landing and take-off strips. Additional hangars

and barracks are also being built.

A new 160-acre auxiliary training field four miles from the headquarters air-

drome has been purchased. Grading work will be started immediately, and provision

has been made for approximately 600,000 square feet of paving for runways. The

new airport is near San Jacinto and is adjacent to the emergency field where the

Russian fliers Gromhoff , lumasheff and Danilin landed in July, 1937, after their





historic 6300-mile non-stop flight over the North Pole from Ho scow. Two other

auxiliary airports are regularly used in training operations.

Approximately 70 airplanes are now in operation at the Hemet Field, but this

number will be increased to 110 when the larger classes begin training. New

training craft , Ryan PT-22 low-wing monoplanes, now under construction at the

Ryan Aeronautical Company factory, San Diego, will be assigned to the Hemet school

in time for the expanded training program.

Qualification of 25 more flight instructors to meet the Ryan School of Aero-

nautics' high standards is now under way, according to Paul Wilcox, director of

flying. This will bring to 80 the number of instruction pilots used at Hemet in

the cadet training program.

WASTE A Looks like we may have some women pilots actively engaged in at least one

phase of the aircraft expansion program - that is if we can believe re-

MINUTji cently published reports that Col. Robert Olds' "Ferry Command" may use
some of the country's top feminine fliers to ferry training planes from

Of Your factories to pilot-training schools, thus relieving needed combat pilots
for more important assignments. Since the new Ryan PT-21 and PT-22 trainers

Time are rolling off the production lines here plenty fast, you'll no doubt see

some pictures come sailing across your desk from us of the gals in action

—

Here if and when.

Speaking of women in defense work, the Ryan factory last month put the

first group of women aircraft workers on the payroll. They're working in

the covering department sewing fabric for wing and control surface cover-

ings. A stitch in time! Quite possibly we'll soon have other women in

the factory working on some welding jobs and later perhaps on small sheet

metal assemblies. Thus many men will be released for more skilled labor

in the factory.

Lowering of aviation cadet requirements by the Army Air Corps, as was
indicated to us the other day by the head of one of the traveling examining

boards, should result in a sizeable increase in qualified applicants

necessary to complete the 30,000 pilots per year program. Under the new

plan, as we understand it, .youths with only high school education will be

taken in as enlisted pilots and be rated Sergeant-Pilots upon completion

of training. But, as in the past, two years of college will be required

for thoeo given commibsions as Second Lieutenant, Reserve, upon completion

of training.

RYAN AERONAUTICAL INSTITUTE ORGANIZED - Purchase of the controlling interest in the

Westwood School of Aeronautics by the Ryan Aeronautical Company and the reorgan-

ization of Westwood under the name of Ryan Aeronautical Institute for the purpose
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of conducting Westwood' s correspondence training has just been announced by T.

Claude Ryan, president of the San Diego aircraft firm.

The Westwood School, with headquarters in Los Angeles, has been operating for

the past three years as a specialized hone-study aeronautical training school

under the direction of its founder Gordon D. Brown, domestic sales manager of the

Douglas Aircraft Company.

The Ryan Aeronautical Institute, it was announced by Ryan, will continue the

same high type of technical aviation correspondence training, with texts written

by industry authorities, but at the same time will coordinate its curriculum with

that given in residence courses by the Ryan Company's training subr'^iary, the

well-known and highly regarded Ryan School of Aeronautics.

President of the Ryan Institute is T. Claude Ryan. Other officers are Earl D.

Prudden, executive vice-president; Ban Robison, vice-president in charge of sales;

and Colin Sbillwagen, secretary.

In 1938j Gordon Brown of Douglas, together with a group of aeronautical

engineers active in the industry, formulated plans for the organization of a

correspondence school capable of providing by home-study methods the technical

training so urgently needed by aviation manufacturers. The Westwood School was

the outgrowth of that idea.

Courses of study to be offered by the new Ryan Aeronautical Institute include

Aeronautical Drafting and Engineering, Stress Analysis, Aircraft Power Plants and

Aircraft Construction and maintenance,

UOMSN AIRCRAFT WORKERS - Women aircraft workers are now being used in the Ryan Aero-

nautical Company factory, San Diego, it has just been revealed by employment

officials of the famous training piano manufacturing company.

At present only 30 women are employed, and all of them are used for saving

fabric coverings for wings and control surfaces for Army and Navy primary trainers,

While an equal number of men are doing the same type of work in this department at

present, it is anticipated that they will be replaced by additional women now be-

ing trained in San Diego vocational schools.
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Ryan officials indicate they are studying the possibility of employing women

in other departments as rapidly as they can be trained and proven adaptable for

the lighter types of production work. First move along this line will probably

concern welding.

The men who are being replaced by women are being transferred to more highly

skilled aircraft work at the Ryan plant in order that the production tempo may

be further accelerated in accordance with requirements indicated by the 0PM, and

the armed services.

INFORMAL

COMMENT

About

This

And

That

Recent advice from Washington is that quite a number of the old gang of

aviation writers and publicity men are now on Uncle Sam's payroll in the
Air Corps Public Relations Office. These boys should have a swell under-
standing of both sides of the industry-government picture insofar as con-
trolled publicity is concerned and probably both the press and Air Corps
will be better off for their helpful assistance.

Among familiar names on the Air Corps public relations assignment we find
Major Frank Miller, William "Bill" Westlake; Capt. Joseph Sdgerton of the
Washington Starj Lieut. Bruce Buttles of the Christian Science Monitor;
Capt. H. S. Wale3by of the Detroit Times; and Lieut. John Watkins of the
Baltimore Sim.

If we pin a "Press" badge on you when you go through the Ryan factory don't

be surprised. During Knudsen's recent visit to the Ryan plant a number of

newspapermen and photographers accompanied the party. Some of the lesser
OPM-ites dropped back toward the end of the line as did some of the Ryan
officials and one newspaperman. Next thing I knew one of the Ryan men
was busily engaged in giving what he supposed to be one of the OPM-ites the
low-down on Ryan production. Later when I advised our Ryan official he was
talking to a wire service bureau manager he almost fainted because of the
information he had let slip. Naturally our newspaper friend appreciated
the joke and maintained the confidence. So, lest you too, be mistaken for

an OPM official we're pinning badges on the boys so as not to embarrass our

own executives.

Curiously enough several clays later we picked up a semi-official govern-
ment publication and found therein - in black and white - the information
which vias supposedly restricted. Such is life!

Adios,
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Greetings Amigos:

More This publicity racket i s getting tough. You have to have at least a "13-
engined four-deck 700 mile-an-hour flying submarine" to make page one these

Or days. Which possibly accounts for the recent dearth of releases from this
office. We just don't have a "13-engined four-deck 700 mile-an-hour flying

Less submarine" to publicize yet. Or perhaps the following better illustrates
the point

:

OFF

"HO HUM1" Yep, that was the headline a trade paper used the other day when
THE the War Department announced a new $78,000,000 contract to Douglas Aircraft

Company for planes and parts. "We can remember when an order for 6 training
RECORD planes from a foreign government was reason enough for us to issue a super-

special news release! Ho i times do change.

Then there are the stories we can' t release for obvious reasons. Such as the
recent War Department announcement that the Ryan Aeronautical Company had
been awarded a 0103,000 contract for airplanes. Asked by the local press for
details, all we could say was "The contract calls for development work on

planes of a new design."

Every year about this time we can rather definitely count on receiving a let-

ter and newspaper clippings from our friend Anesio Amaral of Sao Paulo,
Brazil, advising us that again for the "umpty umpth" time he has won the

National Air Cruise of Brazil in his Ryan S-T.

Sure enough, last week came Amaral 's letter telling us that for the fifth

time in his S-T he was the winner of Brazil's most important sportsmen

pilots' race. At the moment we are writing Amaral for some pictures which we

hope will be of interest to some of the trade magazines.

HOLLAND APPOINTED CHIEF INSPECTOR - The Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego, has

just announced the appointment of Bert Holland, veteran aircraft production man, as

Chief Inspector. He succeeds Mel Thompson who has been selected by the company as

Assistant Service Manager.

Holland entered aviation 25 years ago as a barnstorming pilot, balloonist and

parachute jumper. After his barnstorming days, Holland worked for Boeing Aircraft

Company, and then accepted a position with Keystone Aircraft Company as an inspec-

tor, WILLIAM WAGNER
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In 1931, he went to the Republic of Colombia to help organize their air force and

pilot school. Later he returned to the United States as representative of the

Colombian Government at the Seversky plant and then joined that company as assistant

chief inspector on expiration of his contract with the South American republic.

After three years with Seversky he joined the Canadian Car and Foundry Company

and was sent to Mexico by them in 1939 to oupervise the organization of their Mexi-

can factory, which position preceded his appointment to the Ryan staff.

While waiting for news to develop of our non-existant "13-engined four-deck
700-mile-an-hour flying submarine" we haven't been lax regarding pictures,
although their distribution may not have covered everyone who may be inter-
ested. So, if any of the following items interest you, just check the list
and mail it to us and we'll see that you are supplied as promptly as possi-
ble.

Mr. William Wagner, Publicity
RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY
Lindbergh' Field
San Diego, California

Dear Bill:

Somehow you overlooked us on some of your publicity picture releases, so

please send us the items checked below:

S~~l Flight pictures of Ryan PT-22, your latest Air Corps trainer. (Even
though it's similar to your other models, send it anyway.)

I J
Formation of Ryan trainers in mass delivery flight.

I
j

"V for Victory" picture formed by line-up of Ryan planes and Air Corps— aviation cadets.

j

1 Two pictures: Your latest production line shot, and a group of Ryan

trainers awaiting delivery.

I j Your series showing an over-simplified explanation of how training

planes are built.

I I New series on Air Corps Aviation Cadet primary pilot training.

I
j
My own special request.

Name

Repre senting ____

Addre ss
.

City State
_
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RYAN S-T FIVE TIME WINNER OF BRAZILIAN EACE - One of South America's leading sports-

man pilots, Anesio Amaral, Jr., of Sao Paulo, Brazil, has just chalked up another

first place in his Ryan S-T, one of the first of these popular low-wing monoplanes

to come off the Ryan production lines at San Diego.

This time it's the 203 5-kilometer cross-country "Circuito Aero Nacional",

Brazil's most important aviation sporting event of the year, and for the FIFTH

time Amaral was awarded first place flying the S-T.

The cowling of Amaral 's Ryan S-T is now well covered with the names of the many

races he has ivon.

RYAN GRADUATES STEP INTO INTERESTING CAREERS - One of the most satisfying exper-
iences for technical school executives is to see graduates of the school achieve
outstanding success in their chosen fields of endeavor.

Thus it is that T. Claude Ryan and Earl D. Prudden, Ryan school officials, look
with real appreciation upon the careers of recent graduates:

One of the choicest positions which has ever been offered a Ryan graduate has

just been accepted by Charles C. Gilbert, pilot graduate, formerly of Detroit, who

has been selected to head the Instrument Flight Division of the Ford Motor

Company's aviation interests.

In his new position Gilbert will have charge of training Ford pilots in instru-

ment flight procedure, so necessary to the efficient test and operation of the

Consolidated Liberator bombers which Ford will soon be building in its new air-

craft factory at Ypsilanti, liichigan.

After graduation from Ryan, Gilbert operated his own Beechcraft privately but

later returned to the school as an instructor. During a leave of absence he

piloted flying boats on extended delivery flights for Consolidated Aircraft, and

upon his return to Ryan was placed in charge of instrument flight instruction.

Frank Campsall, Jr., R; an graduate, is also with the aircraft division of the

Ford 1totor Company.

Speaking of Consolidated: Many Ryan graduates are now employed in important

positions there, the most interesting of which are as flight engineers, navigators
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and radio operators on delivery flights of Consolidated B-2A and FBY bombers and

flying boats to Atlantic hopping-off bases and across the Pacific.

Included in the Ryan graduate group at Consolidated in this work are Ralph

Bayer, flight engineer, William Geopfarth, radio operator; Kerry Coughlin, navi-

gator; Douglas Hilton, flight engineer; Art Romag, radio operator; and Roderick

Ramirez, flight engineer.

The airlines, too, have taken all recently qualified graduates of Ryan's Master

Pilot Course. B. H. Harvey has recently joined Braniff Airways as first officer;

Robert Raley has gone to Northwest Airlines in a similar position; and William L.

Allen is now piloting for Mid-Continent Airlines. Incidentally, Allen regulariy

sees Raley while on the run to Minneapolis and meets Harvey at Kansas City, which

is served by both Braniff and Iiid-Continent,

Recent visitors to the school have included graduates from all over the United

States and some foreign countries. Hall Graff who piloted airliners for Cuban

National Airways after leaving Ryan has just returned from England -where he

ferried R.A.F. military planes from factories to combat squadrons. Perry Boswell,

Jr., now doing test work for the R.C.A.F. in Canada was also a recent visitor.

Vacationing from his work with Alaskan Airways at Juneau, Alaska, was Gerald

"Bud" Bodding, pilot and part owner of the airline, who reported Arnold Enge,

another Ryan graduate, is also piloting for them.

INFORMAL A problem in protocol was presented by the recent visit of Aero Digest's

editor, George McLaughlin, and advertising manager, Russ Johns, who came

COMMENT out from New York to lap up some of that California winter sunshine and to

tour aircraft plants on the coast. As an advertising manager it was up to

About Johns to take us, as Ryan's advertising manager, out to lunch, while on our

part as Ryan's publicity manager it was up to us to take editor McLaughlin

This out to lunch « So w^a* happened? Johns paid the bill. But don't let that

stop you from coining out to visit us parti.cul.arly if you're an editor. I r

a^ that you eat free.

Oh yes, ask me sometime about the rival aviation oohool wmcn used a pic-

That ture of a graduate of the Ryan School of Aeronautics in the cockpit of an

airliner to advertise their pilot's training course. I'll betcha' we could

write an ad about that which would really be read!

Adios,

z
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'

YOUR COOPERATION is solicited by Uncle 3a.m. who asks that newspaper photo editors,

magazines and photo syndicates exercise great care to avoid further publication of

previously released photos which may be of military value to the enemy. This is in

particular reference to air views of factories and other general views which reveal

geographical location of aircraft plants. If you have any questions regarding re-

issue or publication of any material previously supplied by Ryan please communicate

with the writer and we will endeavor to obtain clearance, or substitute approved

material, at the earliest possible date.

Wagner sure missed the boatl TIME and other newsmagazines and newspapers throughout
the country came out several weeks ago with the story of Chesley Gordon Peterson,
new leader of the American Eagle Squadron operating with the R.A.F. The tragic part
of the yarn for us was that we didn't even know that he had been trained here at the
Ryan School of Aeronautics as an aviation cadet I That is, until his flight instruc-
tor, Bill Howe, ambled into the office one day to tell us how his protege had made
page one. Boy, were we ever a sleep

I

Peterson received his first training with us in San Diego in 1939* and, on later ad-

vancing to Randolph Field for additional training was reported to have been dis-

missed because he had "fibbed" about his age - he was too young for the cadet corps.

Eventually he ended up back here in San Diego for a huddle with Instructor Howe who
advised him that if he wanted to keep on flying, one way to do so would be to join

the Eagle Squadron. Here's what Howe has to say about Peterson:

"When Peterson came here he was a gawky, gangling, blonde youngster determined to

learn to fly or else. The main trouble was in getting him to calm down and prevent

him from over-reaching himself. He had a trace of cockiness that was displayed in

unorthodox, low-altitude, acrobatic flying he did whenever he thought he wouldn't be

caught. His war duty certainly must have matured him. When he arrived in San Diego
you wouldn't have thought he'd now be leading a squadron of fighters over London."

Howe received a letter from Peterson upon his arrival in England last year, part of

which is quoted below:

"I guess you are still at Ryan cussing dumb cadets. Just writing so that

you'll know that all your cussin' wasn't in vain. Am really proud of my-

self.

WILLIAM WAGNER
•
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"Arrived here August 20, was posted immediately to an operational unit.

That's sort of a refresher before you're stuck on the 'front'. It was a

Spitfire outfit. Went up the first day and shot three landings in a

Miles Master 800-h.p. pursuit trainer and soloed. Remember what a time
you had with me?

"Flew the Miles Master one hour and got into a Spitfire and shot three

more landings. This was all in the first day, too. Next day took off

in formation and flew for two hours hell bent for election. Whew!

Never had such a thrill since that final check at Lindbergh Field.

"I got to fly about 12 hours in Spitfires and then was given a chance

of being 'posted' or going back to 'Masters' for six weeks of instru-

ment and night flying. Just finished a 250-mile triangle course under

the hood today and hit 'er right on the buttonl

"Am getting my first taste of night flying night after next, and you

ought to try it sometime in a blackout—think I'll carry a flashlight

with me! Say, this is the darndest country to fly over—not a straight

road, fence or hedge on the whole island.

"Low flying here makes Randolph feel like a kindergarten! One hundred

feet at 225 fli.p.h. doing vertical banks, up and down wind, diving between

trees and up valleys—whew, you'd never know me!"

Why no news from Ryan? That's what the wire service boys and local press in San

Diego have been asking me for the past month; and I kept promising them that I had

a couple of yarns up my sleeve which would "be ready for release any day now." Well,

we did get one wire story out and had another all ready to peddle when BANG went the

guns in Hawaii and with it the immediate necessity of holding the yarns still to be

released for review by Washington.

Public relations matters in Washington are moving rapidly now. Procedures are be-

ing set up which will facilitate the clearance of news from aircraft factories and

schools, and we feel certain that all news which is not of a military character use-

ful to the enemy will be flowing in a steady stream again. Meanwhile we're treading

carefully and hope that you'll be patient with us, and Washington, while things are

being geared up to handle the new situation.

SKY NEWS is off the press again and your copy is enclosed.

Adios, and a pleasant holiday,

'ttiVrtVl,





From. William Wagner
RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY
RYAN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS
Lindbergh Field, San Diego, California
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